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Today’s Journal.
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Head-Haney. Miss Cleora Rosa Haney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha H. Haney,
and Clarence E. Read sou of Mr. and Mrs.
George T. Read, of this city were married
at the home of the bride’s parents, 28 Cedar
street, Wednesday afternoon, June 28th, at
half-past two o’clock, in the presence of
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was

observed by Dirigo

last Saturday.

meeting of Comet Grange,
'it unlay night the question
“Which is the most profitto raise—corn, oats or bar(Grange, Thorndike, is into unite with Sandy Stream
in attending a Memorial
arch in Unity village Sun-

n

at ten o’clock a. in.
The
y Kev. C. W. Ross, raster of
is hoped that a la“e deleharvest Moon will be present.
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drama, “The Deacon,” in
i, Thursday evening, June

of characters includes the
known local talent: E. L.
Grinned, E. M. Creighton,
:,Quincy Young, F. M. Lucas,
Mrs. May Jones, Miss Lulie
Emma Sayward, Mrs. Ada
da Lucas, Miss Laura E.
presentation of the drama
1 by a dance.
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Grange, East Knox, to the
or more members and inoyed a very pleasant picnic
.Mixer Fond Sunday, June
as perfect and a grand good
Vfter spending a few hours
lowing, etc., all gathered
ell laden with good things
cravings of the inner man.
uded a splendid fish chowder,
lien Wesley Kenney of Hourly of Knox, proceeded to
of the group, after which
>ur empty boxes and wendiiieward, each wishing we
pportnnity to enjoy another
near
future, and heartily
her and Sister Shehan for
and hospitality.
-n's

Belfast, observed June
night. The following
out:
Song by the

carried

Barbara
m,
Crockett:
ta Drury; reading, Gladys

it, Albert Miller; song,
and 4 boys; recitation,
-ong, Edna Wight (with
lion, Neal McCorrison;
e
Hart; reading, Annie
intermission, during which
ad \ anil peanuts were served,
a as
continued as follows:
til piano accompaniment,
■-sie ilart; recitation, Beth
citation, .Martha Coombs;
a
and
Virginia
Drury;
d Drury; recitation, Ansel
nation,
Alberta
Drury;
McCorrison; violin solo
c
onpaniment, George and
■citation by Virginia Drury;
and
Virginia Drury ;
Irew Drury; declamation,
•

is

-lit was observed by Mystic
;. June -kind.
Though the
me of the best, yet the atThe following
ery good.
carried out:
Rec., WelDonnell; rec., Hugh RuzOld Man’s Darling, Young
ec., Earle
Marriner; rec.,

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 29,

prepared by caterer Miss G. F. Parker, were
served the guests by a corps of pretty waitresses and each guest was presented with a
handsome box of wedding cake, by the
little niece of the bride, Miss Helen
reely of Bar Harbor. There were two
hundred invitations issued and a hundred
and thirty were present.
Many of the
guests were from Portland, Bar Harbor,
and
The
bridal partySearsport
Bangor.
left town on the 5 25 oar amid a shower of
rice and shoes, laughter, tears and blessings

Sretty

their immediate friends and relatives. Rev.
Paul-Yenawine. At Castle Kimble
G. G. Winslow performed the double ring
the beautiful suburban home of Judge and
ceremony. Little Miss Isabel Cooper was Mrs. Sam
Kimble, at ten o’clock this mornflower girl, and was gowned in white and ing, occurred the
marriage of Miss Mary
carried pink ^flowers.
Arthur W. Read, Estelle Yenawine of this oity to Charles
Edward
Paul
of
Las
Cruces, New Mexico.
brother of the groom, officiated as best man,
The impressive ring ceremony was perand the bridesmaids, who were gowned in formed
by Rev. E. H. Gelvin of the Presbypink and carried carnations, were Miss terian church in the presence of about
relatives
and personal friends of the
thirty
Parker
and
Miss
Carrie
B.
GoodJosephine
bride and groom.
Exceptionally tasteful
ale, both of Bangor. Miss Louise J. Read were the floral
decorations for the occasion,
of this city was maid of honor and was including an aisle of smilax through which
dressed in white.
The bride, who was the bride and groom passed while Miss Hess
Vinceut of Clay Center played the Lohengiven away by her father, wore a dainty
grin wedding march. During the ceremony
of
insertion
lace
and
gown
point d’esprit
Miss Vincent also rendered softly the sweet
over white silk.
Miss Florence M. Hill of selection, “To a Wild Rose.” The bride
this city, a pupil of Miss Haney, played the was charmingly gowned in white chiffon
trimmed with Valenciennes insertion and
wedding inarch. The parlor was decorated lace. Following the ceremony an elaborate
in pink and white, and an arch covered wedding breakfast was served in the dining
with pink and white flowers and green foli- room under the direction of Mrs. Kimble,
after which Mr. and Mrs. Paul took the 1
age, and from which a wedding bell hung, o’clock train over the Union Pacific for
crossed the corner where the bridal party Kansas City. They wrii return in a few
stood. The mantelpiece and tables were days for a short visit here, after which they
banked with pink and white roses, which intend going to their future home in Las
Cruces, where they will be at home after
were effectively used about the room.
The August 1. Along with the
good wishes of
sitting room was decorated in yellow and a wide circle of friends Mr. and Mrs. Pau
white,while pansies were used in the dining were the recipients of many beautiful gifts.
The bride is the youngest daughter of Mr.
room with good effect.
The hall was treatand Mrs. Seth J. Yenawine of this city and
ed simply in green and white. After the has grown to womanhood
here, where she
ceremony an informal reception was held, is held in high regard for her many estimable
and
will
be
qualities
greatly missed
and the pink and white
had been
by her numerous friends. The groom is the
emphasized in the decorations was carried only son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Granville Paul
out in the refreshments, which consisted of Belfast, Me. He is a graduate of the Masof salads, sandwiches, ices, cakes, etc. sachusetts Institute of Technology and has
made rapid advancement in hjs profession,
The girl friends of the bride assisted in
having given up a position in the college
serving. Mr. and Mrs. Read left on the here to become head of the mechanical enBoston boat for a wedding trip through gineering department of the college of agriculture and mechanic arts of New Mexico.
Massachusetts, and will be at home at 28 Those from a distance who atteuded the
Miss Hait.iA VAnawinA
Cedar street after the middle of July. The WAririinc were:
New York: Miss Ora Yenawine, Aniston,
hl'idfl is il (rruflf1tl}a
f HlO linlfact Mini*
Mrs. Mont Knapp, St. Louis; Mr. and
school and of the Weaver Music School, Ala.;
Mrs. S. M. Manley, Kansas City; Robert
and
has
Northfield, Mass.,
taught music Kimble, Fort Delaware, Del.; Mrs. Bertha
very successfully in Bangor and Belfast. Horton, McPherson; Mrs. M. C. Willis,
Keokuk, la.; Miss Bess Vincent, Clay CenMr. Read is associated with his father iu
ter ; Miss Lottie Adler, Delaware City, Del.
the machine shop. The esteem in which
Poor-White. A home wedding took
both young people are held was well testified to by the handsome presents they re- place Wednesday noon, June 21st, at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. White
ceived. Among the out of town guests were of Wiscasset, when their
youngest daughMisses
Josephine Parker and Carrie ter, Miss Sadie, became the wife of Charles
0.
Poor
of
Portland.
The
ceremony was
Goodale, Mrs. Sarah Haney and Miss
performed by the Rev. David Brackett,
Nettie Haney, Bangor; Miss Louise Foster,
pastor of the Montsweag Baptist church,
Ellsworth; Mr. Arthur W. Read, Portland; Woolwich, in the presence of the family and
The bridesmaid was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bowman and Miss immediate friends.
Miss Helen Dunton of Bath, and A. M. HayJosephine Kirkpatric, Old Town.
den of Portland was best man. The bride
was very becomingly attired in
white
Dutch-Chambem-ais. The home of Japanese crepe and carried white roses.
Fred Dutch on Belmont avenue was the The rooms were tastily decorated with
tlowers and potted plants.
Amidst a
scene of a very pleasant wedding Wednesshower of Japanese confetti the couple reday evening, June 21st, when Walter B. ceived the congratulations of their friends
Dutch of this city and Miss Nettie K. after which a wedding breakfast was served.
esteem in which the young people
Chamberlain, the youngest daughter of Tlieheld
are
was shown by the great number of
Charles Chamberlain of Lynn, Mass., were useful and ornamental remembrances. Mr.
married. Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Uni- and Mrs. Poor will make their home in
versalist chuich performed the ceremony. Portland, where the groom is a successful
business man.
The bride wore a very becoming blue gown
and carried pinks. Miss Mary Coombs of
Prime-Brown.
Married, in Brooks,
B.
this city was bridesmaid and wore a dress June 3, by Rev. 11. Small, Riley
Prime and Miss Jennie May Brown, both
of cream colored voile. Miss Etta Whiteof Brooks. Mr. Prime is the oldest son of
head acted as maid of honor and was dress- Eben L. Prime, a prosperous farmer and
ed in pongee. The groom’s attendants were lifelong resident of Brooks, and has always
William Sylvester and Walter R. White- lived at home with his father and made
farming his occupation. The bride is the
head, both of this city. The wedding march only daughter of urs. George Johnson, and
was played by Mrs. II. P. Swett of Lynn, although she has been a resident but a few
years, she has many friends and is a generMass., a sister of the bride. An informal al
favorite wherever known.
The many
followed
the
and
reception
ceremony
many friends of the young couple wish them
friends called during the evening to extend much happiness and
many years to enjoy
their congratulations. Mr. Dutch is a mem- it in.—Waldo Co. Advocate.
ber of the firm of Dutch Brothers, grocers
ar.d marketiuen of this city. He was educatHctchinson-Bray.
At the home of
ed in the public schools here and has a the bride’s foster
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
large circle of friends. Miss Chamberlain Arthur\V. Mussells, of Everett, Mass., June
came here from Lynn last August and has
17, Miss Lillian M. Bray and Capt. Edmade many friends during her residence in ward J. Hutchinson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Dutch will reside Timothy Hutchinson of Little Deer Isle,
for the present w ith Mr. Dutch’s brother on were united in
marriage by the Rev. J. M.
Belmont avenue.
Shepler of the Glendale street Methodist
church. After the pretty and quiet cereBerry-Babtlett. Last Saturday evenmony the happy couple left for Stonington,
ing Mr. Thomas B. Berry and Miss Edythe Me., where Capt. Hutchinson's vessel was
G. Bartlett, both of this city, were united awaiting him.
Mrs. Hutchinson is the
iu marriage at the home of the bride’s daughter of the late Everett and Clarissa
Bray of Little Deer Isle, and the couple
mother, Mrs. Flora Bartlett Orff, on River have the best wishes of a host of friends in
avenue.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of this vicinity.—Deer Isle Messenger.
the Universalist church, performed the
Mt. Waldo S. S. Association.
ceremony, which was witnessed by relatives and friends. The ring service was
The 3th annual session of the Mt. Waldo
used. Miss Eleanor Bartlett, a sister of
Sunday School Association will be held
the bride, acted as bridesmaid and Mr. with Monroe Center Sunday school Friday,
Charles Worthing as best man. Miss Kath- July 7th. Each Sunday school is requested
to be represented by three delegates, and
leen Colcord was maid of honor and Misses
superintendents and teachers should all enMildred Gray and Delia Thayer flower deaver to be present.
Following is the
girls. Mr. Berry is one of the proprietors program:
of the Rialto lunch rooms and both he and
MORNING.
his bride have many friends, who extend
Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold
and best wishes.

idei^vhich

Percy Buzzeil; dialogue,
ableau, Bashful Lovers; rec.,
Labor, by several boys and
cai Hall; rec., Jessie
Thomas;
less of Liberty; singing by
Mother’s Birthday, by
etc,
singing by Nellie Greer and
rec., Bring My Pretty
a
Flagg; drill by several
ec
by Marion Tower; song
Little Boy’s
ason; rec., A
Harold Jackson; singing by
oid Eva Jackson; rec., DisThey wnnflmn« t.himrc nnt nf thv law _Pea no.
hy Ethel Flagg; singing, congratulations
tour little girls; rec., Robie will make their home for the present with 33.
After the program candy and Mrs. Orff. The young couple were sere3.30. Opening worship,
Pastor
naded Saturday evening, and those who
passed around.
10.00. Welcome,
Wilmot Robertson
heard it thought that the 3d of July bad ar-e

lin.^nt

rritmn V*,-
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"dike, last Friday

was

quite

a

music was rendered by Mr.
ns, Mrs. Fogg, Miss Nina Van
Donald Chase of Unity. Miss
■on all hearts with her sweet
is- Kollins with her fine
alto,
"ith his deep bass and Cha.se
make up a quartette that you
Uter music by the quartette
I idling address was given by
shy. A Chapter of Chronicles
v 1’. Say ward followed, and
her usual able manner. Then
by Mrs. Mabelle Farwell and

"“

; rosby, dialogue by Miss Susie
"I Cole, recitations by Misses
•md Grace Wing, a tableau, in•isie by Master Roy Cole; and
ng of all was a declamation by
in II. Say ward.
At the close
in a beautiful worsted
quilt,

adies of the grange, was diswas won by Webber Stimpson
A nice little sum was realized
of ice cream and cake in the
The Grange wish to extend
to all who helped to make the
and especially to thesiugMr. l’eter Harmon and 0. .1.
ms for kindnesses so freely

•t

regular meeting of Georges
Liberty, the following resoT>ect were adopted:
nee more Georges River Grange

the loss of one of its most
best loved members, in the de>ister Mary E. Sanford; and
'lie was a general favorite with
"Id, and one always “at her post”
up and in the
community, as well
family; therelore, be it
That the members of Georges
11 ge, as a
body, unite in deploring
"s it has
sustained, and extend
't heartfelt
sympathy to the bemourn

A

1

"•
"

taimly.
that
'.ml,
‘"

in her memory fresh flowd upon our altar for four consecthat
a page of the record
""'Piiugs;
devoted to these resolutions, a copy
"
family, alsojo The Belfast Jouri; gor
Commercial and Bangor Daily

'1

miblication.

1

T

Abbie S. Moody,
Hattie A. Clough,
John O. Johnson,
Committee on Resolutions.
same meeting it was voted that a
1 ill
service, consisting of reading
"•
passages from 31st Proverbs by our
il'",

singing
choir, be

of “Blest be the
held at the next four contlre meetings.—Mrs. C. M.
Ayer, Sec.
•'

one verse
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Response, Dr. J. H. Baker.
Music.
10.15. Reading of records, reports of secand
treasurer.
retary
10.30. Reports from each Sunday school
in district.
Music.
11.00. The importance of the Sunday
\^Mschool to the church,
“^■Miss Alnieda Mansur, Rev. F. W.
Foot.
11.30. The Sunday school text book,
Rev. J. F. Schneider
12.00. Picnic dinner. Delegates and visitors will bring lunches. Entertaining Sunday school will furnish
tea and coffee.

The event of
the season in East Corinth was the wedding
of Miss Murietta Nickerson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Morrill Nickerson, to
Mr. Janies
Sweeney of Bar Harbor,
Wednesday afternoon, June 21st, at 1
o’clock, followed by a reception. The ceremony was performed in the north parlor of
the beautiful home under an arch in the
bay window of green foliage decorated
with snow balls and syringa blooms, by
Mr. Alfred E. Nickerson of Portland, uncle
of the bride, assisted by the Kev. W. H. G.
The bride was handsomely
Ventres,
gowned in white lansdown and wore a long
The
tulle veil and carried bride roses.
AFTERNOON.
bridesmaid was Miss Millie Shute of Bar
I follow after, if that 1 may apprehend
best
man
was
and
the
Mr.
Harbor
Mudgett that for which also I am apprehended of
of Bangor.
The bridesmaid was prettily Christ Jesus.—Phil. 3:12.
gowned in del blue lansdown trimmed
1.00. Praise and promise servive,
with white silk and white lace and carried
led by H. R. Dawson
white carnations.
The rooms and wide
1.30. Regular attendance an important
piazza were all heavily and richly decorated
element
in
school work,
Sunday
with ropes of green and white, while huge
Miss Lizzie Moore, Mrs. Cora E.
ferns in large vases stood in every corner,
Mrs.
W.
H.
Goodwin,
Twombly.
relieved by baskets of roses and lilies.
Music.
Music was furnished by a ladies’ stringed
2.00 The American revised Bible. Should
orchestra. The bride was the recipient cl
it be adopted in Sunday school
riiany beautiful and useful gifts from her
work?
Rev- Harry Hill
many friends here and at Bar Harbor
2.30. Will a system of rewards and merits
where she has been engaged in teaching.
the Sunday
be
of
to
advantage
She had just finished her loth term of school.
school?
She is one of Corinth’s most talented and
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, Mrs. Maud
cultured daughters and carries with her the
Hopkins, Mrs. Annie Goffe.
best wishes of a host of friends to her new
Music.
home at Howland. Among her gifts was a
3.00. Offering for expenses. Let every
check of one hundred dollars from her parsend
school
a liberal contribution.
ents.
A very handsome solid silver service
Election of officers.
from her pupils at the A. G. Heald school
3.15. Round table, conducted by Rev. I.
at Bar Harbor; a large easy chair from a
H. W. Wharff, D. D.
club of her Corinth friends; a solid si'.ver
3.45. Adjourn to evening at 7.15.
salad set from Mr. and Mrs. Abner MorriEVENING.
son; silver berry spoon from Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thissell; commode set, Sumner
They that be wise shall shine as the
Chandler; two large solid silver spoons. brightness of the firmament; and they that
Misses Ball and Chime; salad bowl, Mr. and turn many to righteousness as the stars
Mrs. H. Whittier; two large solidhxidysed forever and ever.—Dan. 12:3.
silver spoons, Mrs. C. E. Edmunds and
7.00. Devotional song service.
Mrs. H. Stewart; an oil painting in deep
7.20. Our district Sunday school work
gold frame, Mrs. David S. Coogins and Miss
and its needs.
Coogius; silver berry spoon, Mr. and Mrs.
7.45. Address Rev. E. E. Colburn
F. C. Hill; set of berry dishes, M. Jessie
of the Association are as folThe
officers
Meguire; check for ten dollars, E. H. NickBoyington, president, Winerson; silver
teaspoons, club of lady lows: Dr. E. H.
friends; towels, Mrs. Frank Spratt; olive terport ; Mr. Wilder Parker, vice president,
Miss
S.
B. Chase, secretary, Winspoon. Rev.and Mrs. Ventres; silver sugar Monroe;
tongs, Mrs. G. L. Oakmau; china tea set, terport; Mrs. Belle Palmer, treasurer, MonMrs. Tracey; salad bowl, Mrs. G. H. Smith: roe; superintendent of home Department,
Miss Edith Rogers, Frankfort; superintendcut glass, Miss Anne Lunt; silver piokle
fork, Mr. and Mrs- G. F. Hill: gold lined ent of primary department, Mrs. A. S. Goffe,
olive spoon, Miss Stevens and Mr. Dexter: Sandypoint; superintendent of normal decut work bed shams, Mrs. D. Hutchinson: partment, Firs. J. F. Schneider, Winterport;
Mr. F. W. Haley,
photograph, John Chandler; bed spread executive committee,
and shams and solid silver tablespoons, Winterport, Mrs. Frank Hopkins, FrankMrs.
Helen
Smith, Stockton Springs,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nickerson.
There fort;
Miss Ora Libby, Stockton Springs, Mrs.
was also a quantity of bric-a-brac, etc.
Salads, loe cream, cake and fruit punch, Wm. H. Twombly, Monroe.

Waldo Co. Congregational Conference.

1905.

NUMBER

burn officiated at the table, assisted by
deacons W. S. Hatch and Howard Small.
The committee on nominations reported as
follows: Place of next meeting, Searsport;
committee of arrangements, Rev. D. L.
Wilson, W. G. Hatch, Rev. T. P. Williams;
delegate to State conference, J. F. Schneider ; visitor to Bangor Seminary, Rev. D.
L. Wilson. The report was aceepted and

The annual meeting of the Waldo County
Conference of Congregational churches was
held with the church in North Belfast
Tuesday, June 20th. The day was very
stormy but a goodly number of the ohurohes
were represented
by delegates. The afternoon session was called to order by Rev.
adopted.
T. P. Williams of
Searsport, and Rev. D. L.
The evening session was called to order
Wilson was elected Moderator and W. G.
by the moderator, who led the praise and
Hatch Soribe and'Treasurer.
The speaker of the
The devotional service was led by Rev. devotional service.
evening, Rev. E. L. Marsh of Waterville,
J. W. Vaughan.
Prayer was offered by was then introduced
by the moderator.
Rev. T. P. Williams. The record of the
last annual conference was read and ap- His subject was, “Appeal of Christianity to
proved and the Treasurer’s report read and the Strong.” He said, in part, that Christianity is a religion for the strong and
accepted.
At the roll call of churches the following should not be presented in any other way.
Christ is the ideal of the strong. Strength
were represented by delegates:
Belfast, Rev. D. L. Wilson, Mrs. F. A. in woman responds to the strength of
Christ.
Ideals of Christianity, the very
Hopkins; North Belfast, Rev. J. W.
Vaughan, W. S. Hatch, W. G. Hatch; highest Christianity, calls people tp^eparate
themselves from the world; calls for courBrooks, Rev. E. E. Colburn, Mrs. E. E.
is equal to mastery.
The
Colburn; Jackson, Deacon Horace Small, age. Ministry
social question is coming to the front. The
Mattie Small; Freedom, Rev. F. I. Hanschurch is coming into it. Christianity is a
com; Searsport, Rev. T. P. Williams, Mrs.
T. P. Williams, F. A. Wentworth, J. A. great and mighty world force, is permeating

Clement; Searsport, 2d, Rev. T.

P. Williams.
Committee on nominations, Rev. J. W.
Vaughan, Rev. F. I. Iianscom, Miss Millie
Mitchell.
Committee on resolutions, Rev. T. P.
Williams, Mrs. F. A. Hopkins, Mrs. J. W.

Vaughan.
Rev. Chas. Harbutt, Secretary of the
Maine Missionary Society, made a statement concerning the Interdenominational
Commission. He requested that this conference give expression of its views of the

reciprocity plans now under consideration
by the commission. Referred to committee
resolutions.
The reports of churches were as follows:

on
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to its membership during the year: 4 by
letter, 1 by confession of faith, and 2 were
removed by death. Present membership,
145.
Benevolence, $260; parish expenses,
$1,413. Rev. D. L. Wilson has been called
to be pastor and is doing good work. A
Congregational Club was formed in January and is interesting the men of the parish.
Membership of the Sunday school, 100.
North Belfast has lost 5 members during
the year; 3 by death, 2 by letter. No additions.
Membership, 40. Membership of
the Sunday school, 40. There are 20 members in the C. E. Society. This society has
kept religious interest alive during the
year.
Brooks reports a good attendance at the
regular services. A large proportion of the
audiences is composed of men.
Jackson’s membership is the same as
last year. There have been preaching services during the year. The Sunday school
is sustained and is doing good work. It
lias a new library.
Freedom is supplied by Rev. F. I. IlansInterest is good, and there is in:om.
creased attendance at the services.
The
pastor holds services in a schoolhouse in
Thorndike every Sunday afternoon.
Kev. T. P. Williams reported that the
Sandypoint church needs the sympathy of
the conference because of the illness of
their pastor.

Searsport, 1st, reported as follows: Total
membership at last report, 106; added by
confession, 2; added by letter, 1; lost by
leath, 2; preseut membership, 107. Con:ributed for benevolent purposes, $170.
average attendance at Sunday school in
winter, 35; in summer, 60. Membership of
C. E. Society, 103. Contributed for different purposes, $138.37. A new organ has
tieen installed at a cost of $2,500.
Searsport, 2d, reported: Present membership, 25; lost 1 by letter. Average at;endanee at Sunday school good. The C. E.
meetings are well attended and interest
;ood.
After singing a hymn, the topic, “The
Problem of the Boys and Young Men,” was
considered.
1.
The motives that appeal to the boy
He
were discussed by Rev. F. I. Hanscon.
was glad that some one in the conference
had some thought for the boy. The church
lets the boy go while he is a boy and then
intends to do something for him in the future. The way to have a boy saved is to
keep him saved. The motives that should
underlie our methods: >
1. Give him to understand that we have
an interest in him, to have him a manly
man.
i,

j. Util

lie
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useful man. We ought to find a chance
tor the boy in the church.
3.
Love them. The church hasn’t loved
the boys enough.
Rev. D. L. Wilson spoke upon the second
part of the topic: “Methods that Effectually
Reach Young Men.” He said the salvation
i

of the church depends upon young men.
We ministers ought to identify ourselves
more fully with the young men in their
sports. We ought to be a young man with
them.
Rev. D. L. Wilson also discussed the 3d
division of the topic, “The value of the
parish club.”
The value of the organization of a parish
club ought to depend upon the conditions
in the church. Men haven’t had enough to
do in the church. The church gives uo social life to the men. The parish club will
meet the needs of men in the social life of
the church. It supplies their intellectual
needs. It can be the solution of the problem of the evening service of the church.
The topic Evangelism was discussed as
follows:
1. In the Light of Scripture, by Rev. J.
W. Vaughan. He spoke of the value and
importance of evangelistic work as shown
by Christ himself, who began the work at
his baptism in the Jordan. The world is
craving to know Jesus Christ. We look to
scripture for our authority.
2. In its relation to the church and com-

munity, Rev. E. E. Colburn spoke of the
great possibilities of the human soul. Keep
this idea prominent. Preach the gospel
and Jesus Christ and all other interests
will be conserved. Old time evangelism is
needed in the ehurch.
3. In its relation to home missionary
work, discussed by Rev. Charles Harbutt.
What is the need of evangelism ? Because
than one half our churches have no
additions. Evangelism must begin with the
children. Waldo county and other counties
have been cursed with tramp preachers.
The new evangelism will do away with
them. Evangelistic spirit must be in the
pews as well as behind the pulpit. Men
and women are ready for the message.
A short recess was taken, after which the
communion of the Lord’s Supper was observed. Revs. I). L. Wilson and E. E. Col-

more

———————,

the world.

Jesus Christ’s power is penea Christianity broader than any sect.
The report of the committee on resolutions was then read and adopted, as fol-

trating society. Have

lows;
Whereas this conference has been asked
to express its opinion upon the principle of
“Reciprocity Between Denominations,” as
suggested by the “Interdenominational
Commission” and brought to our notice
through the columns of The Maine Missionary ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we as a conference heartily endorse the effort of the committee to
consolidate the religious forces of our
smaller communities and that the plan suggested by the committee seems to follow
along lines that are Christian and therefore
feasible and capable of a Christian applicanon.

Resolved, That the thanks of the

PERSONAL.
Rev. Fr. Kealy visited in
last Friday.

Waterviile

Samuel Morse is visiting his brother, Hon.
L. C. Morse, in Liberty.
Miss Bnrns of Fort Fairfield is
visiting
her sister, Mrs. D. L. Wilson,
High street.
Mrs. Willis Scott and Mrs. Amos Scott of
Deer Isle are visiting relatives in Belfast.

Miss Julia Annis of Camden is in Orono

attending the University of Maine

summer

Session.
Mrs. Abbie Moody of Liberty has gone to
to spend the summer with her
daughter, Mrs. A. E. Johnston.

Washington

26~

Frank Lord spent Sunday in Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Stevens of Portland
arrived Saturday to visit relatives.
Miss Mary A. Bickford returned Saturday
from an'extended trip in Massachusetts.
Frank Black left last Saturday for Portland and Rice Black for Biddeford Pool.
M. R. Knowlton is recovering slowly from
the effects of his recent carriage accident.
H. P. Farrow, Esq., of Belmont returned
yesterday from a trip to Penobscot county.
Miss Alice A. Hills arrived by boat from
Boston Tuesday for a two weeks’ vacation.
Fred L. Thurston of Smithton was one of
the speakers at the Junior exhibition at
Bates this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Herberts. Morey combined
Harry L. Kilgore and Frank B. Condon,
Colby, ’08, have returned from Waterviile business with pleasure in a brief visit to
to spend the summer at home.

Bangor last week.

Leander Jackson of Morrill was the Ivy
Day orator at Bates College, and next week
we shall print his excellent oration in full.

Orville Colby of Watertown, Mass., is
spending his vacation iu Sunset with his
uncle, E. H. Colby.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dougan arrived last
from New York and are at their
cottage on the North Shore, Northport, for
the season.

Miss Helen Hodgkinson returned to Waterville Monday from a visit to her brother,
Samuel Hodgkinson.

Thursday

George Daggett, wife and daughters,
Mary and Stella of Belfast, visited Mrs.
Daggett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson in East Liberty, recently.
Hon. George E. Macomber of
Augusta
in the city last Friday adjusting the

was

insurance on the C. Hervey Howes house.
Mr. Macomber is a director of the Waldo
Trust Company.
Mrs.

Eugene Rust

and daughter Dorothyspent a few days the past week with Mr.
and Mrs. G. G. Pierce, and left
Friday for
their home in Kansas City.
They had been
visiting relatives in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
fVia

A 1 V,

r.
— —“ —
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Quimby went

out to

t___1
m.
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con-

Mrs. H. I). Holyoke, Mrs. U. B. Cunningham’s milliner, left yesterday for her home
in Dorchester, Mass.
Richard E. Shaw, Bowdoin, ’00, was at
home from college a few days last week,
and is now visiting relatives.
Miss Edith K. Dunton,’05, and Florence
E. Dunton, ’00, returned last week from Mt.
Holyoke College for the summer.

Miss Geneva R. Iieal, who has been studying stenography in Boston, is employed in
the office of the Register of Deeds.
Mrs. C. ii. Forbes of Brooks spent Saturday and Sunday in Fairfield and Waterville, visiting friends and relatives.
Miss Addie Davis of Jackson and Mrs.
Belle Estes of Brooks are in Belfast, the
guests of Mr. ami Mrs. S. D. Brown.

er’s Pond,Friday for the season.
They have
ference be extended to the church and
as guests Charles 11. Field of this
city and
parish of North Belfast for their kindly reMr. and Mrs. Frank E. Barker, who have
ception and generous hospitality.
They Master William Q. Foster of Portland.
been visiting in Centre Montville, left Monhave done everything possible to make our
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Woodbury of day for their home in Springfield, Ohio.
meeting one of pleasure and profit to us and
our only regret is that the weather con- Hanover, N. H., are
Rev. G. G. Winslow and Rev. J. \V. Hatch
visiting Mrs. Woodditions have prevented many from being
bury’s parents. Dr. and Mrs. S. W. Johnson. attended the meetiug of the trustees of the
present with us on this occasion.
Resolved, That we extend to Rev. E. L. Mr. aud Mrs. Woodbury will spend the East Maine Conference Seminary in Bangor
Marsh of Waterville the assurance of our month of July at the Elwell
cottage, Little last Friday.
appreciation of his Christian courtesy and River.
Lester C. Pinkham, formerly of Liberty,
kindness in coming to us at so short a
notice to take the place of Rev. Dr. Beach
Miss Sarah R. Gardner had her sisters is now employed as conductor on the Jamaica
upon the program. We have listened with with her the
past week—Mrs. Esther Davis, Plain division of the Boston Elevated Railinterest and with profit to his strong and
effective presentation of his theme, “The Mrs. Rubie A. Howe of Lincolnville and way system.
Appeal of Christianity to the Strong,” and Mrs. Mary French of Thomaston. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Harris aud daughter,
we shall go to our homes and to our work
Howe and Mrs. French returned to their
who spent the winter at their orange grove
the stronger for his impressive message, for
homes last Friday.
in Florida, arrived by boat from Boston
which we are grateful.
T. P. Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Emery of Buck-sport Tuesday morning en route for their summer
Mrs. J. W. Vaughan,
have opened their cottage, Silver Star, at home on Holbrook's Island.
Mrs. Hopkins.
Verona Park, and will remain for the sumCliellis Ii. Michaels, B. II. S., '05, went to
Closed with singing, “Onward Christian
mer; and Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Emery and Seal Harbor last
and
benediction
Rev.
E.
L.
Soldier,”
by
Saturday, where lie is to
sons of Bucksport are at the
Octagon cot- be employed at the Seaside Inn during the
Marsh.
W. G. Hatch, Scribe.
tage for the season.
summer.
Mr. Michaels expects to enter the
YACHTS AND BOATS.
Capt. John Gott was in Rockland last University of Maine in the fall.
week on his way to his old home on Swan’s
Miss Margaret A. Dunton, who we nil* to
Capt. Ned Davies of Rockland has his 60- Island. Capt. Gott is
engaged in halibut Mt. Holyoke College to witness the gradufoot sloop yacht Undine in commission.
fishing on the Pacific coast with headquart- ation of her niece, Miss Edith F.
Dunton,
Business is lively at the local boat shops. ters at Vancouver, B. C.,and this is his first
is visiting in York, Maine. Mr. and Mrs.
lias
a
new
launch
Coombs
30-foot
visit east for several years.
Roy
R. F. Dunton, who also went to South Hadplanked and calked, and a new motor
W. S. and Janies W. Roberts of Reading, ley, came directly home.
dory calked and primed. I. M. Cottrell Mass., are at their summer home on ti e
Mrs. Clara Brier and daughter, Mrs. O.
has the new mahogany house on the
North Shore, Northport, for the season. S. Erskine, accompanied by Mrs. I-.rskiue’s
Blaisdeil launch nearly completed and it is
They are to have a new Knox engine in- soli Harry of Winterport, were in town
Macomber is rushed with work,
a beauty.
stalled in their launch, which will probably June 10th to attend the funeral of Mrs.
and
launching yachts, installing engines
go into commission this week.
George Brier. While here they were the
making repairs.
Capt. Edward S. McDonald arrived home guests of Mrs. Silas 1). Brown.
The famous schooner yacht Fleetwing is
June 21st, having left his vessel discharging
It is claimed for Elisha Haney of Belfast
being fitted out for mission work arouud coal at
Mass. lie was em- that he is the greatest '‘joiner'’ in Eastern
Newburyport,
New York harbor. Services will be held on
Maine. He belongs to no fewer than 10
ployed during the winter between Southern secret orders, having been at the head of
her deck and she will cruise all over the
and West Indian ports, and has been absent six of them and an active worker in them
harbor in the service of the Baptist Home
about a year, lie will remain at home until all. He has never had time to figure up the
Mission Department.
number uf degrees lie has taken. Kennebec
fall.
Journal.
There were 14 empty moorings between
David R. Poiter of Bangor, a Rhodes
Richard Harding Davis passed through
the steamboat wharf and the marine railscholar at Oxford, England, is on his way
Portia; d Tuesday in a private car hound
way Sunday morning, mostly those of powhome, having sailed from Liverpool for New for Rockland. Mr. Davis was
accompanied
er boats, who took parties to Northport and
York in the Cunard steamship Umbria, lie
by a party and was on his way to visit his
Stockton Springs. The Edna, Capt. Roix,
will spend a few days at the summer school
intimate friend, Charles Dana Gibson, the
and the Fiona, Capt. Barr, the only sail
in Northfield, Mass., before coming to Banartist, who has a summer home on Seven
craft left of any size, were not out. It was
gor.
Hundred Acre Island.
a poor day for sailing. The wind was northGeorge C. Sheldon was seen on the street
Mr. Herbert E. Ellis, superintendent of
west and in the afternoon the squalls were June
21st, having arrived for a brief visit
heavy. A few years ago the bay would be to his Augusta home. He was looking much the Belfast schools, will not manage the
dotted on Sunday with sails, but now all improved in strength and general appear- Seaside House, Islesboro, this season, as
ance from the condition in which he went
reported, but will spend the summer in Belthat is seen is an occasional coaster passing
away. He left again, in the afternoon, for fast
and expects to be kept busy with the
the home of his parents in Waldo.—Kenneup or down along the Islesboro shore.
school work and as secretary of the Waldo
bec Journal.
—

Miss Mary Mason, principal of the Bridgton Grammar School, is at her home in
Montville, where she will spend the summer.
That she will return to Bridgton and
resume her position in September is a senti-

“Piney Horne,” the new Maine story by
George Selwyn Kimball, will doubtless
prove very popular. It is an idealized picture of life in northern Maine, and traces
ment unanimously expressed by the people
the fortunes of Sherman Grant from a
.Maine sea coast town, where he marries
Susie Truesdale, to the wilderness of Northern Maine, where he builds a home in the
forest, and where he and his wife assist
materially in the mora1, social and commerof
the
cial development
community.
Friends and relatives come to visit their
ideal log cabin, which was named “Piney
Home,” and several love stories are woven
into the thread of the tale, to which some
exciting adventures with Indians, Frenchmen and wild beasts lend color. The book
is bound attractively and the cover design
is very appropriate to the title.
Herbert B.
Turner & Co. of Boston are the publishers
of this story, which will appeal to all lovers
of the Pine Tree State and help to meet the
demand for summer reading.
“Piney
Home” is for sale by Frank G. Mixer, Belfast.
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.

C. 0. Montgomery of Camden has bought
of N. C. Crawford, West Rockport, the fast
pacing mare Bessie Be Sure, 2.17i.
The Hancock county commissioners have
a petition for establishing a ferry
between Sargentville and North Deer Isie.
The petition was presented by Charles
Scott and opposed by Frank Hardy.

granted

The property of

the late J. Malcolm
at Ponkapog, Mass., has been bought by
Mr. Johnson,
J. M. Johnson of Calais.
who is widely known as a horseman, bought
many of the Forbes horses after Mr. Forbes’
death.
Dr.

J.

W.

North Dead.

Augusta, Me., June 25. Dr. James W.
North, one of the oldest and most respected
cititens of Augusta, died of heart disease
at his home, corner of State and Green
streets today. His age was 67 years. A
widow, one son and two daughters and a
brother survive him. Dr. North's ancestors
were among the original settlers of Augusta and his father, the late James W. North,
was mayor of the city in 1856, 1858, 1859,
1860 and again in 1874.
Clean Streets at Boothbay Harbor.
We are glad to notice some rubbish boxes
ou our streets, neatly marked “Throw
Rubbish Here,” presented to the village by
the ladies of the Monday Club. This is
good citizenship. Now, let us see if we cannot assist in making our streets attractive
by each person keeping the waste paper
and rubbish off the street opposite our own
place. Who will have the neatest front?

put

—Boothbay Register.

✓

of that town.
Professor George Wooster Thomas, who
has recently completed his work at Hebron,
was calling on friends in Waterville Thursday. He left Friday morning for Searsport,
where Mrs. Thomas is visiting her parents.
Mr. Thomas will go, next year, to Washington Academy, where he is to be the principal, a most desirable position.—Waterville Sentinel.
Word has been received here that John
W. Fuller of Stockport, President of the
26th Maine Regimental Association, had a
paralytic shock last week in Walpole, Mass.,
when he was visiting a sister.
His old
comrades hope he may have an early
recovery and be able to attend their annual meeting.

County Agricultural Society.
Waldo

County Sunday

School Association

The annual meetiug of the Waldo County
Sunday Sunday Association will be held in
the Methodist Episcopal church, Belfast,
Wednesday, July 5th. Don't forget your
lunch baskets. Tea and coffee will be furnished by the local school.
Following is
the program:
FORENOON.

10.00 Devotional service,
ny nev. r„ •>. rnimrooK, Belfast.
10.15.

Greeting,
Supt. Belfast M. K. Sunday school

Response,

10.30.
10.45.

by President of the Association
Report of Secretary and Treasurer.
Roll call of schools.
Report of delegates.
Appointment of committees.

11.30. Address,
H. E. Lufkin, State Secretary
Picnic lunch.
AFTERNOON.

Praise Service,
Led by Rev. T. I’. Williams, Nearsport.
1.45
Address-“Methods of Bible Study
for Busy People,”
Rev. 0. F. Beebee, Searsmont.
1.30 p. m.

Miss Ellen Dutton Townsend, who has
been an assistant in the High School for the
past nine years, left last Thursday for her
home in New Haven. Conn. In the fall
Miss Townsend is to take a position in Miss
Baird’s School for Girls in New Haven.
While her many Belfast friends regret deeply that she is not to return, ihey unite in
wishing her success iu her new duties.

Leroy A. Webber, for some years past
connected with the shoe store of B. C. Dinsmore & Son, has a position in The Fashion,
Bangor, Wood & Evans, proprietors, as
window draper and salesman. Mr. Webber
is a graduate of the International Correspondence Schools in the course iu window
decorating and sign painting. He has draped
the w indows of Fred A. Johnson and B. C.
Dinsmore & Son and has done tine work.
Mrs. Webber left Tuesday to make her
home with her husband.
Miles Creamer of Paris, Texas, has revisiting Adelbert Lamb of
Rankin street on his way from Washington
where he had been spending several months
at his former home. Although 89 years of
age, Mr. Creamer travels alone and seems
to make no account of his long trips.
Fortune has dealt him some rough clips, but
he is possessed of Yankee pluck and persistence and is ending his (lays on the upper side of life’s see-saw. Over 40 years
ago he made a comfortable fortune in California, ouly to lose it in a business venture
at Lincolnville.
He was then nearly 60
years of age, but went westward again to
the Mississippi river where he worked hard
at cutting timber, which was swept away
by a flood before he had a chance to realize
upon it. Still undismayed by his reverses
he went to Texas, where be owns a farm of
about 250 acres and has something in store
for a rainy day.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

cently been

MUSIC.

Paper—Primary Work,

2.10

.Miss Avis M. Morison. Belfast.
Discussion—Everybody’s Hour—
what lias proved helpful in your Sunday
School?
Rev. E. s. Philbrook, Belfast.
For Convention ExOffering
penses.

2.40

—

m

usic.

The Purpose of

3.30

tile Home De-

partment,
4.00

Conducted by 11. E. Lufkin, State Sec’y.
Business.
Reports of Committees.
Election of Officers.
MUSIC.

4.20

Address—"How Best to use the
Activity of Childhood in Sunday School

Work,”
5.30

Rev. Win. Vaughan, East Belfast.
Picnic Supper.
EVENING.

7.15
7.30

Praise Service.
Led by Mr. H. E. Lufkin.
AddressRev. 1. B. Mower, Waterville.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
A Salisbury Mason and an Odd Fellow
exchanging confidences. “Does your
miss you much oil lodge nights?”
inquired the Mason. “No: she doesn’t,"
responded the Odd Fellow, “she can throw
a rolling pin or a Hatiron and hit me on the
head every time.”— Kansas City Journal.
were

wife

Liberty Lodge, F. it A. M., at a recent
regular meeting entertained a large number
of visiting brethren. Seven were present
from Marsh river lodge, Brooks, among
them the D. D„ G. M. Jones; also members
from Quantabacook lodge of Searsmont
and York lodge of Kennebunk.

membership
of this country is about 19,250,000; the
total Sunday school membership about
14,000,000. Thus it is seen that the
Sunday school has about 73 percent as
many as the church membership.
The great effort of today is to so in^

To Meet in Portland

The Protestant church

this that

crease

the columns will

soon

parallel.

be

In the Methodist

Episcopal church

there are 3,150.520 persons in the Sunday schools, and 3,004,735 members of

This makes the proporthe church.
tions of the Sunday school members as
compared with the church members 104
per cent. This denomination has nearly one-fourth of the total Sunday
school enrollment, while they have less
than one-sixth of the Protestant church
membership in the United States.
While there are encouraging features
in this grow th of our great church, it
to be remembered that only
about 13 percent of the population of

needs

country is connected with the
Sunday school. Some entire States
have reached nearly 25 percent, some
counties 60 percent, and some towns as
this

high

30

as even

there are

percent; yet

many places where this great department of church work is sadly neglected.
that is

being aroused,

there

ought

to be z.OOO.OOo added to the membership in the next twelve months'. In

places schools are putting forth
special effort? for enlargement, and the
results are encouraging. In one place,
some

where there

were

115 in attendance two

years ago, there were 207 a few days
since.
There are now fifty-five schools in
the Methodist church that have, each,
The largest has
ovei i."00 members.

:

(if these, two are in Xew Engx west of the Mississippi, and

;,:;iiie
land.

2,001' each.
Phiku ii] 1
The

-2

school

Pi vers.

’-ci

the II

c

Two are

Six

have over

colored,—one

in

and one in Baltimore.

a

International

,.t

Mention will

give

a

July

13th.

ioth to

The educational interest of all Maine
and New England will center at Fortland from July 10-13,when the American
Institute of Instruction will hold its
annual convention in that city. The
society this year will have completed
three quarters of a century of existence
and the program that has been prepared indicates a-worthy celebration of
the event.
Among the speakers of national
reputation already announced are Pres.
Eliot of Harvard, Pres. Carroll D.
I)r.
of
Clark
College,
Wright
Hershey Sneath of Yale, Sarah L. Arnold of Simmons College, Pres. Schoff
of Philadelphia, of the National Congress of Mothers, Mrs. Sarah Pratt
Decker of the National Federation of
Women’s Clubs, Mrs. Eva P. Moore,
St. Louis, Pres. National Association
of Collegiate Alumnae, Mary S. Snow
of Pratt Institute.
besides these there are principals of
several leading normal schools, many
Slate and provincial superintendents
of instruction, supervisors of primary
schools of leading eastern and western
cities, and prominent high and grarn-

I
I

Spends

on

Yachting.

Portland people

are

arranging

L.
yachts, 199 auxiliaries, 205 schooners, Campbell, Helen
Story of little Konrad, the Swiss
sloops and cutters, 226 yawls, 146
catboats, and SOS launches with gas,
boy.
electric or naphtha motors, making a Chase, Annie.
total of 3,118 yachts. No record is kept
Children of the wigwam.
of sailing craft that are less than twenChase, Isaac MeK ni.
it
was
estiOf
feet
these,
long.
ty-live
The art of pattern-making. A
mated by a prominent builder recently,
comprehensive treatise. Patthere are more than 10,000 in the waters
_.

11,422

| I
J. C If

j

to

this

Sunday uer 01 aenghttui social airairs in
|
fresh im- i of the visitors ami this gracious

great work.

takes a bottle out for a drink when on

uonor

tality should

t»

rived from Boston and were taken to

ride.

ers

back in the past, as we remember it,
prohibition was intended to prevent tbe

load of hard

pine timber,

the four-master Fred A.

and towed out

Davenport.

Mr. Thomas Robinson has received

poorer class from spending their money
for ill ink u lien it was all needed for the
family. At least that was a large part

an

of the trouble.

moved

for years and that thousands of dollars
worth of clothing has been smuggled,
it is charged that the prisoners have
been the tools of a large Montreal
clothing house which lias been shipping
vast quantities of goods
by the Intercolonial railroad to River du Loup,
thence
to
Canada,
Edmundston, N. B.,
where they were ferried across the
river to Madawaska, Me., by Daigle,
tlie ferryman, and delivered to Raymond Albert, who forwarded the goods
to Fort Kent and Van Buren, where
they u»-re shipped by express all over
the Fnited States.
It is said the Montreal concern is an
old offender and at "one time were discovered shipping goods by way of Boston. The case was worked up by Inspector IV. F. .Jenks and special treasury department agent F. E. Johnson of

Boston.

A

Country Idyll.

In a dismal little home, close to nature’s heart, where the fogs croaked in
tire lonely night, the crickets chirped
and the fireflies did obeisance to the
glowing moon, the children were crying for food.

“Never mind, dears,” softly hummed
the mother mosquito, “openwork stocking are in vogue this year and the summer hoarders will arrive soon.”
The night wind wafted softly over a
hungry but happy family.”—Terre
Haute Star.
OAHTOniA.
Bean the
_/) Th« Kind You Have Always Boqft

j^^Mp

amount to another

I

THE

BEEF

$750,000.

PARADOX.

Fra Angelico.
Pratt, .Mara L.

Guido Reni...

on

appointment

as

2d assistant

keeper

Petit Menan

today by the lonely graves,
Where rest the friends my childhood knew.
The breeze stole out of the quivering fir.
The bee flew round with indolent stir,
The wild bird sought his hidden nest,
The myrtle w reathed the tangled path,—
And the blinding tears fell dowti like rain.
As 1 bowed my head o’er the graves of
Maine.

0 glorious, glorious hills of Maine!
0 beautiful, beautiful woods of Maine!
O lakes with wealth of shimmering waves!
0 silent spots of the silent graves!
Though absent long, I’ve wandered far,
And smiled and wept ’neath other skies,
Through every change does my heart retain
Its early love—for my dear old Maine!
—Mrs. Ellen F. Lattimore in the Boston

Transcript.
Queen of Toilet Powders
given Comfort Powder by M. J.
Braden, Trained Nurse of Weston, Mass.
“it
She says
produces a fine complexion.”
Cures pimples and all irritations of the
skin. lakes the odor from dress shields,
and no other powder equals Comfort Powder for baby's tender skin. All druggists
in Belfast recommend it.
is the

name

Planting

Lobster

Fry.

Within the past few days the U. S. fisheries schooner Giampus has planted two million lobster fry at Matinicus and two million at Georges Island in Georges river.
From Rockland the Grampus returned to
the hatcheries at Hoothbay Harbor and delivered the mother lobsters collected on the
present trip. The Grampus collected quite
a number of seed lobsters from Rockland
wholesalers during her visit to that port.

i!B||

j

make your lawn the finest.
Illuminate the front of your store in
the business section.
Every effort put forth or dollar spent
to improve our city’s appearance will
be returned twofold.
Waldo

County

Horses.

I. P. Ileald, Troy, is at the Pittsfield
with the fast mare, Winnie
Wilkes, 2.24 1-4 by Wilkes dam by Early
Bird 2.10. This mare has raced under
adverse conditions and with proper
training is in our opinion a 2.15 mare.
track

Mr. Horace Chenery of Belfast met
with a hard run of luclT one day last
week, when a bay colt by Edgemark,
out of a Prodigal mare, was turned into
a smooth pasture and within two minutes had made a misstep and broken a
leg. The very next morning Roloco, a
brown yearling by Constantine, 2.121-2.
out of Baby Mack, 2.211-2, by Governor
Benton, was found with both forearms
broken close up to the shoulder, and of
Both
course he had to be destroyed.
accidents are entirely unaocountable.—
Turf, Farm and Home.
No Secret About It.

It is no secret, that for Cuts, Burns,
Ulcers, Fever Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils, etc.,
nothing is so effective as Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve. “It didn’t take long to cure a bad
sore I had, and it is all 0. K. for sore eyes,”
writes 1>. L. Gregory of Hope, Tex.; 25c. at
K. II. Moody’s drug store.

If you want a pretty face and delightful air,
Hundreds of lives saved every year by
Rosy cheeks and lovely hair,
having Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrio Oil in the Wedding trip across the sea,
house just when it is needed. Cures croup,
Put your faith in Rocky Mountain Tea.
heals burns, cuts, w-ounds of every sort.
R. H. Moody.

S-Y-3
S-Y-4

Triumphs

S-Y-5
S-Y-G
S-Y"-7

of science.
Under sunny skies.
The wide world.

Scald head is an eczema of the scalpvery severe sometimes, but it can be cured.
Doan’s Ointment, quick and permanent in
its results. At any drug store, 50 cents.

Rogers Will Never l>e
Hanged.
Another sensation in the thrillingly
sensational case of Airs. Rogers, the
woman of Vermont who is under sentence of death for murder, came June
22ud in the news that Judge Wheeler
ot' the circuit court of the United States
has granted an appeal to the supreme
court of the United States. Following
this decision came the report that Airs.
Rogers has been reprieved until next

December.
The impression is
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Regulated

as a

Lamp"

made by Beckwith Estate, manufacturers of the popular Round
Oak Stove. This furnace will do
what no ot^er furnace can do.
fuel from the first day—
makes superb, healthful heat.
The first cost is n°t high—burns
anything—hard or soft coal, coke
or wckx^You can’t afford to buy a cheap
substitute for the Bound Oak
Furnace—any more than we can
afford to
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Rockland, Me., June 22. The
completed their inventory
day and find the total valuation

rate will remain 22

mills,

“

Neither Corned Beet

nor

Roast Beef

last year. The total commitment placed in the hands of tax collector Simouton, including poll taxes, is $126,373,
which is assigned to the following purposes; city tax $100,628; State tax $14,017, county tax $5,727, overlay $6,005.
Killed

by Dynamite.
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but much more delicious than either

gf;

CL This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. CL It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and
outing parties. C, Eat cold or make into
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Brushes.

Colors ground in oil and dr

everything

used in

painti

the best assortment of

Tinw.i

HEAL&WOOD,
|

ifrirTWF

Nickelpla

Lamps,

p

per Goods

Ranges

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

ae

Woodenv
In the

city

Be sure to see our stock

chasing.

Open evenings

HEADSTONES,
GURBING,

A Great Clubbing liter

-AND-

ALL

KINDS

CEMETERY

OF

I

WORK.

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
is the time to

call,

have a

as we

large stock

of finished work.

Belfast, Maine.

Bridge Street,

-»Masiiry's Pare Paints*three=quarters

of

a

century.

There

are

more of

MASON & HALL,

FRED ATWOOD,

ms

Agents, Belfast.
Estate,

[
I

OIL

:

_

FOR PILES,

Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.
At

DEBILITY,

Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other
Vital

causes.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the
only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $8.
Bold by

Druggists, or seat prepaid on receipt of pricet

Humphrey* Med. Co., William &

John

Sts., N. Y,

The desirable property of tlft* late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a*
home right in the heart of the citv. Apply t«>
F. S. HOLMES,
Heal Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.

ISAAC S. STAPLES,
Has oil hand of his own make, a nice
lot of CARRIAGES, ROAD WAGONS,
and GROCERY WAGONS which; he
will sell at the lowest living prices.
3I1U6

for

weekly salary.

a

1
Large Arm Rocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY GO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.

solid business. Guaranteed
Light work out of school hours
a

[To

and

SEVEN PREMIUMS
^Six Dining Chairs and 1 n,VKN
UIVfcN

\Vinteri’ort, Me., June 22. The most $1.00 to $6.00 weekly. Address,
E. M. EAMES, Sec’y,
serious accident since, work on the
4w25*
104 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Northern Seaport Railroad commenced,
occurred, yesterday, in a cut near the
South Hampden line. Vincenzo Catalone was killed and three other Italian
laborers badly injured by the delayed
explosion of a dynamite blast. The
men set fire to a fuse and after waiting
some time, went in
to investigate,
when a terrific explosion took place,
Take
hurling them from 50 to 150 feet. CataSeven Million boxes sold in past 13 months.
lone will be buried here as nothing is
known of his relatives.
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Houses for Sale and to H

■

\

If you want a house of a.
to me. I have them ai a
part of the city ami at stand some can he bought «-i
pay rent all your life whhome on the installment
years own your own horn-

!

j
!

i
!

If yon want a farm comthem all prices. Small tain
hundreds of acres. Have u
gains and easy terms. H
schools and churches. < a,

!

over.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.

19tf

WANTED

themselves

I

Fashions and Fane>

Farms at all Prices.

For Sale.

energetic, persevering high school boy or
girl, (one who has idea of going to college preferred), to represent a reliable concern, and build
An

Jl

f|
m

■

--

A few second-hand top buggies, a surry
hack. Also a few single harnesses.
Apply to the

j
m

Farm and Hmmk is pub!
the 24 number', which compri'*
tion making a volume of ovei
with all the latest and most rthat experience and science
c
ter proof of its oopularity
enormous circulation, which
State, each number being ivad
million readers.
Remember we send both o.
postpaid, at the very low pi:
all orders to

BROOKS,

NERVOUS

1

ft

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

FOR SALE

•

w

Feeding and Breeding

! Dairy

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beat estate bought and sold.

HAZEL

m

Meehai

Fruit Culture

Insurance and Inspection.

WITCH

1
M

Farm and Garden

hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, 5team Boiler

HUIWPHREY8’

»b

Believing that every mu- ••!
have at least one good fani:
we have perfected airangcin.
send that practical and insir
and 11'i.mk, in connection
can Journal for only **•> orKkruisliuan Journal
to give blit a brief desrripi
Farm ani> Homk. which i>
and excellence. Prominent
partments may be mention*-d

REPRESENTING OVEK FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

---

I

For Only $

Masury’s Paints

Insurance and Real

fj

Paoer Publish*"1

Are the Standard Paints of the United States and have been for

as-

the same as

B

i WB
PAINTS,
n|

SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

Rockland to he $5,433,086, made up as
follows: Resident real estate $3,010,222,
non-resident real estate $279,750, resident personal estate $1,417,309, non-resident personal estate $53,799. The total
valuation is $54,095 less than last year,
the depreciation being largely in the
line of personal property.
Another
loss came through the sale of the Bluehill steamboat line, now taxed with
the other property of the Eastern
steamship company in Bath.
In spite of this reduction the tax

B
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have ip
fuli line
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ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
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Valuation.

sessors

and rounds
the face ami f

Johnson Bloc’<, B^ifas!

loyal legal service.—Roston Globe.
Rockland’s

■

H

Wm. 0. POOR & SON,l)fi,i

implication being

that money can enable lawbreakers to escape theirdeserts.
The truth is, however, that any deeply
interesting case will enlist the most
resolute aud resourceful efforts of the
lawyers, who will exhaust every possible avenue of escape for the condemued.
The Ah's. Rogers case bears striking
witness to this fact, for it is certain
that, if she bad been the possessor of
great wealth, she could not have enlisted in her behalf more unwearyingly

B

tl 'INK.

now general that,
of any other TWO paints combined. WHY*-=Because''
having escaped execution thus far, Airs. used than
Rogers never will be hanged.
An impressive feature of the case, they are the best and cheapest paints to buy ever produced.
since the development of the plans to
save Airs. Rogers from the gallows, has
Order by the name===insist on having MASURY’S.
been the ingenious and indefatigable
of
the
persistency
lawyers acting on

behalf ot the convicted woman. Rut a
moment’s reflection will recall a number of recent cases in which such devotion has been exhibited, and, as a matter of fact, the struggle that the lawyers have been making for Airs. Rogers
is only wliat is sure to take place in
every instance of this kind.
It is often pointed out that lawyers
will resort to the most amazingly subtle,
legal devices to protect a rich client, the

fl
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all wrinkles, black
!u,u
heads, roughness, and !rr fat;fl j.,.
without promoting the growth
H t
hair or causing the skin to she,
H stu
—imparting a glow of health 1;l
beauty that only nature at hei K
H tuj
best can give.
It
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cleansing, exercising, and iml.-g
the skin through and through-by strengthening the isJes
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Strange lands near home.
Toward the rising sun.

(this service

p

reople and places Here and there.

the cost of the raw material and the
cost of the finished product had kept
some measure of relative pace, one
ignorant of or blind to the operations
of this Trust might assert that raw
material and finished product together
had merely taken part in a world-wide
movement of rising prices. No one can
say that now. This discrepancy is too
glaring. The raw material is cheaper;
the finished product is dearer. In view
of this fact, what shall we think of
those laborious arguments by which a
government department tries to show
that this Trust is no trust, that the
packers’ profits are very small, that the
public has no reason to complain?
Where are the ‘books’ now that will

a tin box.
maker—not a bonfire
Have us inspect^ your premises, and
furnish you a scientific installation
plan—to fit the needs of your home—

I^HKZ

|

BE
IE

1
B

'T'HERE is but one method
0j
acquiring and retaining ,
beautiful, clear, dehca' i, ■.,tS(j
complexion. The pon,
,j,f
skin must first be rid of „i|
purities, and the eu
gently stimulated to earn.
tion to all the tiny cci:=
*
tissues.

girl Bff||i|

naee—no

H

■III

^f^gf

house is suitable
heat is so healthful, economical, or satisfactory. But get a good
furnace—a fuel saver as well as a heat

j

|
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Light Station and was
thereby lighthouse tender Geranium last Friday.
dry spell will go a half dozen bottles, —"Business is looking up at Hall’s explain cheap cattle and dear beef?
And of what value are any ‘reports’
and it drains the change from a poor ; Quarry.
against the certain, plain dollar-andman.
ile is sober, but his money is
cents experience of every householder
For Over Sixty Years
in the country ?”
gone all the same. Times have someAn Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
what changed for the poor man and all
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
GOOD ADVICE.
can get liquor now.
Jt is getting mo- used for over sixty years by millions of
notonous to read every week of the mothers for tlieir children while teething,
The mayor of Denver appointed a
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
seizures. Our sheriff is doing his duty softens the
gums,allays all pain, cures wind cleaning up day, which was devoted to
and there are some dry spots, but they colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists civic improvement, and in his proclawet easy after the sheriff has gone. I
in every part of the world. Twenty-five mation gave the following good advice,
am for prohibition just as far as
any- cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
which is equally applicable to other
can
be
thing
squarely and honestly
communities:
done, but pretention and hypocrisy are
Dear Old Maine.
If your store front, residence or fence
poor tools to work with. After all our
is dull or dingy, order it painted.
tribulation the worst comes on the I’ve looked
today on the dear old hills,
If your awning is old, torn or faded,
drinkers.
Kkkkman Paiiteidoe.
The dear old hills of my early home;
I’ve looked with eyes that were dim with get a new one.
If your sidewalk, fence or gate needs
ARREST OF SMUGGLERS.
tears,
That came with thoughts of former years; repairing, fix it.
Th«*
Maine Case in Years.
When, like a fluttering, unfledged bird,
Destroy the young weeds that are
on your property and on your
li'M'Oa, June JO.
U. S. Deputy I nestled within iny warm home nest,
And knowing no sorrow and fearing no pain starting
Marshals C. li. Haskell and IV. F. I lirst
neighbor’s property.
out on the hills of Maine.
peeped
If your advertising sign is old or
Hasty arrived here tonight, having in
custody Raymond Albert, a merchant I’ve walkid today in the grand old woods; faded, take it down or paint ::t.
The
old
woods
that
father
loved
grand
my
;
and town clerk of Madawaska; Alexis
Resolve never to throw paper in the
I've pressed my feet on the mossy sod,
Albert, stage driver between Fort Kent The
streets.
same
my mother trod ;
and Van Buren; Thomas Daigle, ferry- I’ve very the that,
Take all dandelions out of your lawn
berries so ripe and sweet,
man
between Madawaska and £d- I've picked
breathed the pine tree's fragrant —they spoil its beauty.
mundston and Deloire St. Anent, who
Rurn all the rubbish possible—allow
breath.
is engaged in the bottling business And the fairy fountain once again
no one to throw it on streets, alleys
Has filled my cup in the woods of Maine.
at Van Buren, charged witti
or vacant lots.
smuggling. They will be given a hearing be- I’ve bathed my brow in the tranquil lake
Promise not to spit on the sidewalk.
fore 1
s. Commissioner Hamlin to- That dimples and smiles in the summer sun,
Organize a block improvement society
morrow.
A large number of witnesses I’ve gathered the lilies so pure and white,
and allow no weeds to grow on sidewalk
have been summoned from Aroostook With a tender touch of my old delight
area or vacant property of your block.
Till 1 longed to lay my burdens down,
Ask your milkmen, grocerymen and
county.
i he oliicials say this arrest is tire out- And sink to sleep where the lilies grow ;
expressmen to have their wagons paintI’d wish no dirge but the soft refram
come of the most extensive
ed.
smuggling That the waters sing in the lakes of Maine.
conspiracy known on the Maine border I’ve
Irrespective of the size of your house
stood

lint that trouble has
about ended now. The thirsty after a

JL
BP ^^^mir
[/

I
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hospireciprocated by a large

11 does appear that these drink- their cottage at Islesford in steamer
would not care if the drink was a. Bismarck.
Steamer Bismarck, Capt.
little stronger, and after the habit of
Keene,
drink gets a good hold the call for towed in the three-masted schooner S.
stronger beverages is likely to come, M. Bird from Xew York with a hold
according to the eider theory. Away full of soft coal, 500 tons, and a deck

a

”
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Vol. I. Australasia. T 93. I’ 8
Discussing “The Greatest Trust in
the World,” Mr. Charles Edward RussPeople and places here and there.
attendance.
ell says, in the July installment in
Vol. 11. India. T 54. P 8
The railroad and hotel rates are so low Everybody’s:
I REE MAN PARTRIDGE ON PROHIBITION
People and places here and there.
“In the three yearsending January 1,
that no Maine teacher or club woman
Vol. IV. England. Parti_ 942. P 8
lfiOr>, the value of the beef cattle of the
can afford to lose this great convenStories from Shakespeare. 3vols 822. S-41
declined
United
States
§103,000,000.
To ::i!-: Editok of Tm: Joiknak:
Stories of Old Koine.
937. P 8
tion. All the details are explained in
i‘I call attention to this fact, officially
Perhaps a little reminder of the past the
World history in myth and legIt
is
had
he
bulletin
which
reported.
pivotal. The whole dismay
program
uid present prohibitory laws might be
cussion turns upon it.
end
S-P 8-2
on application to Supt. Payson Smith,
“The value of cattle has declined.
interesting reading just now for some.
Sir \\ alter.
Scott,
Me.
Has the price of meat to the consumer
-Onee the new order, and the opening of Auburn,
Tales: extracts from the Talisdeclined?
the hi'Od gates for cheap or soft drinks,
man, Ivanhoe, Anne of Geier“I print here tables from the retail
t 1ms eome to be a gigantic affair.
All
stein, and Marmion. AnnoMt Desert Correspondence.
markets of different cities. They do
tated for schools.
the grocery stoies, barber shops and
not show that meat has become cheap
S-Sco-5
Soi Tiiwi.sT Harbor, June 10. Mrs. er. They show that it has become Ship of State, by those at the helm.
every place where a few callers meet,
of
the
dearer.
Ocean
Asher Allen, proprietress
steadily
Chapters written by President
lias a box of these cheap drinks on ex“Here then, is the great, significant
has arrived from Springfield,
Roosevelt, Senator Lodge, T.
hibition and for sale, and the enthu- House,
truth we are to face: The cost of the
R. Reed, J. 1). Long, W. R.
and is putting the hotel in conraw material has diminished. The price
siastic advocates of prohibition drink, Mass.,
Day and W. L. Wilson. 1903-.
353 Y
the summer season. She re- of the finished product has increased.
and the fellows who stand up crooked dition for
Smith, Abbie M.
“In
the
of
commerce no such
a
for
seathe
history
good
busy
prospect
for prohibition drink, and the don’t- ports
Bobtail Dixie. J. Srn-1
has existed without designed
son there. A number of cottagers have condition
care ones drink, and the boys drink,
and abnormal control and manipulation. Youth’s Companion series.
arrived.
already
the girls drink, the school children
Without abnormal manipulation no
Industries of to-day.
S-Y-l
Mr/and Mrs. F. J. Moore have ar- such condition would be possible. If
drink, and the fellow with his best girl
Northern Europe.
S Y-2

pulse

■

tern wor'-^for marine engines
of this country. It is of the recorded
boats only that estimates are given in
and screw propellers. 1903—
671. C i
this article. There are 512 steamers. Dickens, Charles J. II.
|
of
Of these, 357 are built
wood, twentyLittle Nell. From the Old Curilive are of composite construction—
for
schools S-D 55-.
1
osity Shop? Abridged
that is, metal and wood—and 129 are
From Dombey
Paul Dombey.
built entirely of steel. These steel vesand Son. Abridged for schools S-D 55 :
! sels are worth $17,294,000. All modern
i boats are built of steel, and the seven Stories from Dickens. Arranged
that are over 300 feet in length are
for schools with a biographical
among the handsomest in the world.
sketch of the author. S-D 55-;
The twenty-five vessels of composite
Mrs. Nellie Blanclian.
Doubleday,
build are worth $969,000, and the wooden
Birds that hunt and are hunted.
boats are worth $7,099,000. This makes
J
1899. 598. B 6-i
a total for the steam yachts owned by
of
American
Arthur
Radclyffe.
$25,362,000. Dugmore,
yachtsmen
Figuring closely and taking into conBird homes. The nests, eggs and
sideration the sizes of the boats, it
breeding habits of the land
would take 5,250 men to handle the
birds of the eastern United
steamers and auxiliaries, 1,517 for the
States. 1900. 598. D 1
schooners, 420 for the yawls, 1,215 for
Harold W.
I tlie sloops and COO for the power boats, Fairbanks,
Home geography.
S-F
! making a total of 9,002 men. Ttie pay
of an ordinary sailor is $30 a month. Hill, Lucy A.
Marion’s experiences: school days
| Many owners add to this $5 a month
for good conduct. Quartermasters get
in Germany.
11 545
a little more than sailors, mates SCO to
Holland, \\ illiam J.
$100 a month, assistant engineers the
The moth book; a popular guide
same as mates, and captains and ento the moths of North America.
a
to
a
month
from
$75
$3,500
gineers
;
1903.595.711 7-2

anum-

rr-Sr"1
De your own
1*;
Beauty Doctor I

BELFAST TREE LIBRARY.

In the current number of Pearson’s
Magazine A. F. Aldridge writes that
New Books, June 1905. Second List.
more than $43,000,000 are invested in
bouses
and
inclub
club
Allen, Alice E.
yachts, $6,000,000
i property, and that over $8,000,000 are
Children of the palm lands. Life
I spent every year for pleitgure in yachtand products in the hot couning. There are now 390 clubs devoted
S-Al
tries.*
to yachting in the United States. A
M.
I I PWTPPP^g
careful examination of the records of Bell, Louie
! I I | I 1 I IJT ~^B|
Mythology in marble. 292 B 4
yachts shows that there are 512 steam

school principals who will speak on
topics of special interest.
A most notable feature of the convention will be the participation of
women’s clubs.
Several department
conferences will be held and one
general session conducted under their
auspices. The club women of Maine
have rarely had so good an opportunity j year. The average pay roll for these
to hear notable discussions on topics of 9,000 men might be put at $40 a month Howard, Leland O.
The insect book. A popular aceach. This would mean $360,000 a month
interest to them.
Cost
or $1,800,000 for the five months.
count of tlie bees, wasps, ants,
Not the h:;-1
pleasurable anticipa- of food for the five months is placed at
dies and other North Amerition is V be : and in the opportunity $065,000, while expenditure for clothing
can insects. 1901.595.7 II 8-2
is
set
down
at
Overhauling
tiiat will be given to enjoy a vacation
$135,000.
David Starr.
! and fitting out is estimated to cost Jordan,
season in Portland, a city which affords
American food and game fishes.
and entertaining is said to
i
$1,500,000,
a larger variety of attractions to the
1902
597. J
I call for $2,500,000.
Annual dues are
summer tourist than any other in New reckoned at $750,000, while tire expen- Keysor, Jennie Ellis.
ditures of members in their clubs
Great artists.
Vo!. 5. Giotto.
England.
mer

With the Sunday school enthusiasm
now

What America

American Institute of Instruction.

Sunday School Statistics.

Some

Farms Just

as

They

are

Kip'*

Here is one ot 60 acres, 1 si
ell, in good repair, 9 room
tons of hay, clay loam soil.
the best of water, 3J miles out
at a bargain.

j

1
i

1

Knquire of It. F. It
Or F

I

S.

<

j

"

j

HOLMES

Real Estate Agent, B

I

I

Quinine Tablets. ^ S*'j£frr%rL^’ pox.Zjc. I

j

a

Cold in One
This

signature,^

Day

In Two Days.

j

If

Cliv OF GOOD AIRS.

y.j.y.Bine Hotels,

All

“First-Class,’

Mention Innumerable French and
Pensions and Spanish £asa:

4n.,uftilaeas.
iespondence of The Journal.]

Ayres, Argentina, May
iiuenos Ayres is built upon
!. and occupies a good deal
ling that its population is
«i. It has a river front oi
and extends back about as
i- before mentioned the eastmts” are fifteen miles out
With one or two excep-

i
j
I

ireets are

only forty

feet

sidewalks correspondingly
dirty and ill-paved. They
i equate to the traffic of a
\ u
that blockades are of
;rrence.
Twenty times a

i

|

long string

a

of tram-cars

of the street at a standips half an hour, amid hun-

and carriages, crowded
In this latiiv confusion.
deal of rain falls, and after
r the roadway is converted
Little lakes of water
he holes and ruts of the
■ut and along the tram--.i.g wheels bespatter the
d shop windows, and the
its

for

mi

pedestrians

is

iry.
lour

Each square covers
and one-half acres, as

Spanish

e

vara can

THE MA1HE CLUB
OPENED.
A

view of the guests; the Roma and ttu
Frascati. The last two are Spanish t<
the backbone, not a word of Englisl
being understood in either. The Roma
being the smallest of all, and the tramp

ing ground

of the

provincial

Boston, June

Argentine politics. Entering one ol
these hotels, you are first struck by it*
varied assortment of antique odors,
and next by its utterly empty look ant
the conspicuous absence of porters and
servants. Wandering about until yor
have discovered the hidden recess tlial
serves as an ofiice, and succeeded in
attracting the partial attention of an
indifferent clerk, you are accorded nont
of the obsequious welcoming which
greets the well-to-do guests in other
parts of the world, but are made to
understand that you are tolerated as a
troublesome necessity.
Having been
assigned at last to an apartment, which
lias manifestly been guiltless of ventilation since the day it was enclosed,
you find souvenirs of a long line ot

21.

^i*ei re? V,ltly

The new cluborganized State

ot Maine Ciub ot
Boston, at the corner
of Somerset street and

Place,

senator*

and other itinerant dignitaries of tin
government, is always over crowded
but a good place, if one can wed 'e him
self in, to pursue the complex study ol

$6,000,000 FOR LIBRARIES.

Notable Evint at the Hub;—

1

was

Ashburton

formally opened,

tonight,
with appropriate exercises, attended
bv
a large number of former
and present
Maine residents.
At the business meeting these
officers
were elected: President,
Joln^D Longvice-presidents, Thomas M. Babson
Colonel James C. White, William T
Cobb, Rev. W. P. Wisweli and Clarence
Hale; secretary, Luther C. Greenleaftreasurer, Dr. Frederick A. Davis:
directors for four years, GuyMurchie
and W. S. B. Stevens; for three years
Welda A. Rollins and Frederick G. Pettigrove; for two years, Edward C. Mansfield and William F. Garcelon, and for
one year. Dr. Albion S. Whitmore and
William F. Rogers.
At a collation which followed, ExGoveruor Long presided, and speeches
were made by the following:
Congressman Amos L. Allen, Alfred,
Me.; John P. Swasey, Canton, Maine;
Leslie C. Cornish, Augusta, Maine;
Harrison Hume, Boston; Colonel F. S.
Hazeltine, Melrose, Mass.; Ex-Attorney
Generals George M. Seidels of Portland, Me., and William T. Haines of
Waterville, Me.; City Solicitor Thomas
M. Babson, Boston; Joseph B. Peaks,
Dover, Me.

Ex-Gov. Long, who presided, in openpredecessors in the way of cigar stumps,
ing the speaking, which started about
overtlowing cuspidors, hair-oil and ink 7.30, gave
a feeling expression to the
spots and on the tablecloth and carpet, sentiment of the human heart that
dust and candle ends galore, but no causes man to ever desire to keep in
that trace of water, towels or ot her common touch with the place of his birth. He
that the club will be a great
In this comfortless cell predicted
Um- essentials.
success, uniting natives of Maine" resi-

and mackintoshes.
!
no use, the sidewalks
row that two persons waiki.ccupy the whole width,
lie laid out at right angles,
or squares, of uniform diuccordance with the pre;
the "Laves des Itidias,”
m tlie Esturial in the Fif-

,i

straggling around an inner court
yard in which are public baths in ful

ery

be re-

.rlisli measurement. There
s
metliod of naming the
long calle istreet) running
-t through the center of the
:ie dividing line from which
og nortti and south change
on either side; and from
numbers begin and run in

you will be left to ruminate in a soli-

tude

as

absolutely undisturbed

of a t'rusoe on his island to do
as

you

like,

even

as

that

exactly

to the commission of

murder or suicide—so long as your
crimes require no assistance. Should
you need a servant you will have to go
out and hunt for him, for ringing the
bell (if by rare chance there happens to
be

one

in

working order)

brings

no

response, at least not before you have
jerked it until heartily ashamed of

dent hereabouts in a band of brotherhood. Incidentally he mentioned that
the organization expects to be in complete working order about July 1, the
cuisine not yet having been placed in

operation.
Congressman Allen then spoke, saying that Maine has over 200,000 of her
citizens scattered about the Union, 95,-

000 in Massachusetts and 50,000 in the
immediate vicinity of Boston.
Hon. John P. Swasey told a number
of amusing stories, and then Leslie C.
Cornish of Augusta told some more, in-

cidentally raising

a

Gifts to American libraries amount
ing to $6,103,137 were made in the yea
from June 1, 1903, to May 31, 1904. Oi
this sum Andrew Carnegie gave $1,507,
600, of which $970,100 was reported tc
haver been accepted. The report was
read'at the convention of the America!
Library Association in St. Louis by J
L. Iiarrison, librarian of the Athenaeum
at Providence, R. I. It covers singU
gifts of $500 or more and of 250 volumes
and upward.
Five hundred and six gifts are report
ed, representing in ail 137,318 volumes
and $6,103,137. An analysis of the money
gifts shows that $732,359 was given as
endowment funds for general library
purposes, $198,654 for the establishment
of book funds, $78,709 for the cash purchase of books, $1,507,600, of which
$970,100 is reported as accepted, from
Andrew Carnegie for buildings; $2,750,419 from various donors for buildings,
$27,400 for sites and $642,496 for various
purposes. In addition lifteen sites, the
value of which is not known, are reported, and also the gifts of buildings and
grounds to the amount of $155,000.
The gifts of the year, other than
those made by Mr. Carnegie, amount
to $4,595,537. This includes thirty-six
gifts of $5,000 each, eighteen of $10,000,
nine of $15,000, seven of $20,(XX), live of
$25,000, two of $30,000, four of $35,000,
three of $40,000, one of $45,000, and
twenty-one of from $50,000 to $600,000.
Among the notable collections of
books given may be mentioned the
Konrad von Maurer collection of German history, comprising 10,000 volumes,
from Prof. Archibald Cary Coolidge to
Harvard University;
the Sidney S.
Rider collection of Rhode Island hisa
collection of 10,000 volumes,
tory,
manuscripts and broadsides from Marsden J. Perry to Brown University; a
collection of 20,000 volumes on magic
from Dr. S. B. Ellison to Columbia College; the private library of 4,00o volumes of the late John Sherman to the
Ohio State Library; 8,000 volumes relating to fungi from E. \V. D. Howlay
to the University of Minnesota, and 2,700 volumes on ichthyology from David
Starr Jordan to Leland Stanford Junior
mentioned

be

handsome stained glass
Hans Christian Anderson
window,
with the Children,” purchased with
money raised by popular subscription
and given as a Christmas gift to the
children’s room of the Milwaukee pub

to certain refreshments dispensed during the evening on the third floor. He
declared- that evidently the occasion

THE* NEXT TERM
OF THE

Gifts In the United States In a Tear. On.
Quarter of It From Andrew Carnegie.

University.
Among the interesting gifts may

laugh by reference

[
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School of
tffe Assurance

Instruction
EM Opens July 5, 19(5. WTtm
Progressive and enterprising men wanted t<

?y

become Life Assurance Salesmen.
You may be thoroughly educated and trained
our School of Instruction by men who Know
how. Tuition free. W rite for full particulars.

in

FRANKLIN H. HAZELTON,
No. 93 Exchange St.,

Portland, Maine
See that yeur hat bears the l.amson & Hubbard
trade mark and you will have the assuiance of
style, comfort and durability combined. You
can find them at...
Also a large linejof
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PRETTY NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, ETC.
It will take just ore look to corrince jou
line of Neckwear you ever saw.

we

fcave the

largest ara lrantiMniest

l)NDWVltAll»S.sr IKON SUITS.
happy.

and be

DWIGHT P. PALMER, MASONIC TEMPLE

caused by Indigestion.
If you oat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beaten
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against tha
expand
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased.
are

—

Kodol
Dyspepsia

Cure

digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoue
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
After sating, my food would distress mo by making
heart palpitate and 1 would become vary weak.
a bottle of Kodol and it gave mo Immediate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LOR1NQ NICHOLS. Penn Yen. N. Y.

HU UllMTCH

To Those

my

Finally I got

yourself and set all the bells in the
house a-jingling like a fire alarm. Then,
I had stomach trouble and was In a bad state as I
peradventure, a man slouches in by and was tw€-thirds Maine and one-third
had heart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Cura for about four months and it curad ma.
by (in Spanish-America the “chamber Massachusetts in character.
Hon. Harrison Hume spoke for Maine
D. KAUBLE, Nevada, O.
maids” are always men), who looks
lir» lihrarvr
nai, ucuawug LilciL lier recdaggers of wrathful astonishment at ord was in some respects superior to
The report confines Mr. Carnegie’s Digests What You
Eat
your temerity, aud is placated only by that of all other States. He related in- gifts to the United States. They number
and
amount
to
stances of heroism of Maine regiments
100,
ecuons.
$1,507,000.
tracing once got the bestowal of sundry pasos.
Prepared at tk* SSH
In their distribution the North Atoratory of 1.0.DoWitt I
and men, saying that a Maine regiment
well in your head, it is easy
Fannie B. Wakd.
had the greatest loss of any in the war, lantic division of States received $505,L^CoMOWea^Ujij^l
:v the distance to a given
and that a Maine regiment was in more 800, the South Atlantic, $100,000; Hhe
R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST
('alle Florida, the principal
South Central, $75,000; the North Cenbattles than any other.
UIKIIjU loLAIV D.
Mr. Hume quoted Gen. Hancock as tral, $001,800, and the Western, $225,000. “Ask for the 1905 Kodol
eet, when it has crossed the
Almanac,
An Example of MaiiW*» Possibilities in the having said that a few
Of the States receiving the greatest
generals did the
et, called Rivadaria, conSummer Resort Line.
bulk of the fighting and that they were number of gifts, Minnesota ranks first
and 200 Year Calendar.”
ward under the name of
On Pirigo Island, a short sail from always rivals in trying to get each’Maine with 13, California second with 12, and
tacades of each square, Rockland, a
prosperous summer resort regiment that was sent to the front. Iowa and Wisconsin third with nine
each.
> two on each side of the has sprung into prominence within a That was why the Maine regiments
DR.
There were fourteen gifts under $10,few years that will he heard from in were so distinguished in connection
rise one hundred numbers,
years to come, if the growth is as rapid with the fighting, and why they lost so 000, fifteen of $10,000, sixteen between
le.
The first Cuadra con- in the future as in
$10,000 and $15,000, six between $15,000
the past.
The heavily.
us from one to one huu- property is owned
George M. Seiders declared that men and $20,000, five of $25,000, three of $30,by Boston parties
>nd one hundred and one almost wholly, and includes besides the from Maine have exercised greater in- 000, one of $40,000 and four of $50,000
tluence on the affairs of the nation than or more.
led; the third two hundred island, a casino, public dining room,
and club house, practically all connect- those of any other State. He said that
three hundred, and so on. ed
MONEY IN TROUT RAISING.
by driveways arched overhead in a club is a good thing in the hands of
must be addition to some 10 or a dozen
example,
cottages. Maine men, and expressed the belief
Pleasant to Take,
That
a farmer can derive more profit
irst square. There is a Lots have been sold amounting to that it may be made to enhance the inPowerful to Cure,
from raising brook trout for the market
terests of their native State.
And Welcome
ues” street and a “New £20,000 and there will probably be conA tty. Gen. William T. Haines of Wa- than from most any other source, or
siderable
some of which is to
In Every Home.
and as the names of no commencebuilding,
like
of
and
terville
requirements
this year.
money
time,
spoke glowingly of the business
countries are represented,
The sojourners are ehieliy Massachu- prospects in Maine. He said the forests, has been clearly demonstrated by Lewis
KIDNEY AND LIVER CURE
J.
who
has
a
fish
water
and
Johnson,
setts
lumber
who
preserve on
power
feel proud of the distincpeople,
go there early in the
industry are to
Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy is adapted
his
farm
two
miles
out
of
West
Maine
what
Brattlethe
coal
and
and
iron
of
Pennremain
until early autumn.
to all ages and both sexes, affording permanent retly northern and newer season,
boro, says the local correspondent of lief in ail cases caused by impurity
The casino, clubhouse and dining room sylvania are to that State.
of the blood,
such as Kidney, 1 .ladder and Elver Comy have the old contracted is of course the center of life of the
Mr. Haines spoke of the great number the Springfield Republican. By utilizcures Constipation aud Weaknesses
ueen changed, and while colony, and it is there that the cot- of business men who are obliged to come
ing the clear spring water running plaints;
peculiar to women.
It proves successful in cases where all other mediThe summer residents from Maine to Boston, every two weeks through his farm, by his own ingenuity
tagers meet.
Mar system of quadras is
have communication by steamer, bav- or every month, and expressed the be- and with a very little assistance, within cines have totally failed. No sufferer should despair
as long as this remedy is untried.
.untamed, the width of
It has an unbroa
few
lief that the club will prove a popular
years he has established an inexken record of success for over 30 years, and has
j ing built a substantial wharf where and
a res lias been more than
where he has suca valuable institution for them.
pensive
steamers of the section make regular
hatchery
won hosts of
friends.
j
Are you sail'.ring from any disease traceable to
.-hade-trees planted in j landings and carry mail to and from He thought it would be particularly ceeded in hatching and growiug a large
the causes mentioned? If so, Dr, Kennedy has
number of brook trout with which he
as a place to pass Sunday,
the island.
popular
staked
his personal and professional reputation on
the
fine
after
along
roads,
1
It has not been many years since not which be regarded as always particu- has, partly, at least, supplied the local
the statement that Favorite Remedy will do you
f the boulevards in Paris.
markets
besides
good.
in
thousands
a building of any importance was to be
Boston.
furnishing
larly stupid
Send for a free trial bottle and booklet conof small fish for stocking different
Boulevard Corrienties,” I seen on this island, ati old farm house
taining valuable medical advice on the treatment of
streams in the adjoining towns. All
or
various
diseases. Write also for an “Easy Test’*
but
more.
When
the
two,
KodoS
nothing
■Roderiguez Pena,” “BelCure these have netted Mr. Johnson a hand- for finding
out i f you have kidney disease. Address
land was
and the owners conDr.
David
"Cullaeo,” the “Avenida ceived thepurchased
what
Kennedy’s Sons, Kondout, N. Y.
Digests
eat.
some return upon his capital invested
you
idea of making it a summer
REMEMBER, the full name i s Dr. David KenIn
all
etc.
the
aside
from the pleasure afforded and
these,
tea,”
FAVORITE REMEDY, made at Kondout,
nedy's
resort, it was for some time used for
A Big Bell for Arlington.
N. Y.,and the price is $1.00 (six bottles $5.00) at
incidental diversion from the usual
tramway runs up one tenting purposes, and in the distance,
in the United States, Canada and
farm labor, which, however, it has not all druggists
"•,vn another, the narrow- miles away, one could see tire island,
foreign countries.
If the plans of leading members of been
covered with white tents in summer the
necessary to slight or in any way
Grand
Army of the Republic in abandon because of his fish culturp.
majority not permitting a time. Then when the sojourners had
Washington come to
the largFrom a modest beginning Mr. Johnson
f rails. The noise is deaf- become fond of tire
place'thev desired est bell in the worldfruition,
will be placed at has gone on with his fish
establishment,
and
the rumble of heavy- to build cottages, and in this way the an
on
a
early
commanding emi- adding new' and inexpensive ponds,
island has come to be known as the nence in day
Is and wagons, and the inArliueton Cemetery, where its miniature falls
and
divertby
of
dividing
the
Xew
Tent
property
England
-sing of horse-cars, one close Club Company, which name is still re- deep toned tolling can be beard for ing the little spring fed rills, till today
miles around. The bell is to
surpass in he has a succession of long pools stockher.
But the clattering of tained.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
size and volume of sound the
great ed with thousands of sportive trout of
of
on
the
wheels
As
we
understand it Pirigo includes hell at Moscow, Russia. It is also
rolling
pro- all sizes, strong and flourishing in the
ite pavements are drowned a group of islands, the
principal one posed to have it tolled on Memorial purest and coldest water. In conneccords of Slab Wood
Day and whenever a soldier is buried tion with his plant Mr. Johnson has
n in the shrieking of tramformerly known as Butter island.
within the cemetery.
constructed
at
an
of
a
few
ln front of eacli car, hung
expense
dop
and 100 cords Sawdust
in

B
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MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

Seeking a

Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY

CHARACTER

uic civil

OF CHEAP GOODS
saving and alwavs con-

Takes away all apparent
duces to dissatisfaction.!
We make a special point on the character of
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
workmanship and A 1 material.
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at

place.
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and
prices.
47
We positively mean to do the best we can bv
our patrons.
Very truly,
our

C. E. STE TEA’S.

SOUND

INVESTMENT
....WE OFFER....

J 25 Main St

KENNEDY’S

Baipttooslook

FAVORITE
REMEDY

...REPAIRING.,.

■

w-

CONS. MTGE.
4

—---—-

riAGAZINES,
BOUND.

MUSIC & PAMPHLETS

DAMAGED

BOOKS,|ETC.,

REPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSEPARTOUT WORK.

Work beyoiul my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
Send me a postal and I win call for work. 26
Miller street. Side door.

JOHN S.

fnrV»i<1s

rp«st.

a.rwl

iipupp

t

No Cliance to Recover

Portland, Me,

ion of interest to Boston people was
murders sleep of nights as handed down by Chief Justice W is we 11
as
Macbeth’s conscience, of the supreme’court today
The court hold that “the statute
e tram-cars are open vehicles
which prohibits the maintenance of an
an
make with reversible action in the courts of this State to rey are conducted by seedy cover for intoxicating liquors bought
t all nationalities, while the in another State in violation of law is
not in violation of that clause of the
1 native horses are driven to
federal constitution which gives conhe most cruel human brutes, gress the power to
regulate commerce
rishing capital boasts of fifty- between the States.”
The court holds that no person in anclass hotels,” not to menother State can recover for liquors
oerable other places of enter- “which
plac.ed in the possession of the
lor man and beast.
Resident purchaser the means of violating the
wise of long experience, law of this State. The law forbids this
on the part of residents and nonresiit it makes little difference
dents alike.”
of these the stranger selects
The decision is of great importance,
be sure to wish he had chosen because it takes even from those who
oul he might go the rounds of innocently sell liquor in another Slate,
to be illegally sold here, all means of
with the same result. The
recovering a debt in the courts of this
from $3 to 812 a day per
ays in gold, never in Argeuof

fluctuating

value.

The

'he matter is that

State.
It lias been a much contested point
and is decided now .for the lirst time.
It will greatly assist in the enforcement of the prohibitory law in this

Argentine
regular rates, but every State.
levies upon the stranger witho

■

>

no

for as much as the latter's

Marine Items.

indicates that he can be
pay, and then springs upon
thousand “extras” until be is
the last drop. Most prominent
the city’s hostelries are the
which is as Frenchy in mane

The clipper ship Agenor, one of the
last of the vessels of that rig owned in
I
and hailing from Boston, has been sold
to parties in southeastern Alaska. The
II
Agenor was built at East Boston in
<
She has been laid up at San
1870.
Francisco for several months.
The Plant line has decided to
at and cuisine as its name imequip
it is mostly patronized by Eug- its Nova Scotia steamers with wireless
and
when
telegraphy,
completed the
'!
the Grand, as big and gloomy steamers will be in
communication with
"
great Custom House, which, their offices at Boston, Halifax, HawkesAurally, it closely resembles; bury and Charlottetown the entire
voyage. The wireless land stations on
Aus, a degree worse in cooking, the
U. S. coast and at Camperdown are
"'"-hints and villainous odors than now working, and it is
expected that
ll‘i of the others
the
station at Charlottetown will be
mentioned, but
installed
during July.
>P to their standard in price and
A Hnted
almost
exclusively by
inen and Italians; the Hotel de
Acs. as unlike anything in London
A" well be
imagined, a prison-like
Tor Infants and Children.
honey-combed by dark cells, mis‘Ail
rooms, pre-empted by (lies and
a the
Universelle, so-named per1

CASTOR IA

lbs Kind You Have Always Bought

A's

because holding a conglomeration
iniversal smells—an immense rook-

The

Dodge

Will Case.

■
j

lars modest hatching houses with their
That long drawn out Bodge contested numerous troughs in which to propagate the trout from eggs. Here have
will case was further heard
today by hatched, this season, 800,000
trout, all
Judge Call in the appeal from the de- ! of
which are alive and thrifty and most
cision of Judge Philips in probate
of
which he hopes to raise for the marcourt.
Action of Charles II. Sweetser
and others, against A. M. McDonald ket. Already he has orders for part of
this
fry for $2 a thousand.
and others, to revoke the probate of
the w*ll of the late Abbie R.
Dodge.
The probate judge denied the
The Salve That Penetrate*.
petition
to revoke, and then the case came to DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve penetiates the
Judge Call on appeal. Alex St. Clair pores of the skin, ami by its
Abrams occupied yesterday afternoon ruUifoeieut and healing influence antiseptic,
it subdues
and this forenoon in his argument, fol- inflammation and cures lioils, Burns, Cuts,
Worm
and
Eczema,
all skiu
J.
Tetter,
Ring
S.
lowing
Maxwell, both for petition- j
ers.
C. D. Rinehart and E. P. Axtell, diseases. A specific for blind, bleeding,
and
protruding Piles. The original
for respondents, are now to make argu- itching
ar.d genuine Witch Hazel Salve is made bv
ments.—Jacksonville, Fla., Metropolis E. C. DeWitt <fe Co. and sold by R. If.
June 14 th.
Moody.

■»

■
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MICO-SPAR CUBICAL GRIT:

JOBBERS

The latest and best form in which
to supply one of the hen’s necesi-

OF

ties.
CRUSHED OYSTER SHELLS:

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.

The following officers
were elected;
President, Peter Hurd,
Athens; vice president, John F. Foss,
Harmony; secretary, James A. Jones,
Augusta; treasurer, Francis M. Miles,
Skowhegan. It wfas voted to hold the
next reunion at Athens next June.

Makes digestion and assimilation perfect.
Makes new red blood and bone.
That’s
what Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will
do. A tonic for the sick and weak. 35 cents.
Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.

No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera
infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea, or summer
complaint. If yon have Dr. Fowler'S- Exiract of Wild Strawberry in the medicine
chest.

BARLEY:;
A chance to give the hens a

*

Gas& Electric LightCo.
of All Kinds.

IMPORTERS OF SALT.
in

the finest

0

CORN,

quality of

Anthracite and

C O 31

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

3> 35,

37 Front St.,

OATS AND FEEDS:

Of
.

^

Belfast,

Maine

course we

Telephone number,

4»30004»

8.000 MONEY-MAKING FARMS FOR SALE
throughout New England and the South. “Strout’s
Spring List.” describing and illustrating hundreds,
many with stock, tools and growing crops included,
mailed free. If you want to get a quick sale send for
our free description blanks.
Over OOO sales to men from 23 states since .Tannary, 1903, is our guarantee to you that our methods
are right.
Call on our local agent or address

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
N.
Tramont

150

Nassau 81,
M. S.

V.

Rufus N. Brown of Swanville, in
Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated the first day of February, A. D. 1887, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 213, Page 189,
conveyed to me,the undersigned, a certain parcel
of land situated in Swaimlle, in said County of
N' aldo, and
bging the Homestead farm of said
Kufus N. Brown, being the same premises conveyed to him by Mercy A. Couillard, by her warranty deed dated June 11, 1884. and recorded in
V' aldo
Registry of Deeds, in Book 206, Page 433,
to which deed and record reference is hereby
madedor particular description; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
Dated this twelfth day of June, A. D. 1905,
CHARLES F. HAVENER.
I>.
3W24

Cozy Home for

Temple, BOSTON

STILES, Agent, Brooks, Me.

a

Moderate

Price,

Augusta, Me., June

21. The annual
reunion of the Fourth Maine
Battery
Association was held at Grand Army

Hall, today.

BELFAST,

——

•

WANTED

SUMMER BOARD
By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can jou take
a few?
If so, list your house in the BROOKLYN
DAILY EAGLE

Slimmer

FKKK

IN FORM AT ION

REAU, for which purpose
prov ided.
The service of the

The

BU-

priuted Blank is

A

information BUREAU

Will Cost You

Nothing

Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertising

me-

dium in the world.

It carries more resort advertisement than any New York paper. It stands
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the Eagle costs little, but brings large results, because the EAGLE

Write for

BUREAU

is

constantly help-

cottage;

listing blank, picture of Bureau and

Advertising

Rate Card.

Addiess

INFORMATION BUREAU,
BROOKLYN

DAILY EAGLE,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mention this paper in which you see this
211118

advertisement.

Northport.

G Al ET
PAD
■
%#

MAINE.

ing it.

F. S. HOLMES.

East

full

The Swan & Sibley Co,

IFFORMATION

No. 31 Pearl Street.
One ami one-half story house, ell and i acre of
land, with 8 good apple trees, located on Pearl
st et, Belfast good stable with room for horse
and a cow. This place is modern, up-to-date
and in one of the best residential sections of the
city. The buildings are in perfect repair, city
water, good drainage, perfect hygienic condr
ttons. Sear schools, churches, etc. A genuine
bargain. Call on

Fourth Maine Battery Association.
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WHEREAS,
the County of

44-2.

always have

stock.

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.
Notice of Foreclosure
Office Washington Street.

change

of diet.

TELEPHONE 4-2.

:

Bilious Bill the sleepy head,
Dearly loved to lay a-bed;
Couldu’t wake him if you shook him;
When his slumbers overtook him.
Suddenly he started waking
Ev’ry morn when day was breaking.
What’s this magic necromancer?
EARLY RISERS, that’s the answer.
The Famous Little Pills “EARLY RISERS”
cure Constipation, Sick Headache, Biliousness, etc., by their tonic effect on the liver.
They never gripe or sicken, but impart
early rising energy. Good for children or
adults. Sold by R. H. Moody.

Both smoky and pinched.

m

Dealers

Wiring

The old reliable; carefully prepared and thoroughly screened.
WHEAT:
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Electric

Feed
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Successor to R. A. Gurney, Hotires’ Mills
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W. H.

W. J. DORMAN.

FRED A. HOLMES,

Liquor Debts Here.
June 20. A decis-
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Belfast

1200

For sale.

net the investor

FERNALD,

WOOCl
Sawdust.

CAN’T SUE IN MAINE,

price they

41 %

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

Dyspepsia

within reach of the driver’s
cow horn, upon which he
toots with indefatigable

At which

Tii

■

■

GOLD BONDS
AT 96' .INTEREST,
%

Farm for Sale.
QO

90

fa,,n within
brick house

acre

lij mile of city, l* story
ell
barn'

10x40,
46x60,
wLCi all furnished; is wood shed and sl op. jjx30,
This farm has nice loam
on high land overlooking Penobscot Bay; near
soil, well adapted for anything; 150 apple trees;
water; has large piazza; running water; fine cuts 40 tons ol hay; has
good pasture and
boating; bathing beach in front; about one acre ot wood; also has some timber. It is freeplenty
from
land; near Poston & Bangor boat landing, hotel, rocks. If you aic looking for an all around goo
etc.
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
stores,
farm and handy to town here it is. Apply to
14tf
103 Summer Ave., Reading, Mass W
F. S. HOLMES.
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According to a Maine newspaper
this year the peel of bark in eastern
Maine will be small compared with
that of other years. But judging from
local indications the bark of the canine
greatly increased in volume and
duration.

will be

Belfast

ever

welcomes the

summer

visitor to its tree-shaded streets and its
“entrancing views,” but none have re-

ceived a warmer welcome than that extended to the sun, which arrived here
bright and early last Friday morning.
It caused the rain drops on foliage and
grass to glisten like diamonds, dissipated the blues and gave comfort to
the rheumatic.

It gave a

good

clear-

fog-bound and wind-bound
fleet, scattered all along the coast from
Kitterv to Qnoddy, and sent them flying
to their several destinations. Summer
bad come at lust.
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dicate that the proposition for Aroostook county to purchase wild lands to
be resold to actual settlers, was defeated by a large majority. The vote apbut
pears to have been extremely light,
of the vote cast the margin against the
proposition was large. In some localities, indeed, the vote in the negative
was almost unanimous, as, for example,
in the town of Island Falls.—Presque

Isle Star-llerald.
Our contemporary

proposition

thus

says

that

“the

summarily dumped by

the citizens of Aroostook into the muwaste basket was one of the

nicipal
important that

has been brought
to their consideration, and that both the
measure and author, Hon. Albert A.
most

The floral offerings were
A. Smith.
very beautiful, consisting of wreath from
husband; pillow from children; pillow
Parish L. Strout of East Belfast died at from Otis Whitmore; basket of flowers
Ills home Tuesday afternoon, June 20th, from Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo T. Beckwith;

TEE NEWS OF BROOKS.

OBITUARY.

Watch for the posters announcing the
play “Our Jim.”
Miss Maine Webb is visiting friends in
Newburyport, Mass.
|
The deceased was
T. I. Huxford made a business trip to after a short illness.
born in South Freedom 05 years ago, and
last
Saturday.
Bangor
I
Mrs. (’has. Forbes spent Sunday with was the son of Ambrose and Asenath (Hurd)
Mrs. Guy Edwards in Fairfield.
Strout. His early life was spent in FreeDr. A. W. Rich is very much improved in dom. Later lie moved to Swanville and then
health and rides out on pleasant days.
j to Searsmont, where he was married to MaMrs. W. A. Winchester has returned
ria M. Stuart, who died about 27 years ago.
from a visit to friends in Everett, Mass.
Miss Minnie Reynolds has returned to About three years after he married Wilda
her home in Unity after a visit with friends F. Carter, who survives him. While a resihere.
I dent of Searsmont he enlisted and served
John If. Gordon has been very sick but i three
years of the Civil war as a member of
was out and in his place with the band on
Company E, of the 19th Maine regiment.
St. John’s Day.
Nathan Davis, who has been doing car- Soon after his return home he settled in
penter work at the village, has moved liis East Belfast, where he was the owner and
family to Knox.
proprietor of a large brick yard, and for
Frank Holbrook, U. of M., ’07, and Marie
many years carried on an extensive busiChase, C. C. 1., ,D(>, are at home for their
ness, manufacturing a fine quality of brick.
summer vacations.
of clay on his
W. E. Gibbs and H. W. Hall are in Barre, I Having exhausted the supply
Vt., where they will spend a few weeks land he gave up the brick business and took
selling nursery stock.
up poultry raising, in which he was very sucMiss Alice L. Dow is in Lewiston this cessful, keeping about 600 fowls of the best
week attending the Commencement exer- breeds. He
was an active member of Thomas
cises at Bates College, in which institution
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R, and was also a
she is much interested.
A. J. Webb is manufacturing his Fly member of Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., and
Terror in the Rose & Pilley building. This of Waldo Lodge, 1. 0. O. F. He leaves, bearticle greatly assists in the comfort of |
side his widow, two daughters—Mrs. Ethel
horses and cattle in fiy time.
who
John Leonard recently lost one of a pair M. Kicker of East Weymouth, Mass.,
of nice work oxen, which is quite a loss to graduated from the Belfast High school in
him as they were very useful. The animal the class of 1901, and Miss Edith L. Strout,
was suddenly taken sick and died in a short
a graduate of Farmington Normal school,
time.
been teaching in Brewer;
We have received notice of an engage- who has recently
ment, with a request to publish it in the and two brothers, Daniel H. and Frank B.
Brooks items, but no name accompanied the Strout, both of East Belfast. Mr. Strout
notice and we are unable to print it. [Ed.
was well known for his honesty in business
Journal.
transactions as well as for qualities which
John Abbott, our barber, has bought the
Philbrick tarm in Knox ami is making endeared him to a large circle of friends.
tilings shine there. For one tiling he is He will be greatly missed in the home, in
building a nice lieu house and will make a the community and by his immediate
specialty o( poultry.
friends. The funeral was held at the late
The county commissioners determined ;
residence of the deceased at 2 p. m. last
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Friday and was very largely attended, those
present including members of Thomas II.
Marshall Post, G. A. R., and of the Masonic
and Odd Fellow orders. The services were
conducted by Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Rev.
William Vaughan and Past Grand Master

Hoad Connnissiouer C. II. Dickey is anxious to do a good job in that particular
piece of road a- it has been in bad shape
for a long time.
scare? and high this haying
and good machines will help the
farmer out. A good hay tedder is the next
essential innovation, l.ut few Waldo county farmers have them as yet. -M. -I. Row
sells the Reeling.

Help will be

season

Samuel Adams for the Odd Fellows. Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mrs. E. P. Frost
sang. The floral tributes were beautiful,
The bearers
numerous and appropriate.
were Benjamin Kelley, Thomas L. Shute,
Herbert Black and Calvin A. Hubbard.
The interment was in Pine Grove Ceme-

Arlene Estes luckily escaped a serious
injury the other day. .She was standing on
a ladder at the root of a building when in
some way the ladder was pulled out and
she fell to the ground receiving a fright
and some

painful

bruises.

terj, East Belfast.

Those who attended the services at the
were
treated to an
last

church
Sunday
Burleigh, deserved more considerate eloquent discourse by the Rev. E. E. ColMrs. Martha E. Ness was born in Searsit
is
that
burn. He has for 28 years been a member
treatment.” Every one knows
mont, Oct. 9, 1842, and died in her native
to
its
and
has
of
the
Masonic
Order
given
tine mainly to Mr. Burleigh’s efforts and its
principles much study and thought. town June 19,1905. She was a daughter of
She
that Aroostook secured her long desirthe late Alden and Olive Plummer.
M. J. Dow, chairman of the selectmen,
ed direct line railway, and none who called upon J. F. Fernald, superintendent was married to Randlet Ness August 31,
know him can doubt his disinterestedin bringing forward this later plan

of Grove Cemetery, Belfast, last week to
get some points iir regard to a receiving
tomb. We are to build one this season and
everyone is interested to have it as near

1891, and of this union five children were

ley

COMMENCEMENT

pinks,

up in tlie hope that the people
would go in and rebuild the city. But
the natives would have none of it. To
them the great graveyard is an accursed
place, and none but the treasure' hunters and the police are brave enough to
invade its solitude. Some day, perhaps,
if Mt. IViee again goes to sleep, St.
Piei re may be rebuilt, but not by the
present generation of its children.

opened

In his address at the New York Union League dinner

lately given

in his

honor, returning Minister C'hoate made
some remarks which had a special application and meaning just at this time,
lie referred to the work of the president
in behalf of peace and wliat he said of
tlie feeling abroad concerning President

particularly interesting.
Of
praised the president’s
efforts fur peace and complimented him
on his successful diplomacy, saying:

Koosevelt is
course

he

“We never gave him credit before for
being his own diplomatist,” and then
he added:

“Now, nobody who has not been outside ot It is own country for some time
can
appreciate how thoroughly our
president, of whom we are so proud, is
appreciated by the people of other
countries.
There is more curiosity
about him, there is more interest in
there
is
more admiration of him
him,
than ol any other American, dead or
alive, in the whole of our history. I do

not think it is too much to say, therefore, that this one man by the'foree of
his stronger personality, of his inherent
virtue, has actually elevated his country
in the eyes of the world. And at home
has he not done something, too, beside
raising our reputation abroad? Has be
not done something to raise our inherent character at home? I think he has.

I think he has set an example in his
own person, to the young men of the
country especially, that the best thing
they can do with their powers, their
brains, their hearts and their lives is to
devote them to the service of their

country.”
The foreign

press is practically unanimous in praise of President Koosevelt

for his action in asking Russia to consider peace proposals.
The London
Post says:
“No President since Lincoln has so
impressed himself on the imagination
and. respect of Europe and Asia. His
success implies acknowledgment of the
moral position America holds in international politics.”
The Fourth in Camden.
Camden is to have a big celebration on
July Fourth, with a horse race, balloon ascension, foot race, and climbing greased
pole in the square in the morning. In the
afternoon a parade will form in the square
and march to the park, where some fine
races will be seen. There are three classes,
all of which are filled. There will also be a
balloon ascension from the park in the af
ternoon.

the money obtained is for tire benefit of the

place.
Work began on the State road Monday
morning, under the direction of Road Commissioner Joseph Stimpsou. Quite a portion of the town had in mind a piece of
road west of the village in which to expend
this money, but when they considered the
manly energetic manner with which the
people of Monroe and Jackson had gone to
work to make a road to this village, beginning the State road at our town line, the
sentiment changed and so we begin our
State road where they begin, at our town
line. We will use them like men and
brethren and give them a good strong lift
toward the Brooks depot.
St. John’s Day was celebrated here by
Mar.-h ltiver Lodge, E. * A. M., and Happy
Valley Chapter, 0. K. S., in attending
religious service in the C'ong’l church, on
invitation of the pastor, who delivered an
on
“The True
appropriate discourse
Temple.” The reverend gentleman reviewed the spirit of religious worship
through the patriarchial, prophetical and
Judais periods, and set forth the glory of
the Solomonic temple and the divine idea
expressed by its service. Masonic history
legends were dwelt largely upon, particularly the service rendered by this ancient
institution in keeping alive the ethical
principles of the race, and the knowledge
of the true God. The Christian spirit introduced into the Order during the crusades
was noted and the fact stated that in the
Eastern .Star ceremonies, as well as in
those of the higher degrees of Masonry,
made
were
Christianity, and Christ,
prominent features. A special musical programme was finely rendered, and particularly noticeable was a solo by Mrs. Wilmot Swift, “The Vesper Hells were Hinging.” A large and interested audience was
gathered at the service. At the conclusion
of church service the Masonic lodge and
Eastern Star Chapter returned to the lodge
room where a collation was served.
The
Brooks Corner band kindly offered tlieir
services for the day, and rendered good
music on the march to and from the
church.
Want

a

Quiet

Died in Liberty, June 8tl), Joseph Boynton, aged 85 years, 11 months and 2!) days.
Mr. Boynton was born and always lived on
the farm where lie died, which was first
taken up and cleared by his father, who
was among the early settlers of the town.
The deceased was respected by all who
knew him throughout a long life, lie was
honest and upright in his dealings; a good
I
and kind husband and father, a good neighbor and a good citizen, lie espoused the
principles of the Republican party when it
was in its infancy, and was an extensive
reader and an earnest thinker along his
party lines. He held several offices of trust
in his native town giving good satisfaction
to his fellow townsmen. He was a genial
and hospitable host and a fine conversation-

Fourth?

All who want a quiet Fourth must be
careful not to look at the pictorial story of
the celebration which Kitty and Daimy got
up with the aid of Uncle Henry in the Boston Globe next Sunday.
It will set the
house ilia roar. Billy, the boy artist, will
also have a glorious Fourth at the expense
of Professors 0. Howe Wise and I. B.
Schmart. The Sunday Globe will contain
a remarkable Fourth of July cap with an
immense spread eagle on it, which little
girls, as well as little boys, will delight to
cut out and wear.
One of the strangest and strongest serial
stories ever devised is about to begin in the
Boston Globe, and the opening chapters of
it will be published next Sunday. “Under
the Gilded Dome, or Hugo’s Peerless Department Store,” is a wonderful story of
science and love, riches and poverty, persecution and justice, daring exploits and
thrilling situations.
Every housekeeper is anxiously looking
now for repipes for
summer salads, summer drinks, the quickest and easiest ways
of doing housework, how to wash clothes
without boiling and full details for preserving fruits. Every mother is on the
lookout for hints on feeding and clothing
the children during the trying summer
months. All this information will be found
in the Household Department of the Boston
Globe.
Order the Boston Daily and Sunday Globe
delivered to you at your home.

He was in feeble health for several
years previous to his death, but was confined to his bed only a short time. He left
the assurance that all is peace beyond this
vale of tears. He is survived by a widow,
the choice of his youth, and one son Preston
E. Boynton, who has been the stay of their
declining years. They have the sympathy
of the entire community in their bereavement.

alist.

James H.

To the Editor of The Journal: It
my interesting good fortune yesterday
to be at the Williams College Commencement.
Mrs. Mills accompanied me, and

1

Hart, Miss Eva Perkins; bouquet, Mrs. through
tl^e courtesy of the authorities we
Richard Gay. The funeral was largely at- had tickets
of admission both to the church
tended by relatives and friends.
and the
hall. It was a memorable

zie

banquet

Mrs. Leuora McCabe, daughter of the late
Eben and Nancy Wellman, died in Searsmont at the home of her sister, Mrs. Ansel
Lothrop, June 21, aged 52 years. She leaves
Clifford Wilband of
one daughter. Airs.
Belfast; four sisters and three brothers to
The funeral services
mourn their loss.

day for Williams, with President Roosevelt
present to receive a degree and to make a
speech, and with Joseph Choate, Ex-Ambassador to England, and Eliliu Root, the
great Secretary of War, just retired, as the
other lions to roar, the demonstrations of
enthusiasm were thrilling, and it takes colwere held June 24, and were conducted by I lege boys, you know, whether “old grads”
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast. The many or more recent ones, to pitch things high
beautiful flowers and the presence of a and tine. But what I wished particularly
to tell you, which I am sure will be of interlarge company testified to the love and symest to Belfast people, was the distinction
pathy of a wide circle of friends.
given the son of a former pastor of the
News has been received of the death in North
church, Roy Hack. He was one of
Augusta of Henry S. Mitchell, formerly of three speakers chosen to represent the
this city.
He was clerk of the Phoenix
graduating class on that more than comHouse at the time his brother was man- monly
Commencement stage.

distinguished

ager, and was a member of Penobscot Encampment of Odd Fellows.

His reference to practical idealism in politics furnished the text and theme of the

Bertha Frances Robbins died June 20th
at the home of her parents in Rockland,
aged 13 years, 10 months and 20 days. She
was born in Belfast and her remains were

President’s address, who said he
especjI ially
inteiested in that young man’s talk,
was

as

j

brought here for interment.
Charles “Edwin Jones of Winterport,
whose death June 10th from blood poisoning was briefly' mentioned last week, will be
much missed in the community, in which he
will long be remembered for his great kindness of heart and sound counsel. Mr. Jones
was a charter member of Northern Light
grange and had filled many offices of trust,
being master and then treasurer for many
years. Funeral services wfere held at his
residence .Sunday afternoon, June 18th.
Rev. I. II. \V. Wharff spoke words of comThe pall
fort to the bereaved family.
bearers were Eben Clement, S. A. Ritchie,
Albert Snow, G. H. Clement. The floral offerings were profuse and beautiful. Among
those from out of town were Miss Ida 11.
Snow and Ernest Snow of Lawrence, Mr.
and Mrs. John Spaulding of Bangor, Mr.
and Mrs. F. M. Fairbanks of Unity, Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Grant of Monroe.
Z

it

in his “line of business.^ And at the
banquet Mr. Choate referred to this same
young man as one of the heroes of the day,
who had been distinguished in college and
who, he predicted, would win distinction
across the water.
Mr. Hack is to be a
Rhodes scholar at Oxford. If 1 am not mistaken in my count, his name was read at
least four limes as a prize-winner this year.
In addition to personal interest in the success of this former Belfast boy, the circumstance is worthy of mention as being one
more brilliant and sweeping denial of that
wretched lie that minister’s sons are apt to
was

:urn

out

T.

James H.

PURITY.

We believe in the same high standard of
purity for men as for women, and condemn
every system for the regulation of vice as
morally wrong, and physically a failure.
FRANCHISE.

We believe that taxation without representation is as unjust now as in the days
of the colonies. We believe that the franchise granted to women would also conduce to a better citizenship and a higher
standard of government morality with a
greater respect for all law, as well as the
nrohibitorv law.
WORK among children.

As local unions and individuals we will
try to do more work in training the boys
and girls in temperance principles, working through the day school, the Sundayschool, the Loyal Temperance Legion, medal contest, and in all possible ways.
COURTESIES.

We give our most cordial thanks to the
local W. C. T. U. and to the friends in
Northport, who have met ns with kindly
welcome; to the singers who have helped
so much ; to the members of the contest
class, to the church officials, railroad officials, pages, and all who have aided in the
successful outcome of this ouvention.
In the evening a medal contest was held.

I
Stock Liability, $i
Capital and Surplus, $72,000.
Total Responsibility, $132,000.

Prompt Service,
Liberal

HONEY RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHEC

NO SPECIAL AMOUNT necessary to open
economic survey is to be made of the same
ones welcomed.
region, extending from somewhat north of
Camden, south to Spruce Head and west- A bank account systematizes one’s affairs.
The area
ward slightly beyond Warren.
service to you in many ways.
includes Rockland, Rockport,
Camden,
and
South
Hope. A
Warren, East Union

blood medicine.—Henry S.
Eldredge, Rochester, N. Y.

splendid

To Cure

a

Cold in One

Day.

an

account.

Open

an

Small accounts

as

'a

account with us and

•-;*

w-

Savings Department.

In this

department we pay 3% interest, COMI’OrXDKI) SEMI-AMNl
issue interest bearing CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.
Our investments are only of the highest grade. Safety of principal and negotiab
first and foremost requisites of every security purchased.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.

Boxes $3.00 per year.
security against fire and burglary our vault is one of the best in the Stat
weighs 10 tons, locks and unlocks automatically from the inside, and tliFor

closed is

one

Special

1

solid box.

j

!

for those renting boxes.
by mail will receive prompt attention.

rooms

Business

Harger.

The streams of the State will be measured

\

DIRECTORS:

by Mr. H. K. Barrows, assisted by Mr. F.
E. Pressey.

Wm. II.

Swan,

Robert F.
Asa A.

Thomas W.

Pitcher,
Elmer A. Sherman,
Clias. P. Ha/.eltiue.

I>nut on,

Ilowes,

Clarence E.

>1

Thomas E. SbWinfield S. Pci

WM. B. SWAN, President.
~

C. W.

WESCOTT,

Cashier,

-----

#Pipe Fittings!#
In order to save our customers both time and trouble, we

Would Scab Over, Break Open, and
Be Raw —Intense Suffering for
Two Years —Doctors and Medicines Failed to Help Her.

have placed in stock
Iron

Pipe Fittings

a

complete line

and Valves.

of Malleable and Cast

Sizes 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches

inclusive.

DUPLEX

ROLLER

BELFAST, MAINE.
!

CURED BY CUTICURA
AT COST OF 75 CENTS

BUSHING
Telephone

j

Agents for Graton &, Knight Mfg. Co.’s Oak Tanned

1

CO.,

54.
Leather

Belting

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**♦
Writing under

date of Aug. 15,1904,
Mrs. L. C. Walker, of 5 Tremont St.,
Woodfords, Me., say9: “My sister
had a terrible humor on her shoulder
when she was eighteen months old,
causing intense suffering for two years.
We had several doctors, and tried
everything, but in spite of all we
did it kept spreading. One day it
would scab over and then crack open
and a watery matter ooze from it and
the scabs would all fall off. It would
be raw for a time, then scab over
again. Some one recommended Cuticura, and we immediately procured
a box of Cuticura Ointment, and a cake
She was much betof Cuticura Soap.
ter after the first bath with warm water
and soap, and an application of the
Ointment. Before it was half gone we
saw a marked change for the better,
and she was entirely cured, without a
scar being left, by the one box of G intment and one cake of Soap. Her skin
is now entirely clear, and she has
not had a sign of trouble since.”

THE

a

Treatment,
Absolute S fety,

During the summer of liitd the United
States Geological Survey was engaged in a
topographic survey of the Rockland Quadrangle, T. Fester Slaughter having charge
of the work. This summer a geological and

survey will also be made of the Mount
Desert triangle. The work will be done in
cooperation with the State of Maine by
Messrs E. S. Bastine and C. W. Brown
under the general supervision of George Otis
Smith. A study of Devonian stratigraphy
and paleontology in northeastern Maine
will be made by Mr. H. S. Williams. The
granite quarries of the State will be investigate'! by IMr. T. S. Dale, under the
supervision of Mr. G. O. Smith.
Topographic work, also in cooperation,
will be done in The Forks quadrangle by
Mr. T. F. Slaughter, assisted by Mr. \V. J.

I

Successor to the Belfast National Bank.

IX July Fourth.
2===WE CARRY ALL KINDS

WAUQUOIT

3nt24

WANTED.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Bids for relaying the wall under the barn at
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
Home for Aged Women, corner of Pearl and
if it fails to cure. E. VV. Grove’s signature I Cedar streets, specifications can be seen at
is on each box, 25c.
Mathews Brothers’ office.
2w2S

OF—

Fireworks/-™

!
T

/
Candles.
Crackers (large and small), Pinwheels,
Vesuvius Fountains, Triangles, Dragon
Wheels, and other things too numerous to

J

+
♦

^

mention.

♦

Call and get

|

our

prices

and look over our stock.

F. A. FOLLETT & SON.
—-—

^

100,000 MOTHERS

It is

e.

w,4,,.

Convention

We will increase our efforts to arouse the
indifferent and disseminate current information on these subjects; we will hold more
public meetings, distribute literature, wear
our white ribbon badge, and endeavor to
carry out our leaders’ plans.

Howes,

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Ma

badly.

Kuy K. Hack, son of Rev. Rollin T. Hack,
formerly pastor of the Second Parish church
of this city, is one ot Hie best students that
lias ever been turned out from Portland.
He led his class which graduated from the
1.
W. C.
High school foui years ago and since then
has won one of the famous RhodesiseholarOn Thursday he graduated from
The 22d annual convention o£ the Waldo ships.
was
held
at
T.
C.
U.
W.
Saturday Williams College and was one of the three
County
commencement speakers, his subject being
Cove, Nortliport, June 21st. On account of Idealism in Polities, to which President
bad weather the attendance was small. If Roosevelt referred in his address at tlie
the other Unions had the pluck of the Bel- commencement exercises. Young Hack took
the tirst
in Greek and Latin and disfast and Troy white ribboners the attend- tributed prizes
tlie Clark prize which he won in
ance might have been larger, but as it was
liis first three years, lie also came out with
of
they were the only Unions represented. tlie marked honor of winning the prizewon
prizes.
During this past year he has
The Troy Union especially deserves credit
in
$150
prizes. Young Hack is not yet 21
as they came a distance of nearly 40 miles.
years of age and his many friends will be
The convention was opened by singing pleased to learn of his great success, lie
has a bright future.—Portland Press.
“The County Song.” The president, Miss
E. F. Miller, read the 37th Psalm and
GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS IN MAINE.
prayer was offered. The address of wel-

Waldo County

.AGENT STANDARD PATTERNS.

With best regards,
Yours most sincere!)*,
George S. Mills.

Many were surprised and pained, last Fri- The contestants were Grace M. Rogers of
day morning, to bear of the sudden and un- Troy, Flora E. Carletou of Troy, Annie
expected death of Jones S. Davis. lie had Rhoades of Northport, Leora l’rentiss of
apparently been in very good health for a Troy, Bessie Weymouth of Troy and Auvena
man of his years ami was up and about
My rick of Troy. The medal was awarded
every day although a little indisposed of to Miss Leora Prentiss.
Fine music was furnished by the “Littlelate. He retired Thursday night as usual.
field Trio,” which consisted "id violin, corIn the night, bearing him moving and net and
piano. Mrs. E. P. Frost rendered
thinking he might be suffering, his daugh- a solo, “Will it Pay?” in a very pleasing
ters went and spoke to him and he said he manner. Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Belfast
made a few remarks.
Daily Tell Other Mothers
was all right.
A few hours later he passed
That Cuticura Soap is the best baby
peacefully away. Mr. Davis was born in
Making Lewiston Dry.
soap in the world for cleansing and
Nortbport October 24, 1825, one of the large
Lewiston, June 24. The Sturgis compurifying the skin, and that Cuticura
family of Phineas and Mary Davis. His mission
Ointment is of priceless value for
tonight began their first work here
in
and
who
was
also
born
wife,
Northport,
under the enforcement act.
Ex-Deputy
soothing and healing itching, torturwho died about twelve years ago, was Miss Sheriff Ferdinand Stevens of Auburn, exing, and disfiguring eruptions, itchof
Sheriff
Oxford
Tucker
and
county
Rogers. The deceased came to Belfast in Police Officer Maxirne Bellieu of the Lewisings, and cliafings. A single application of Cuticura Ointment, preceded
early life and for many years carried ton police force are the men at work. They
Cuticura Soap,
on blacksmithing, retiring only a few years made seizures at the places of Frank
by a warm bath with and
and Theodle
refreshing
gives instant relief,
ago. He was a good workman, a good citi- O’Brien, James McDonough
Rancourt. This move was evidently entireskin-tortured
for
babies, and
sleep
zen, and had the confidence and respect of ly
unexpected by the liquor dealers and
rest for tired, fretted mothers.
all who knew him. He is survived by three has caused a good deal of excitement. The
Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pill, ara sold throughout
were brought to the
the world. Potter Drug & < 'hem. Corp., Boston, Sole Props.
children, Mary (Veazie)and Emma whose men who were caught
Send for How to Cure Baby Humore.”
later bailed out. The reand
station
police
home was with their father, and Edward of
port is that these and other men will be
Boston. The funeral was held at the late kept at work here until Lewiston is made a
residence Monday, Rev. Harry Lutz of the dry town.
Unitarian church officiating. The bearers
Dr. David Kennedy, ltondout, N. Y.
were George G. Pierce, John W. Jones,
Dear Sir: Some time since I was trouLord.
AT NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND
L.
Calvin A. Hubbard and Henry
bled with blotches coming out on my breast,
of a scrofulous character, and my general
system seemed to be out of order. I was
Louise Whitmore, wife of George F. inclined to try Dr. David Kennedy’s Fav- Is open for business for the season.
The first bottle
Brier, died at her home in North Belfast, orite Remedy. and I feel better drove the
MRS. L. C. ROSS, Proprietor.
every way.
eruption
away
04
She
June
14th,
aged
years.
Wednesday,
leaves to mourn their loss a husband and
two ohildren—Mrs. James D. Tucker and
Roscoe G. Brier of Belfast and one brother,
Otis Whitmore of Malden, Mass. The funeral services were held at her late home
Frfday, June 16th, conducted by Rev. Ash-

Howes’

was

given them, all of whom are living and all
were present during her illness.
They are
for developing the resources and proMrs.
as possible.
Jennie Abbott of Camden,
Mrs.
rigid
of
Garden
the
of
moting the prosperity
George Leonard of Knox, who is hindered Frances Hair of Palatka, Florida, George come was given by Mrs. Alwilda Bird; reMaine.
by lameness from active life out of doors, of Searsmont, Benjamin of Appleton and
sponse by Mrs. IV. F. Langill. Miss Helen
has lately bought a machine for the manufirst
Some one enquired the other day as facture of lace and has taken up the busi- Clifford of Searsmont. This is their
Brier of Belfast, a charming little Miss
the
bereaved
with
and
sorrow
they,
to the situation at St. Pierre, Marti- ness more in the sense of recreation than great
who for the past year lias secured over 30
of
of
the specimens
anything else. Some
husband, have the smypathy of all their
subscriptions to The Crusader Monthly,
nique, and wondered if any attempt his skill are very nice.
friends. There also remains of her father’s
recited a poem, “The Crusader Monthly,”
had been made to rebuild the place deIt is said that I. G. Reynold is to sell his family, three brothers—Wesley of North
in a very pleasing manner. One of the invastated by tbe terrible eruption of Mt. faun in South Brooks and move to the vilMass.; Elbridge and George of
lage this winter. We would like to have Tewksbury,
teresting features in the afternoon was the
Pelee, which destroyed 10,000 people in him
Mrs
one
sister,
here. He has been a good citizen, in- Yerington, Nevada, and
Belfast L. T. L., which was represented by
Since then one startling terested in the prosperity of the town, and Alice Sherman of Appleton.
Mrs. Ness
a twinkling.
Victor
Colson, Norman Littlefield and
has
of
dollars
in
hundreds
taxes
and
the
paid many
event has followed another
also leaves one granddaughter and one
into our treasury, lie has been an active,
Helen Brier. They gave the L. T. L. salute
Mrs. Ness had her
war in the East lias so absorbed public energetic man all his life and now he needs, great granddaughter.
and a song was given by Victor Colson
full share of afflictions incident upon ill
attention that this island tragedy lias and deserves, a more quiet and easy life.
which was much appreciated.
She
was
The Brooks base ball club played the health, but she met them bravely.
been forgotten. A recent issue of the
Miss Emily F. Miller was re-elected
Monroe club in Monroe last Saturday. Owand cheerful. She was doPresident, and the following resoluBrooklyn Daily Eagle contains an elab- ing to a misunderstanding between the always bright
County
mestic in her taste, lived much for her famiorate article on the situation at St. captains of both teams Monroe forfeited
tions were unanimously adopted:
in
her
found
her
and
greatest
happiness
ly,
the game in the 6th inning, 9 to 0. Although
Preamble. We, the Woman’s Christian
Pierre, from which we quote as follows: the umpire was against us we had to play home. A kind hearted neighbor, a devoted
Temperance Union of Waldo County, asExcept lor the grave-robbers and a ten men. Struck out by Lane in 6 innings, wife, a loving mother, she will be greatly sembled in our 22nd annual convention, are
few patrolling gendarmes, to protect 10; struck out by Putnam in 4 innings, 4;
manifested
missed. The funeral services were at her deeply grateful for the activity
the uuliallowed graves from unlicensed struck out by Clements in 2 innings, 2; base
in so many of our local unions. Belying
June 21st, aton balls of
home
afternoon,
stolen
Lane,
1;
Putnam,
Wednesday
1;
life
in
St.
and
of
for
not
a
is
on
God
guidance
strength,
there
looters,
sign
always
Colburn.
Umpire, Reering; scorer, tended by Rev. C. F. Beebee. The floral we set ourselves to the work for the ensuing
Pierre. Hue Victor Hugo, the principal bases,
Brooks will play Dixmont at
Edwards.
in
tributes were beautiful. Among them was year witli courage and increasing faith
street in the city, which was buried Dixmont
Saturday, July 1st.
our principles as expressed in the following
under from two to live feet of volcanic
a crescent with the word Mother in imresolutions:
“Our Jim" is to be repeated (by request)
ashes, was cleaned out by the governin about two weeks at Union Hall. Those mortelles from the children; 62 white carnaTOTAL ABSTINENCE.
ment for nearly a mile and the stones
who
were there before will want to be there tions from Mrs. Alice Sherman; roses and
We believe in total abstinence for the
from the fallen buildings piled up on this time
just the same as new specialties, \
from Mrs. Abbott; calla individual as the best safeguard against the
each side.
A cross street was opened music, etc., are to be introduced, and the summer phlox
Mrs. Benjamin Ness; roses drink habit.
lilies from
up in the same way to give a plantation condition of the highways will give our
PROHIBITION.
back of the town an outlet to the sea, friends outside a chance to come in and see j from Lola Dunton; white roses from Miss
We believe in prohibition for State and
hut the work of retsoration stopped tiiis rendering of a line play by local talent. I Mary McCorrison; white roses from Miss
Nation: We believe the liquor traffic to be
there. The government would like to Jim comes out all right; Grace is a lovely j Blanche
Taylor and cut flowers from Mrs. morally wrong, and incapable of being
character, finely portrayed; Bob is irri-j
see a new city rise from the ashes of
and his sweetheart Bess is sweet. Mary Bean, Mrs. C. Brown and Miss Mary made legally right, therefore we oppose all
sistible,
st. Pierre, and Victor Hugo street was In
forms of license or regulations.
fact, the characters are well taken, and McFarland.
ness

WILLIAMS.

tor,

Mr. and Mrs. H.
bouquet
C. Bailey; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. Frank M.
Bailey; bouquet of cut flowers, Mrs. S.
H. Nason of Portland; bouquet, Mrs. Lizof roses and

AT

The President and Other Distinguished
Visitors Present. The Honors Won by
Roy Hack, Son of a Former Belfast Pas-

POSTOFFICE SQUARE

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

*

HAVE AT LAST FOUND A HARMLESS
liquid for the removal of superfluous hair
from the face. It not only removes the hair perfectly clean in five minutes, but will, if applied
every third day remove the hair permanently. It
depends on the strength of the hair, the :e»gth
of time it will take to entirely destroy it. It contains no caustic, acid or poisonous substance.
Will not leave a scar or cause injury in any way.
It is sold to me under a written guarantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it. (t is made by
parties with whom 1 am personally acquainted
and have perfect confidence in. For further particulars call upon or write to

I

J. FRANKLIN

Eye Sight Specialist-

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.
(All correspondence confidential.)

97 High Street,

26tf

to let

All

know if they want photoOutdoor views, interiors or
flashlights. Developing, printing and enlarging.
Postal cards made to order from your own negatives or mine. Out of town orders by mail or
telephone promptly attended to. Address
3w24
F. P. BLODGETT,
me

Telephone

49-14.

Street, Belfast, Maine.

errors

scientific

taken.

61 Cedar

BELFAST.

M*N£

(OVER POOR’S DRUG STORE

WANTED
PKOPLE
graphs

HARM*

of vision treated in tin

manner.

Special low prices for all glasses lit *
week.
All examinations FREE.
Office hours 8 to 11.30
I

a.

in., 1 to 5.:t"

!'

,1‘

Open Wednesday aml,Saturday evenmS*

jjjfNEWS OF

BELFAST.

lielfast baseball team will play
f the Tide team next Saturday.
T. U. will meet with Mrs'

C.

day afternoon, June 80th.
..drug and dry goods stores
will close at one o'clock July
day.
light has been placed on
enue opposite the residence of

1

■

_• otlices of W. F. Langill and
urges* will close at noon Satur.i it:y and August.

Miilett will bold services in

\

Grange llall, Waldo, next
o'clock (local) p. m.
-t

the south side of Meniobeen extended from High
treet and neatly painted green.

Hu e on

lias

wish to avail themselves of
free telephone service for three
l apply at once as the time is

0

f

1

letters remaining in the Heifor the week ending June
Hdith P. Libby, Fred L. Avery,

ne

ittersou.

James H. Howes dry goods
drive to Pitcher's Pond last
:ig, where they were the guests
Mrs. Howes at Pine Lodge.
in

1

a

appointments by Governor
following: County examiner
iminals, John Stevens, M. 1>.;
John F. Finley, Palermo.
.■nt

■

circle of North church had a
meeting at the home of Mrs.
nth worth last Friday afterdies made the trip by buck-

New Steamboat Corporation. The
Penobscot Bay and Kiver Steamboat Company was organized in Belfast, June 26th,
for the purpose of owning and running
steamboats for the carriage of passengers
and freight on the bays, rivers, and other
waters within the State of Maine; owning
and
maintaining wharves and wharf

property and doing all other things necessary in carrying on a general freight and
Amount of capital
passenger business.
stock 810,000, common stock 810,000; $5C
capital stock paid in; par value of shares
8100. Fred G. White, Belfast, is president;
Wm. I). Bennett aud Daniel W. Kerst,
liucksport, and Fred G. White, directors.
New Advertisements. Carle* Jones
have flags, sky rockets, fire crackers, red
fire, in fact everything needed by young
America to celebrate the Glorious Fourth,
and will make it a point to close out this
line of goods by Monday night....A. D.
Chase * Son will place on sale 1,000 straw
mattings, drummers samples, in two sizes,
30x36 inches, and 18x36 inches; prices 8
and 5 cents—F. A. Follett * Son, Post
Office Square, carry all kinds of fireworks,
and as usual have a very full assortment.
Call and get their prices and look over the
stock
Charles Perry of Montville publishes a freedom notice_James II. Howes
has a special sale of aprons this week.
Agent for Standard patterns.A. A.
Howes & Co. have all the iusect destroyers,
and now is the time to use them
Mrs. B.
F. Wells, 15 Main street, does shampooing,
scalp treatment and facial massage. She
has a harmless fluid for the removal of
superfluous hair from the face_Safe at
auction at 45 Congress street, beginning at
—

—

10

July 8th, of all the household
goods and furniture of every description
a.

m.,

belonging to the estate of

Eva'.iua C.

Moody.

LiyroR Seizures.

Sheriff Carleton and
Deputy Ellis made a search at the Commonwealth Hotel last Friday evening, and
f Thomas II. Marshall Circle
found two quarts of whiskey and two bottles
i to furnish beaus and brown
of beer. The proprietor, Fred M. Staples,
-try if they can, for the meetwas arrested, and when taken before Judge
Vaido County Veterans' AssoRogers of the Police Court Saturday he
-duy, July titb.
waived reading of complaint and warrant
:
have an old fashioned celeand pled not guilty on one search and seizith. There will be games and
i lire and one single sale. On the search and
unbing, oration. Music by the seizure he was given 00
days in jail and 8100
Fire works in the
•l band.
ami costs, and on tlie single sale 30 days in
a grand ball at town ball after
jail and $50 and costs. He appealed and
was held in $200 bail for the September
:,g of the Mate board or etnterm of the S. J. court.
Saturday evening
,miners at the State-house iu the officers again visited the Commonwealth
m- 22nd, Charles K. Coombs of
and found ill bottles of beer and 4 pints of
."ml a successful examination
whiskey. Staples and his bar tender, Roy
Mr. Coombs
ve a certificate.
Coombs, were arrested and taken before
i; Augusta by way of Pittsfieldthe Police
their cases

Court'Monday,

\, Hatch has received news of
his sister, Mrs. Evelyn 11.
■veil, Mass. She was taken ill
d died the 18th. Mrs. Colby
guest of her brother in this
-he made friends who will hear
a

i ill

regret.

has sold his clothing and
to Miles S. Jellison, who
Mr. Jelii; at Hie old stand.
manj years’experience in the
,a-ss, latterly as foreman in
Mr. Colson has
.looks factory.
i.ey of a New York firm.

;>nn

-im-ss

of II. M. Prentiss’ Sunday
Mr. Prentiss
L. Wilson, left Monday for a
f a week at Georges Pond,
I lie
party was composed of
am
Liuntou, Harold Jones,
•nth, Houston Small, Thomas
.-is

accompanied by

iiert Dodge.
The Waldo
Meeting.
.-(..rails’ Association will meet
II Marshall Pust, Belfast, July
*
mi last meeting at Morrill, the
and Circle gave a cordial iuvihis meeting. Let us rally on
Marshall Post and take them by

Minson, Sec’y.
for the Fourth of July celegoing steadily forward. The
ipper schoolhou.se common has
tie ground rolled, and goals
1 reparation for the outdoor
game which is to be played

ms

Itli between the Belfast High
Hid a picked team from Brooks,
f young people, chaperoned by
Townsend, enjoyed a supper
•Mtinefarin iu East N'orthport
Although the weather
-day.
m what could have been desired
"f the quaint old house furnishplace for the indoor picnic,
greatly enjoyed. The party rti.uckboard in the evening,
i- thought to be an unusual disatriotism on one of the farms a
..ut from the city proved to be
vr instance of Yankee ingenuity.
..age American llags waving tri> in the breezes from tlie limbs of
are evidently being intended to
birds away. It is a novel use for

irnal has received from Hon. Fjed
very pretty souvenir postal card
lew of the I’enobscot river near
rt, with one of the “w hite flyers”
stern S. S. Co. in sight. Mr. Atver loses an opportunity to make
he beauties and advantages of his
and that spirit is worth much

meeting, for the summer, of the
mrch Junior Christian Endeavor
to end with a shore picnic last
afternoon, but as the rain made a
■
shore impossible, the children
he afternoon in the large barn of
ett house on High street, where
I'erintendent, Mrs. Charles M.
ped to turn a disappointment inectly lovely time.”
rid of wearing gold lace and
tons, but all our custom house
to dress in a blue uniform,
they ought to put on the whole
■ ini
keep up the dignity of Uncle
.iicers Moody and Marr would just
me of the best suits in flue shape,
-'t

tve

■ay

Register.

miored that one of our Belfast
officials was seen on the streets
day in uniform, but the whole
not yet arrayed in blue and brass,
cus-

se

vestigation of the premises after the
lie C. Hervey House house on Cont reet indicates that it originated from
:'-iect in the chimney. There was a hole
-ide next to the barn, and the fire had
'••'fitly worked through the partition and
have been Smouldering for a long
as the barn was not
only ceiled with
mne but plastered between the studad was almost air tight. There had
--

hot fire in the kitchen stove in the
Mr. and Mrs. Howes were out
nd were spending the evening with
when the alarm was sounded. Mrs.
had just finished house-cleaning,
b deluded some papering and paintanil her feelings when she saw the
'■“”■(■ made
by fire, smoke and water can
better imagined than described. Mr.
"es’ onlv consolation was that he had
( leaned
up the barn, which he had indialed doing that day.
a

noon.

■

■

j'-s

[ii't

■’£

^_____

taking

the usual course, with sentence of line and

imprisonment, from which they appealed.
Steamer Notes. The Maine Coast Trans
pollution Company has been organized and
incorporated with the foliowingofticers: \V.
H. Brigham, president; B. 0. Hammond,
treasurer; A. 1). Gleason, vice president;
F. I). Gallupe, general manager. Beginning
Monday, June 2tlth, the steamers of this
company will leave North End wharf, No.
521* Commercial street, Boston, every Monday and Thursday at 5 p. m., touching at
Bootlibay Harbor, Port Clyde, Stoniugton,
Bass Harbor, Northwest Harbor, Bar Harbor, Prospect Harbor, South Gouldsboro,
Machiasport, Eastport, and other Maine
ports. The steamers of this line will be
equipped for freight only. Steamers will
stop en route upon signal to take on or to
deliver freight from boats or other vessels.
Saturday, July 1st, the steamer Golden
Rod will begin making Saturday evening
trips from Bucksport to Northport and returning on Monday morning. The steamer
will leave Bucksport on arrival of the train
from Bangor, ami returning will reach
Bucksport in time to connect with the train
to Bangor.
—

Excursions.
The parish and Sunday
school of the First C a i versa list church
made their annual excursion on the steamer
Castine to Crescent Beach Tuesday, and
while the weather was not of the best the
day proved delightful and the large party
had an ideal outing—Dickey's excursion

party

to

Togus

on

Wednesday

was

largely

attended and the party was one of the
largest of the season. These trips are
proving very popular and another will be
The steamer Castine
given on July 12th
will take an afternoon party under the
management of Mr. Dickey to .Stockton,
today, Thursday, from Temple Heights and
Northport and Belfast, leaving Lewis’
wharf at 1:45. Will leave Stockton on the re—

turn trip at 4:30 p. m. Fare 35 cents_
Next Sunday the steamer Castine will
make an excursion from this city to Bangor, leaving Belfast at t* o’clock and leaving Bangor on the return at 4. Fare fifty
cents. This will be a delightful sail_The
Saturday afternoon trips on the steamer
Castine to Bangor via Stockton have been
discontinued—The Belfast
band have
made arrangements to run an excursion to
Bangor July 8, the date of the Kingling
Brothers circus there, and the fare will be
75 cents. The steamer Verona has been
chartered for the trip and w ill leave Lew is
wharf, this city, at ti a. m., reaching Bangor
in time for the parade and leaving Bangor
on the return at 7 p. in.
This trip will be a
delightful one. The band will furnish
music both coming and going_An excursion to Good Will Farm for boys will be
made under the management of Mr. Dickey
early in July.
Oi k Canine 1’opi lation. A comment
by a stranger, “How many dogs there are
about,” recently drew the attention of the
writer to the large and increasing canine
population of our city. There are the great
St. Bernards, the canine city fathers, majestic and superior; the busybodies of the
town, the tiny, officious terriers, poking
their noses into everybody’s affairs; the
setters, w hose care over the business of their
friends precludes any great interest in
municipal affairs; the bull dogs, whose police duty weighs heavily upon their conscience; the beagles whose interest in sport
takes them out of town a great deal; the
spaniels, always staunch supporters of the
conservative party; the conceited poodles,
whose airs mark them as ill-bred by the
real aristocracy; and then there is the pop-

ulace-just plain dogs. -They appear on
the streets in groups; they form processions
and parade about; they have occasional
fights and rarer concerts; they chase stray
cats up a tree and cast coveting eyes at the
squirrels; they bury a bone in the exact
spot in your garden where your choicest
seeds are planted; but they make themselves so thoroughly at home about your
house and grounds, and receive you with
such cordiality when you go out with the
firm intention of putting the first available
stone to a good use, that you relent and
think dogs are pretty good things after all.
In a few days a friend offers you a particularly soft and alluring puppy, whose pleading eyes you cannot refuse; you weaken, aocept, and are lost. You think with regret
of things you have said in the past and hope
your friends have short memories. You
think of your newly planted garden and
smooth lawn, and you wish you hadn’t, but
a yelp from your new possession, a glance
from bis beady and adoring eyes, a lap from
his tiny red tongue, and you decide that
after all it is worth while.

The Northern Maine Seaport
Railway

will not whistle into Belfast this
year, if at
all. That is now a generally
aocepted fact;
but The Jonrnal is informed, on what is

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Herbert L. Hopkins left Monday for

business

trip

a

to Camden.

Fred Crocker of Bucksport spent Sunconsidered good authority, that
Searsport !
with his cousins, the Misses Hiohvillage is to have railroad communication, day
born, on Church street.
and that plans are now being made for a
Mrs. C. S. Rendell and Miss Mary Hichstation and a Y there.
born were in Belfast last Friday for dental
work at Dr. G. W. Stoddard’s.
The Four-Track News for July contains
an illustrated article on Belfast
Keyes’ Orchestra furnished music for a
by Ruby
Carlton Johnson, under the title of “A dance in Denslow hall on Friday evening
which was much enjoyed by our dancing
Dear Old-Fashioned Town,” followed
by public.
the quotation “Unsought as yet, but not unMr. Joseph Gerrity of Bangor, accomknown.” Theillustrations show the steam- panied by a young friend, came Saturday
boat wharf* a view on our elm-shaded to visit his aunt, Mrs. Alvah Treat, fora
short time.
streets and a glimpse of Pitcher’s Pond.
Mr. Baker, since the closing of Mrs.
Shipping Items. Captain O. A. Gilchrest Frank Jackson’s house to boarders, is with
Capt.auid Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, on Midis at his home in Rockland for a few
days, dle street.

while the schooner Glad Tidings, of which
he is master, is discharging hard
piue at
New York from Fernandiua, Florida. The
Glad Tidings was formerly a barkentine,
but has been remodelled as a schooner. She
was built at Belfast by George W. Cottrell
in 1883 for the Rio coffee fleet of C. Morton
Stewart Co. of Baltimore....The keel has
been stretched for the new four-masted
schooner for the Pendleton Bros., and the
oak frame, cut in Virginia the past winter,
is in the yard. The liar# pine is yet to
come—Planking has begun on the new
four-master in the Gilchrest yard_Gilchrest is making a foretopmast for the sell.
Almeda Willey.
C. L. S. C. Lanier Meeting. The Seaside Chautauqua Circle was entertained at
the home of Mrs. Carrie F. Black, June
2Gth.
The hostess is a member of the
Lanier C. L. S. C. class of 1808; the name
was given this class in honor of the
gifted

poet, Sidney Lanier. After the business
and lesson of the afternoon a program had
been arranged for this special Lanier meeting, which included quotations and readings from the poems of Sidney Lanier; a
story of the poet’s life; Lanier and his
work; a tribute to Sidney Lanier; heroic
achievements as exemplified in Lanier’s

Mr. and Mrs. Manley Lancaster and family of Bangor came down river Saturday, to
spend a few days with Lancaster relatives
in our village.
Miss Edith Fletcher has secured a tyye
writer and is prepared to serve those needing her assistance at the residence of her
father, C. N. Fletcher.
Earle Trundy has recently entered the
R. LaFurley as
of Maitland
clerk in his grocery store, Truman
Latlirop having changed his business.

which was a canoe with its oars. On this
table a dainty Chautauqua feast was spread
of which all were invited to partake. Each
guest received a pretty souvenir card on
which was the name and the class motto of
the hostess—“The humblest life that lives
An hour was spent in
may be divine.”
social enjoyment, then we bade our friends
good night. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. C. 11. Brier, 29 Charles street, Monday
afternoon, July 3d. The lesson will be a review of German literature, chapters six to
eight, with a study of “The Marble Fawn”
by Hawthorne. Roll call, quotations on education. All members are requested to be
present.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
in Waldo County Registry
were recorded
of Deeds for the week ending June 2(1,1905:
Frank A. Allen, Ilopedale, to Charles C.
Swasey, Newbury port; land in Moutville.
Abbie S. Clark, Stockton Springs, to Willard S. Giles, Camden; land in Stockton
Melvin E. Colcord, Stockton
Springs.
Springs, to It. E. Swain et al., Leeds; land
in Stockton Springs.
P. W. Danforth,
Unity, to Charles E. Danforth, Fairfield;
Herbert L. Hopkins,
land in Fairfield.
Stockton Springs, to Simon B. Merrithew,
et ah, do.; land in Stockton Springs. Edey
Hardman, Frankfort, to Tyler Page, do.;
Clarence M.
land in Stockton Springs.
Knowlton, Belfast, to Ambrose A. Hall,
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Albion
T. Goodhue, Stockton Springs, to John
Reed, et ah, Roxbury; land in Stockton
Springs. D. C. Greenlaw, Belfast, to Abbie Brown, New Hampton; land in Northport. David Hart, Monroe, to Freedom
Rand, et ah, do.; laud in Monroe. Arthur
W. Knight, Monroe, to W. S. Edminster,
Frankfort; land and buildings in Frankfort. Almeda F. Morse, et eh, Belfast, to
Fred E. Littlefield, Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo. George W. McIntyre, Belfast, to Frank A. Johnson, bueksport; land
and buildings in Belfast. J. F, Prescott,
Dixmont, to John Berry, Troy; land in
Troy. Susanna M. Rand, Monroe, to Dana
M. Rand, do.; land in Monroe. William W.
Smith, Stockton Springs, to II. S. Hopkins,
do.; land in Stockton Springs. John Sanborn, Belfast, to Frank A. Johnson, Bucksport; land in Bueksport.
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Her Crew Taken Off and Landed iti Boston.

the soutli channel
going through Nantucket sound, and at noon
of
the
south
was
well
Nantucket
yesterday
lightship. The sea was very heavy and the
wind strong from the southwest. Suddenly while plunging along the bobstay parted
and immediately the jibboom snapped off.
The masts were unable to bear the strain
and they followed within a few minutes
leaving the little vessel practically helpless.
The strain of the mast going overboard
opened the seams of the boat and she began
to leak rapidly. The crew manned the
pumps and had been working about two
hours when the Fronde hove in sight from
the south.
When the Warren was abandoned her
decks were nearly awash and great seas
It is believed
were breaking over her.
however, that her cargo will keep her afloat
for some time and that she will prove a
dangerous menace to navigation.
The Edward L. Warren was built at
Seat sport in 1882. She was 124 tons net
bur den, 92 feet in length, 27 feet in breadth
and 8 feet in depth. She earned some in-

The Baptist Sunday school is making
arrangements for an excursion to Maranacook in the near future.
Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday at 10 45 a. m., preaching by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz; Sunday school at 12
o’clock. All are welcome.

Miss Lillian A. Simmons arrived Saturday from Boston to spend the summer
vacation, from the city schools, with her
mother, Mrs. Roxanna Simmons, at the old
homestead.
Mr. Herbert C. Libby and his agent for
The Waldo County Commercial, Henry L.
Nash, were in town Saturday in the interest of the new paper which is published
at Oherryfield.
Miss Susie A. Cousins joined her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank 11. Cousins, Sunday
morning to remain through the vacation in
her school in the town of Agawam, Mass.
Welcome home!

Thursday.
10.45

a.

m.;

Sunday

school at noon;
m.

The services next Sunday at the Universalist church will be as follows: at 10.45
a. m. regular service, subject, The
Day of
Judgment; at 12 o’clock, Sunday school;
at 6.30 p. m., young peoples’ meeting.

Charles E. Sanford of New York arrived
to open his cottage at Fort Point
summer occupancy as usual.
11 is son
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sanford,
will soon reach town, to occupy the former
Morse cottage for the season.

Saturday
for

I)r. G. A. Stevens called Dr. Elmer Small
of Belfast last Friday for consultation on
Capt, F. B. Clifford’s ease of severe heart
trouble as many complications have arisen.
The many friends of our always genial captain hope .summer time may strengthen
him.
Foss and rainstorms were the order of
the day last week, until Friday. The fresh
westerly, greeting us on the morning of
that day, was welcome to all. Three beautiful days gladened everybody in this vicinity. Monday gave us rain, followed by
sunshine Tuesday.

The weekly meetings of both the Junior
and the Senior Christian Endeavor Societies
of the North church have been suspended
during the months of July and August, owing to the fact that so many of the members
are to be out of toWn.

l
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because it stands so emphatically for perfect nutrition. (|
0 And yet in the matter of restor- d
i a food

COLD

y

N

of

a

medicine.

The Verona brought a large company of
excursionists from Bangor, Hampden, VViuterport and Buckspurt, some four hundred
in number, Sunday forenoon, to inspect
the new wharf and railroad, at Cape
Jellison. All were astonished at the size
and solidity of the pier. “This is costing a
pile of money!” was the comment heard on
all sides, coupled with various conjectures
as to the source of the great traffic, demanding such preparations for freight.
The Canadian Pacific is generally believed
to be a factor in the enterprise; but none
know the intentions or secrets of the B.
and A. projectors of this railroad operation.
The scheme is a big one, undoubtedly!
Stockton is fortunate in her location and
the possession of her grand and easily accessible harbor. Thank Dame Nature for
her favors.
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UHDEBTAKEBS.

Hew

Principal

at Gorham.

The State Normal school trustees met in
Portland June 23d to appoint teachers. The
only change was at the Gorham school.
Prof. W. J. Corthell, who resigned on account of his age, was succeeded by Prof. W.
E. Russell, who has been assistant principal
of the school for several years.
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MATTINGS,

.

I

PRICE, 36X36, 8 CENTS EACH.
18X36, 5
“

I

“

May Manton Bazar Patterns.

All

I

|Qc.

each.

I

Mail and telephone orders solicited.

■

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

CASKETS,
ROBES and

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK.

BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared

at all hours to do EMBALM-

ING and FUNERAL WORK.

Transacts a Genaral Banking Business.

Iy7

72 Main

Street, Ballast.

Separate accommodations

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
5-year old stallion by Jamaique, weighs about
14-hundred, works single or double, sound and
kind. 1 bay road horse, 11 years old, weight between l(MX) and 1100, works single or double, absolutely sound, kind, good loader and perfect all
round family horse. Grocery, delivery and open
wagons, top buggies and harnesses, single and
double. All must be sold by October 1st as 1 go
W’est for the winter. Cash or negotiable notes.
B. L. PITCHEK, Belfast, Maine
tf25
(Near Gurney’s Mills )
1

“AUCTION SALE.
All the household goods and furniture of every
description belonging to the estate of Evelina
C. Moody late of Belfast, deceased, will be sold
at public auction on Saturday. July 8, 1905.
The sale will be held at Mrs. Moody’s late residence, 45 Congress street, Belfast, and will begin
promptly at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. G. FERGUSON.
2w26
Admr. of the estate of Evelina C. Moody.

~To

Whom it

May Concern:

Tins certifies that I have given my son, Gene
Perry, his time during the remainder of his minority, and shall claim none of his earnings nor
pay any bills of his contracting after this date.
Montville, Maine, June 25, KK)5.
CHARLES PERRY.
3W26

Special Notice

ANY PERSON desirous of securing a situation in
Boston ana vicinity, or New York City, can (by
reliable want
sending 10c. in silver) receive 200
advertisements by addressing STAli ADVElt
3t26*
TISING AGENCY, Cambridge, Mass.

Revolvers, Cains, Crackers, Torpedoes, Red Fire,
Sky Rockets, Etc., For
the 4th.

a

CARLE & JONES.

social

u

s

n

Time

Deposits.

ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and (iuardian.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT FACETS.

Connected by telephone both day and night.

point to close our line of 4th of July
goods out by Monday night. Yours truly.

We shall make it

sale

on

Waldo Trust

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Flags, Rockets, Roman Gan=
dies. Blank Cartridges,

Protruding

refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no mathow
ter of
long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 60c.
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
stamps and it will be forwarded post paid
by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

place

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

4th OFJULY!

Druggists

shall

Quickly yields to the specific
action of Brown’s Instant
Relief. All dealers. 25c.

0
d -,

J

we

COUCH

J

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York,
409-4*5 Pearl Street,
50c. andSi.oo; all druggists.

I

OR

——

0 ing appetite, of giving new 0
0 strength to the tissues, especially 0
< to the nerves, its action is that 0
'%
0
ld

I

Af* O^DIJYA^Y

0

#

I

trade, that

waiting for them Sizes 36x36 and 18x36
inches. Owing to the limited quantity and
great demand for these matting samples
we are obliged to limit each customer io
samples only.

j

Sunday, July 2d, will he observed by the
baptist church as “Children’s Day.” In
the morning at 10.45 the pastor, Rev. E. S.
Philbrook, will deliver an illustrated sermon for children and young
people. In the
evening at 7 o’clock a Children’s Day concert will be given.
Parents and friends are
cordially invited with the children. Other
appointments are as follows; Junior V. P
S. C. E. at 3.45 p. m. today; Thursday,
monthly covenant meeting of the church a,
7.30 p.m.; special business meeting of tlit
church Friday at 7.30 p. m.
e

J I,

SCOTT'S EMULSION

to 'tate to the

pleased

DRUMnERS' SAnPLES. It is needless for us to praise these goods, as there are
hundreds who are enquiring and patiently

trine within the limits of New Gloucester in
that town June 23th. It is conceded generally that in New Gloucester was preached
the first sermon, although Norwav and
Turner were close seconds. Many Universalists were present and the principal
speakers were Rev. J. F. Albion, D. I)., of
Portland, and State superintendent Rev. F.
E. barton.

Last Sunday Rev. Harry Lutz, Unitarian
pastor at Belfast, accompanied Rev. A. A.
Smith and delivered the sermon at our
evening service in the church. His able
discourse was well received, and the admirable sacred solo given by Mr. Raker, one of
the corps of civil engineers, in the employ
of the N. M. S. R. R., was highly appreciated
by the entire congregat ion.

We like best to call

are

STRAW

Sunday morning worship at the Methodist church, with sermon by the pastor, at
10.45; Sunday school at noon ; men’s gospel
service at 3 p. m.; Junior League at 4 p. m.
At 7 p. m. in the auditorium, the pastor,
Rev. J. W. Hatch, will give a short address
on Christian Patriotism.
Seats free. All
are welcome.

Mrs. James Crocker and daughter, Miss
Bernice, and Mrs. Ralph Staples and
daughter, Miss Doris, arrived Saturday
from their homes in Westboro, Mass., to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester B. Pendleton.
These ladies plan to remain a month with
their parents and other relatives in town.

We

Thursday Morning, July 6th,

Master Crawford Treat began clerking,
An event in the history of the Universalevenings only at present, the middle of the
past week for Mr. Bion B. Sanborn. Busi- fst church in Maine was the centennial anness, we understand, is very brisk at our niversary of the first preaching of the doc-

Guaranteed Cure For Piles.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding

IDry

Morning worship Sunday

evening service at 7.30 p.

I

Special Notice.

The services at the North church will be
as follows: Weekly prayer meeting at 7.30 p.

as

A

Goods, Small Wares and Carpets I

Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.

m.,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts left for
Boston early in the week.
Mrs. David
Tibbetts will be the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Melvin E. Colcord, for some weeks longer.

IV ESTABLISHED1856. T |

There will be services at the Maple Grove
Campground, Week’s Mills, Tuesday, July
4th. Rev. O. A. S. Maybury of Waterville,
and Rev. G. H. Weeks of China will con*
duct the services.

at

surance.

Piles.

Rev. E. S. Philbrook will preach at SaturCove next Sunday afternoon at 3
o’clock.

day

a

right direction. The schooner Edna is
Boston, June 27. The crew of the little again at the Cape wharf with a cargo of
Searsport schooner Edward L. Warren, con- big piling from St. John, N. B., to be used
sisting of Captain Closson and three men, on the pier in the extension toward Squaw
were landed here tonight by the Norwegian
Point. The appearance of that locality insteamer King Fronde, from Sania, Cuba, dicates business of importance now-a-days!
which took them from their dismasted and Sunday two piledrivers, two steam lighters,
sinking vessel 80 miles south of Nantucket two schooners, a three-master and a large
lightship at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon. four-sticker, aud an excursion steamer
The Warren was dismasted two hours be- were at the completed section of the strucfore the Fronde came in sight. The crew ture. At every portion of the line in town
saved their effects, although the boat from work is going steadily forward.
In the
the Fronde had considerable difficuliy in village the culvert at Shipyard Hollow is
taking them off the sinking vessel. The being pushed along. The old, well rememshipwrecked sailors all left for Searsport bered granite boulder on Griffin point has
been blasted into pieces suitable for use in
tonight.
The Warren left Bangor last week with a the bridge building. Another old landmark
has gone to assist in the good work.
cargo of spruce spars hound for Baltimore.
On the way down the coast she stopped at
Portland, and Saturday started out again.
Children readily take Brown’s Instant
For some reason Capt. Closson either Relief because it is as pleasant to the taste
choose or was blown out through what is as checkerberry.
instead of
known

Rev. J. Vi. Hatch will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 3 o’clock.

employ

life-work; reading the class poem of the new boot and shoe store.
’OS’s; paper, “The history of the Lanier
i he Lathes Am society will be entertainclassreading a poem written for the mem- ed this, Thursday, afternoon, by Mrs. Alueio
ui
me
l,. a. v.
ine rooms were bert C. Colcord, on East Main street.
This
very prettily decorated with ferns, potted good work seems to be carried on earuestly
and satisfactorily by the interested ladies.
plants and tlow'ers. The class color, violet
combined with green and white, decorated
the table. In the center was a representation of Chautauqua Lake, on the shore of

CHURCHES.

THE

Safes with TWO KEYS for

for Ladies.

protection

of securities of Treasurers, Executors.etc.

1

DIKECTOKS—Edwin C.

Burleigh,"Jlltyues, C. O. Poor, V. <. lYndletoii
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Kilward Johnson, A. I, Brown, J. < Durham, Albert
Manchester

Peirce, Get*. E. Mactnnher, ( has. E.’Knowlton, Win. A. Mason, K. I’. Chase, Tileston Watllin

CHAS. E.

KNOWLTON,

President.

FRANK R.

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.

WIGGIN, Secretary

and Treasurer.

Grand 1th of July Celebration and Horse Trot
AT

BELFAST, MAINE
CELEBRATION TO CONSIST OF

Fantastic and Floral Parade,
Basket Ball Games, Etc.
HORSE TROT AT FAIR GROUNDS BEGINNING

AT 1.30

P. M., WITH THE FOLLOWING RACES:
No. 1—2.18 Class, race, trot
“
“
No. 2—2.25 “
“
“
“
No. 3—2.30

or pace,
“
“

$300.00
200.00
200.00

No entrance fee will be charged. 10 per cent,
from winners oniy. Entries close June 26, ’05.

«®“C0ME ONE. COME ALL AND SEE THE TUN.

Is. IF.WELLS,
Shampooing,
Scalp Treatment,
Manicure and
Facial Massage,

NOTICE.
Circuit Court, Maine District.
Portland, June 24,1905.
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of
the United States for the District of Maine, notice is hereby given that John R. Dunton of Belfast, in said District, has applied for admission
as an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit
U. S.

Court.
3\v26

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

NOTICE.
The Annual Stockholders’ Meeting of Odd
Fellows Building AsM>eiation will be held at
Odd Fellows Hall, in Belfast, on

Wednesday, July 5, 1905,
2Ctf

meeting.

15 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

at 7 o’clock P. M„

for choice of Officers and the transaction of such
other business as may properly come before said
J. F. WILSON, President.
Belfast, Me., June 21, 1905.—2W25

of four vessels now, but freights is low
—awful. May be better when Bangor
v
opens up—hope so.
“Drink anything myself?
Well, I
Luck Capt. Treworgy Got from a Pint of don’t mind, if
with
you’ve got anything
Whiskey.
you—can’t buy nothin’ ’round here.
What!
Preachin’
temp’rance? Well, I
A man who made a temperance lecb’leeve in temp'ranee. I can take a
turing tour through Hancock county drink or let it
alone. Never b’leeved in
recently was a good speaker, but seem- a man makin’ a
hog of hisself, eatin’ or
ed to lack ammunition with which to
drinkin’.”—New York Sun.
rouse the enthusiasm of his audiences,
all his horrible examples having been
THE ATLANTIC’S COP.
cited many times before. So be was
askwhen
some
one
interested
greatly
Presented to Her Owner by the German
ed him why he didn’t go and see Capt.
Emperor.
Solomon Treworgy down at Surry and
Imperial Yacht Club, Kiel, Germany,
learn how the captain got rich by not
drinking a pint of whiskey presented to June 23.—Emperor William at the conhim by a Boston shipbroker some years clusion of the dinner which he gave on
board the imperial yacht Hohenzollern
ago.
the yachtsmen who had
“By not drinkiu’ that pint,” said the last night to
informant, “I’m told the cap’u jtest taken part in the trane-Atlantic race,
made his everlastin’ tortin’. He’s rich on which occasion his majesty presentas mud now—owns his own house’n got ed Wilson Marshall, owner of the Atmorgidges on two or three ottiers, an' lantic, with the cup won by Mr. Marshowns pieces of two three-masters ’ll I’d all’s schooner, rose and said that as
there were more Americans present
know what more.”
The lecturer thanked the man for this than persons of any other nationality
of Lord
good tip, and said that when lie spoke he would with the consent
at Surry he would get the captain’s Brassey, who was one of the guests,
story, and he did. It was a good story, propose the health of the President of
hut‘probably will not be used by the the United States.
Privately the emperor said that he
lecturer on the cold water circuit.
“Yes,’’ said Capt. Solomon Treworgy, was delighted with the success of the
more entries
as he slid down from the top of a sugar race, which had attracted
-barrel in Chatto’s chandlery to meet and had turned out to be more interesthe
The
emperor
expected.
“I’m him—Cap’n Tre- ing than
the lecturer.
to each oi%the winning ownworgy, though T’don’t go to sea any presented
ers
of
which
competed in the
yachts
more, and so I ain't so much a cap’n’s
trans-Atlantic race and who were pres1 used to he.
‘Tint o’ whiskey? Oh, yes, I s'pose ent at the dinner his photograph with
that story’s true enough. If I’d drunk his majesty’s autograpli, simply framed
the stuff’ p’raps I mightn’t have any as a souvenir ot the contest. Similar
of the emperor will be sent
prop’ty now, ’n be luggin’ lumber out photographs
of Bangor for one fifty a thousan'. It to the owners of competing yachts who
were not present on board the Hohenwas this way:
last night.
“Thanksgiviu’ eve, ’SS, I settled up zollern
The cup won by the Atlantic is of
my freight in Boston an’ was cornin’
massive
silver, one meter high, and was
out that night on the last trip home.
himIt was cold with a whistlin’ northwest- designed by the German emperor
self.
er blowin’, and Mr. Searles, that’s the
Those who were present were Allison
broker, he give me that pint o’ whiskey,
Armour, owner of the Utowana,
sayin’ it would be handy to warm up V.
Geo. Lauder, Jr., owner of the Endymion, that kind o’ weather. Good stuff,
on; Lord Brassey, owner of the Sunhe said.
Admiral
“I put it in my pocket and went beam ; Ambassador Tower and
Amaboard, thinkin’ no more about it till Von Tirpitz, owner of Sunbeam;
TirAdmiral
bassador
Tower
and
Von
we got to Boothbay, where we had to
of the admiralty.
put in to dodge a northeast snowstorm, pitz, secretary
the wind cornin’ round sharp after we
CHICKEN BURIED ALIVE.
left Boston.
“'Well, sir, while we was lay in’ in
Dog Was Laying l'p Provisions. Rescued
Boothbay, and that was a good week,
Uninjured.
to
a
chance
waitin’ tor
get east’ard,
A Yale street chicken owned by Mrs.
some fellers come aboard of us from another vessel, a Nova Scotia woodboat Card has had a remarkable experience,
that was layin’ astern, and wanted to having been carried a long distance and
know if we'd anything to drink. They’d buried alive by a dog.
Mrs. Card lives in a house owned by
been on a spree in Boston, and was all
Couldn’t get a thing in II. C. Benton, who went to the house
burnt out.
followed by
Boothbay, and was willin’ to give their to do some work. He wasand
while Mr.
his young cocker spaniel,
shirts for one good drink.
'Here.’ says I to myself, ‘here’s a Benton was at work Mrs. Card’s little
chance to make a trade.’ So I says: boy began to cry.
When asked what was the matter he
‘How much are you fellers ready to
said the dog had caught one of the
put up for a pint o’ the best licker that
chickens and run off with it. Investiever come out o’ Boston?’
gation showed the dog to be missing
‘Five dollars,’ says one.
‘it’s your licker,’ says i, and hand- and Miss Agnes Benton, who happened
ed it out to them—the pint 1 got from to be present, mounted her wheel and
started toward the home of her grandMr. Searles.
“I got the $5, all in American quar- father to look for the dog.
When the girl reached home she askters and halves, and we set there talkin’ while they drank the pint dry. Fin- ed her mother if she had seen the dog.
Mrs. Benton replied that she had noally one of the Bluenoses he says:
ticed the dog a few minutes before dig‘Got any cards?’
“‘Certain,’ says I; and pretty soon ging in the garden, but she supposed he

A Maine

we was

Temperance

playing pitch.

■'

put it on the wharf at home. I bought
the Hour and started, but of all the
cussed times you ever heard of I had it
tryin’ to get east again.
T
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Women Obtain Mrs. Pinkham’s
Advice and Help.
She Baa Guided Thousands to Health.—
How Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Com-

pound

Cured Mrs. Fred

Seydel.

It is a great
satisfaction for a
woman to feel that
she can write to
another telling her
the most private
and
confidential
'details about her
illness, and know
that her letter will
be seen by a woman

only,

a

wo-

of symman full
pathy for her
sick sisters, and
above all, a woman who has had
more experience In treating female ills
than any living person.
Over one hundred thousand cases of
female diseases come before Mrs. Pinkham every year, some personally,
Others by mail, and this has been going on for twenty years, day after day.
Surely women are wise in seeking
advice from a woman of such experience, especially when it is absolutely
free.
Mrs. Pinkham never violates the confidence of women, and every testimonial letter published is done so with
the written consent or request of the
writer, in order that other sick women
mav be benefited as thev have been.
Mrs. Fred Seydel, of 412 North 54th I
Street, West Philadelphia, Pa., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
**
Over a year ago I wrote you a letter asking
advice, as I had female ills and could not
I received your
carrv a child to maturity.
kina letter of instructions and followed your
woman in cona
well
advice. I am not only
sequence, but have a beautiful baby girl. 1
wish every suffering woman in the ianil would
write you for advioe, as you have done so
much for me."
Just as surely as Mrs. Seydel was
Pinkham’*
E.
cured, will Lydia

Vegetable Compound
from
woman suffering

cure
every
any form of

female ill*
No other medicine in all the world
has such a record of cures of female
troubles as has Lydia E. Pinkham'*
Vegetable Compound. Therefore no

prudent

woman

will accept any substi-

tute which a druggist may offer.
If you are sick, write Mrs. Pinkham,
Lynn. Mass for special advice. It 1*
free and always helpful.
PATRIARCHS MILITANT MEET.

Maine Branch fiat tiers at Bath for Annual
Field Day.

The 13th annual department council
and field day of the P. M. of Maine
opened at liath Tuesday night, June
20th, with the annual meeting of the

department council, at which these of
(icers were present: Brig. Gen. William !
E. Plummer of Portland, president; Col. j
J. L. Merrick of Waterville, vice president; Maj. O. W. Bateman of Portland,
secretary; Brig. General J. L. Small of
Biddeford, treasurer; Lieut. T. I>. Sale
was burying a bone and thought noth- of
Portland, chaplain; Capt. F. I. Barting of it.
lett of Bangor, officer of the day; Maj.
tried
to
lind
where
the
The girl
dog F. A. Knowlton of Waterville, aid; j
had been digging, but was unsuccessful,
Capt. E. IL C. Thompson ,of Portland,
and in a few minutes her mother joined
secretary; Lieut. George A. Eaton of
her in the search. They found where
Brunswick, picket.
the digging had been done, the loose
There are now about 1000 members of
earth was removed and at a depth of the order in this State and a
steady i
about six inches was found the missing growth is noted. The
receipts of the
chicken still alive.
order have been rather small, amountIt was very weak owing to the length
ing to 8300.01, and expenditures 8211.37,
of time it had been buried, which must
a balance of 893.24 in the treasleaving
have been as much as 10
but

“After a while one of ’em says: ‘Bet’s
make it interestin' and have a little
poker game, iive-eent limit.’
“All right,’’ says I, and we went at it.
“To cut a long story short, when
those Bluenoses went back to their
woodboat I had $82 of their money, not
countin’ in the live for the whiskey,
and they had just enough whiskey in
’em to be aggravatin.’
••Wind come around after a while 1
minutes,
and we got home to Surry, doin’ up
from tie wharf 1 met old Tilly Bunbar, revived soon after being taken from its
and
is
still
burial
living.
place,
sort of a jack-of-all-trades, who makes
The chicken was carried about a third
spars summers and goes trappin’ winof
a
mile
before
buried
and must
fox
bundle
of
being
a
ters, ami he had
big
have been handled very carefully by the
ski us.
‘"You take ’em to Boston and sell dog.—North Adams, Mass., Transcript.
’em for me and I’ll give you a c’mmisSNOW IN JUNE.
sion,’ says he to me. ‘Or,’ says he, ‘i’ll
sell you the lot right here for $80.’
'dive you $2i>,’ says I, ‘and take my HO Years Ag*> Three Inches Fell oil the 21st,
The veteran John M. Todd told the
chances.'
‘Well,’ says Tilly, cornin’ on Christ- Portland Press last Thursday evening
mas and 1 want tiie money, so we’ll that on June 21, lslti, three inches of
snow fell in Maine.
split the difference and you take ’em.’
“1 remember very well hearing my
“1 got twenty red pelts that was
worth, say $1.50 apiece, and that would mother tell about it,” he said. “Fatliei
have let rire out all right, but there was had a field of corn in which the stalks
were four or live inches high, and she
a few squirrels and rats, and, down at
the bottom of the pack as prstty a silver used to say that the green corn on this
field of white made one of the pretties!
grey fox skin as ever I see. I sold that
one skin to a high-toned Boston fur sights she ever saw.
“The sun came out warm that day
dealer lor $200, throwin’ in the rest for
$5(i. That was a good spec, hut nothing and the snow disappeared almost in a
twinkling.
to what come of it.
“They call this a cold season but I
“Feller down hodie wanted me to go
tell them I have seen it lots colder,”
up to Boston early in the spring and
get a load of Hour for him, me to pay remarked the famous octogenarian
for it there and him to pay me when I after relating the incident.

‘•I’ll

Literary

Tale.

«4-’

down in every hole and corner between
Gloucester and Rockland, dodgin’ in
and out till we was sick an<V tired of
making sail and takin' it in, and payin'
out chain and heavin’ it up again.
Never saw the like of it.
“Well, 27 days after we come out of
Boston we managed to get home, and
then I found that the feller I’d bought
the ilour for had failed, and couldn’t
take it. Just as well for me, though,
for while we’d been monkeyin’ around
with that flour in the May Queen the
price had gone up a dollar’and a quarter a barrel, and l sold out quick at the

advance.
“That, with the natural profit and
the freight, cleared me about $400, and
1 hadn’t more’n got the money ’fore
word come that a British schooner
that'd been piled up down to lleer Isle
was goin’ to be sold by the United

States marshal on a salvage claim, ’long
with what was left of her cargo, which
was pine shingles from St. John.
“Weather was so bad that no one
could get there from the west’ard an’
so the biddin’ wasn’t very lively.
I
got her as she lay for $275, got her off
on the next high run o’ tides, brought
her to Rockland and had her fixed up
in good shape for $700 ’n then that next
June sold her back to the same owners
for $2,200. I got about $400 for the
shingles that was in her so that the
whole thing panned out pretty near
$1,000 for me, clear profit.
“I took the money and bought a controllin’ interest in a centreboard threemaster from up the sound, and went
coal-carryin’ in her. First trip we was
run down and sunk by one o’ them
Savannah boats -runnin’ out o’ New
York, and we got $7,000 for her, she
havin’ cost us about $3,200, my share
bein' $1,800, for which I got about
$4,000. Yes, luck seemed to be cornin’
my way, right along, and I didn’t do
nothin’ to stop it o’ course.
“Took part o’ that money and bought
into another three-master and made
two trips in her, when a feller from
Mobile looked her over in New York,
havin’ heard she was smart, and paid
us $2,800 more’n she cost us, to use as a

ury.
The

following cantons of the 1st Regt.
were represented: Columbia of North
Berwick, J. II. Dearborn of Biddeford,
llidgeley of Portland and King of Bath.
Of the 2d Regt. the following were represented: Bangor of Bangor, Pallas of
Belfast, Vinalhaven of Vinalhaven,
Lafayette of Rockland, Somerset of
Skowhegan, Halifax of Waterville, Augusta of Augusta and Evergreen of
Gardiner.
At night a banquet was
given by the members of Canton King.
Wednesday the members were enter-

tained under the direction of the Brunswick Odd Fellows with a shore dinner
at Merrymeeting Park. The program
for the afternoon, which included competitive drills and attendance at a
special performance at the park vaudeville theater, was somewhat disarrang-

ed by inclement weather. The parade
was held but the competitive drill was

given

was
£<aai

uiaiuc

vuuicicuuc

acuuuaiy.

A meeting of the
board of trustees of the Eastern Maine Conference Seminary at the Y. M. C. A. building in this city was held, this afternoon, resulting in the election as president and
principal of the seminary of Frederick E.
Uragdon of Lincoln, R. I., thus ending a
hard fought contest in which there has been
bitter feeling. David Straw of Ellsworth
presented his resignation as a member of
the board of trustees.
Mr. Uragdon is a native of Brewer, but
has been principal of several schools in
Rhode Island and Bordentown, N. J. The
name of E. A. Cooper was presented, but he
had not a sufficient number of votes to elect.
The name of James Brooks of Bangor was
withdrawn.
Several financial matters were discussed
later in the afternoon.

Bangor, Me., June

23.

up.

The department council voted to meet
next year at Portland, beginning on the
third Tuesday of June. Colonel J. L.
Merrick of Waterville was elected vice
president and T. D. Sale of Portland

appointed chaplain.

A ball in the evening closed the festivities of the day.

Huge Task.
It was a huge task to undertake the cure
of such a bad case of kidney disease, as
that of C. F. Collier of Cherokee, la., but
Electric Hitters did it. He writes: “My
kidneys were so far gone I could not sit on
a chair without a cushion; and suffered
from dreadful backache, headache and depression. In Electric Hitters, however, I
found a cure, and by them was restored to
perfect health. I recommend this great
tonic medicine to all with weak kidneys,
liver or stomach.
Guaranteed by R. II.

Moody, druggist; price
Lawyers’

50c.

Fees.

News and Notes.

you have read his article, you will
gin to see by what means the Beef
The boys and girls are represented in Trust hag acquired its comprehensive
and
immoral power—which is precisely
the National's July frontispieces, the
former with a laughable picture of a what you haven’t known before.
home-made “sailomobile,” the latter
with a charming photographic study of
My Dear Rag Doll. New and attractive
snapshot photographs of senators, for“An engineering work of ihe great
eign ministers, British and American
naval officers and society leaders, with size and complicated character of the
fine portraits of Vice President and Panama canal should be the subject ot
Mrs. Fairbanks and Senators Lafollette most exhaustive examination before
and Alger, are among the illustrations the final plans for its construction are
of Affairs at Washington. Joe Mitchell adopted,” says the Scientific American.
Chappie varies his monthly letter from "To ttie lay mind it might seem that
the capital by describing in a happy already time and expense enough had
style an oldfashioned Fourth ot July been incurred in preliuiiuacy investigacelebration in an Iowa village. There are tions; but to tlie engineer it is well
the
many timet rwrticles and clever stories. known that in hydraulic works o?
The Home department is rich in garden magnitude of the Panama canal it takes
lore and helpful hints for the house- years to acquire that intimate knowlhold, and is embellished with several edge of .climate, topography and subbeautiful photographic studies by Mrs. surface conditions which is absolutely
essential before he can say, ‘I will build
Leigh Gross Day.
this work upon such a plan, for such a
Bangor improbably better represented cost, and within such a time.’
in the list of authors of stories in the
“That the last word must uot be too
July magazines than any city of its size hastily spoken in the matter of selectin the country, since the names of three ing the
general plan of this canal is
writers of this city are on the title shown
by the fact that Mr. Lindon W.
of
Prof.
pages
prominent publications.
Bates, one of the most experienced of
John S. Sewall is the author of With American
engineers in work involving
Perry in Japan, in the Century maga- heavy excavation, lias recently prezine for July. The article as given on sented to the President two alternative
the title page of that publication is, plans for theseoustiuction of the canal
Personal Recollections of the Expedi- which have so much to recommend
tion of 1853 54. The article is illustrated them that
they are certain to receive
by portraits from photograph and da- most careful consideration from the
of
the
Perry Canal Commission. The first project
guerreotype and a picture
monument from a photograph. In the involves the construction of two
large
same
Miss
Margherita lakes, one extending from Mindi near
publication’
Arlina Hamm has |a clever story en- the Atlantic ocean to
Botiio, a distance !
titled The Baby and the Camel, (Stories of twelve
miles, and the other reaching
of the Egyptian Colony of New York.) from La Boca to
Pedro Miguel, a disThe article is illustrated by Jay Ham- tance of five
mites. These two large
bidge. Mrs. Lillian True Bryant, wife reservoirs would afford about seventeen
of Dr. B. L. Bryant, has two stories in miles of lake
navigation, and because
the current fiction magazines.
City of the higher speed at which ships could
Physicianship is the title of her article travel in crossing them, would reduce
in the July McClure’s, and in the the time of
transit three hours below
National for that month Mrs. Bryant that which would be
necessary to pass
has
a
Marcella.
Cousin
novelette,
through tlie proposed sea-level canal.
Cousin Marcella is a bright bit of fic- Entrance to the lake at the Atlantic
tion, a Neapolitan story, which will in- end would be by locks with a lift of
terest any lover of clever authorship. about
twenty-five feet. One advantage
—Bangor Commercial.
of the lake would be that a large area
of
swamp laud would be covered by
Pearson’s Magazine for July presents
fresh water, and a fine interior harbor
an attractive collection oi eany summer reading, both in breezy short sto- created for vessels; moreover, all exca’“nun ui me Ulctlllltn
illUilg Lilt? Stilling
ries and 'in timely special articles.
Chief among the latter is R. H. Graves’ route could be performed by floating
“Our Annual National Slaughter,” re- dredges. Tbe canal between tbe two
formed would be excavated
capitulating the enormous army of lakes thus
Fourth of July victims annually killed through the divide at the same level as
the
there
lakes,
being thus a single sumor maimed while celebrating Independence Bay.
“Points About Sea Swim- mit level of plus 20 from tbe Mindi
ming,” and “The Camping Wagon” dam on the Atlantic to La Boca dam
treat of subjects that will interest on the Pacific. At Gamboa, which is
about miuway between
Bohio and
every one longing for the wilderness
and relief from the heat of a swelter- Pedro Miguel, Mr. Bates proposes, for
of the Chagres, the construcing city. Charles M. Harvey contrib- control
utes a timely article on “The Fortunes tion of a dam provided with underEarned by American Railroads,” Chas. sluiceways, with provision for dischargC. Johnson in an article entitled the ing one-half of the flood waters of the
“Star Spangled Banner” tell of a won- Chagres river to the Pacific and onederful industry of patriotism which half to the Atlantic. The great advanhas sprung up among us.
“The Swish tage of this plan over the one proposed
of the Lariat” is an account of how, re- by the present chief engineer of the
canal is that it will be possible to recently, the cow-boy king won his laurels ceive the sudden floods
of the,,Chagres
as champion roper. “The Profession of
in a reservoir that is normally empty
Getting Hurt” and “How to Make and
permit them to escapeat will.
Money Out of Pets” complete the list
“The second project offered by Mr.
of articles. Of fiction there are ten
for four locks, with a
Bates
contributions, beginning with the re- summitprovides
elevation 52.5 feet above mean
turn of Bon Q., and including a moonlevel.
sea
This
plan, in addition to
shiner’s stoiy, an Apache story, a
dams at the Atlantic and the Pacific
yachting story, two love stories, and end of the
calls
also for tbe ereccanal,
others.
tion of dams at Bohio and at Pedro
Seven remakable short stories by able Miguel, and the creation of a lake at
writers raise the fiction average of the Bohio with a surface,
level of 52 5,
July number of Everybody’s far above which is entered by locks with a lift of
that of any previous issue.
Lloyd Os- about thirty feet, and which extends
bourne's powerfully sympathetic char- for
fifteen miles to the foot of the
a
work of Oulebra divide.
is
The canal is cut
acter-study, “Schmidt,”
rare quality.
Of equal interest to crit- through the divide with the same surics aiid general readers alike is that face level as that of Bohio lake, descent
moving study of the love of a man and being made at Pedro Miguel to the
a woman, “in the Down Country,” the \ twenty-foot level, which extends from
first of a series which G. B. Lancaster, Pedro" Miguel to the Pacific. Briefly
tiie brilliant writer of New Zealand ; stated, the first scheme will consist of
stories, is to contribute to the maga- ; two lakes and a connecting length of
zine, and which, if it maintains the ini- ! canal, all at an elevation of twenty feet
tial pitch, promises to be one of excep- I above mean sea level.
The second
tional strength and vitality. An abso- ; scheme will consist of two terminal
lutely new but unwavering popular I lakes at an elevation of twenty feet
note is struck in Jacques I-'utrelle’s above mean sea level, and a summit
novel and humorous racetrack story, ! lake and length of canal with an eleva“The Gray Ghost.” Emerson Hough tion of 52.5 above mean sea level.
strikes a new note in “The King of
“A comparison of these two projects
Gee-Whiz;” Dorothy Canfield's “Jeru- of Mr. Bates with the sea-level canal
sha and Giuseppe” is a departure in recommended by the present chief enNew England love stories; Oscar King gineer shows that unless there are some
Davis, in “On the Northeast Wind,” physical features that would prevent
has an excellent story of a war corres- its execution, either of the new plans
pondent in Japan; and Leslie Bright would have several important points of
has a delightful child story, “The Lit- advantage over the sea-level plan.
For
tle Beach Boy.”
In addition, Miss in the first project there would be
tells
of
her
final
Bensley
“Experience” seventeen miles of lake navigation, and
as a “Nursery Governess,” and Hartley
in the second twenty-six miles (over
iu
The
Davis,
Players,” reviews the one-half the length of the canal,) as
past season on the New York stage.
against an all-canal navigation in the
of a sea-level canal. The time of
Miss Tarbell’s character sketch of case
transit of large vessels would be reducJohn D. Rockefeller, the first utterance
ed from, say, twelve hours to about
of personality by the historian of
nine hours, and the time of completion
standard Oil, leads McClure’s for July.
from ten years, which is the most optiIt is a recital of marvellous interest,
mistic estimate of the chief engineer,
telling for the first time the astonishing to
eight years. Finally, judged on the
story of the things that have gone
of cost, Mr. Bates estimates
to make Rockefeller what he is. Lin- question
that there will be a saving of about
coln Steffens has reconnoitered Ohio
and tells in “Ohio: A Tale of Two Cit- $85,000,000.

Plans for The Panama Canal

■

les

me

inspiring story or "tne nestgoverned city in the United States.”
Another article of hopeful tone is the
second half of Henry Beach Needham’s
“College Athlete,” which has created
so much stir in undergraduate athletics. He makes further disclosures of
rottenness in college sport; but there
is a remedy, and he points it out. As
always in this magazine the articles
take a strong grip on the affairs of the
day. The fiction for July is clean, vigorous, and entertaining. Sewell Ford
and Richard Washburn Child have powerful stories, illustrated in tint. There
is a blood-curdling tale of adventure in

xiic

Aaei/

eminent*

mat.

engineei,

the result of an independent investigation of the problem, should be able
at this late day to present a scheme
that has so many admirable features
certainly shows the wisdom of the
President in determining to call in
some of the most eminent engineers of
Europe to act in a consulting position
as

with our own engineers in choosing the
final plans for the canal.
So monumental is this work, so far-reaching
will be its effects upon the commerce
of the world, that the plan upon which
it is built should be not merely a good
one, but the very best possible for the
conditions.”

What do lawyers earn? Mr. Cromit is said, received one million of
BougM dollars in the Panama canal matter. Borneo by Henry C. Rowland, a ChrisEvery one knows the story of Mr. tian Science story that would wring a
Choate and another well-known lawyer. smile from an
The vacancy in the department of
idol, and two charming
They had been working together on a little bits of the “old, old story” in a electrical engineering at the University
--v—
who
had
and
the
retained
case,
lawyer
new guise; among the picture features
of Maine created by the promotion of
Racing at Pittsfield.
Mr. Choate suggested that he send a are the
latest portraits of the President Walter K. Ganong from instructor to
bill
of six thousand for Mr. Choate and and his
Pittsfield, Me., June 23. Several hunfamily, reproduced full page acting professor, lias been filled by the
dred persons saw two good races at Union four thousand for himself. Mr.' Choate size in the tints of the photographer’s appointment of Howard D. Carpenter
asked to be allowed to send the bill, and
Park today. Summary:
as instructor in electrical
proofs.
engineering.
Three minute, trotting and pacing, purse soon afterwards the lawyer received a
-Si oo.
check for ten thousand dollars with a
Copper and Beef acquire a new and
Frank C. won the first, second and third note
saying that Mr. Choate had re- still more startling meaning in the July
heats and race. Time, 2.31, 2.31J. Barbara ceived
forty thousand dollars.—Leslie’s Everybody’s. A good many unpleasL. second; C. S. P. third; Dolly G. and
ant things have already been made
Brownell also started. The latter was dis- Monthly.
known about these two sovereigns of
tanced in the third.
commerce.
But the greater part of An Early Form of Dyspepsia
2.23 trotting and pacing, purse S100. HarDying of Famine
their story has so far been untold, and
vard won third, fourth and fifth heats and
is, in its torments, like dying of consumpBui It Is a Warning That Should
the race. Time, 2.26, 2.2S», 2.34, 2.20J. Bumps tion.
The progress of consumption, from a,generous slice of it—a pithy, dramatic,
also started, but was drawn after the third the
to the very end, is a long tor- historically significant slice—has been
beginning
Be Heeded
heat.
OAMTOJElI/k,
Kind You Have Always
Bean the
/)

well,

“HeaLrt Burn”

UNFORTUNATE.
O’er lands, by lgw, forbidden,
I hie me to the brook,
And, by the alders, hidden,
I toss a gaudy hook.
1 creep along the grasses,
Upon my hands and knees,
I note the snake that passes,
And I am stung by bees.
I whip the stream, and linger

By laughing waters there,
My hook stuck in my finger,
And burdocks in my hair.

I hurry through the dingle,
To follow up the rill.
And troubles, never single,
All hasten after still.

I hustle through the brambles,
gulf trader.
And saucily I speak,
“Kept on buyin’ three-masters, and
For there I end my rambles
when coal freights jumped up owned
Bv falling in the creek.
the whole of one I went in myself and
E. Baker in June Recreation.
three-quarters of another that I put my —Stacey
sister’s boy in. Piled up money like
Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach
hay that fall, ’n’ hauled up early, too, out of order ? Simply a case of torpid liver.
just in time to dodge some o’ the nasti- Burdock Blood Bitters will make a,new
est weather ever let loose. Own pieces man or woman of you.

ture, both to victim and friends. “When I
had consumption in its first stage,” writes
W7m. Myers of Cearfoss, Md., “after trying
different medicines and a good doctor, in
vain, 1 at last took Dr. King’s New Discovery, which quickly and perfectly cured me.”
Prompt relief and sure cure for coughs,
colds, sore throat, bronchitis, etc. Positively prevents pneumonia. Guaranteed at R.
H. Moody’s drug store, price 60c. and $1.00
a bottle.
Trial bottle free.
Quality

vs.

Quantity.

Hard muscles and strong body do not depend on the quantity of food you eat, but on
its perfect digestion and proper assimilaWhen you take Kodol Dyspepsia
tion.
Cure your system gets all the nourishment
out of all the food you eat. It digests what
you eat regardless of the condition of the
stomach and conveys the nutrient properties to the blood and tissues. This builds
up and strengthens the entire system, overcomes and cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Belching, Sour Stomach, etc. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for what is sometimes called
America’s national disease—Dyspepsia—is
destined to eventually work a wonderful
and lasting benefit to sufferers from this
distressing and mind harassing condition.
Sold by R. H. Moody.

inserted, for the benefit of a continent
vitally concerned readers, in this
single number of a single magazine.
The infamous launching of “Amalgamated;” the conspiracy to rob the public of hundreds of millions; the treachery of the conspirators themselves toward their nearest victim, Mr.Lawson;
of

and the latter’s heroic determination
to atone, alone, for the crimes of his
associates—these are some of the
events embodied, this month, in this
thrilling personal narrative of his. It
is safe to say that the story of the intellectual and moral duel between Mr.
Lawson and Mr. Rogers, when “Amalgamated” was a day old, is one that
will sink pretty deeply and permanently into the popular consciousness. So
far as human interest goes, not many
novelists have approached it. But then,
this isn’t a make-believe story. This
is the truth.
It costs much less to get
beef ready for the retail market than
it did five years ago, yet every householder knows that he pays more for it.
Mr. RuBsell, in his Beef Trust history,
points this out, with a dozen other

J

amazing commercial paradoxes. When
be-

January 6,

Dear Sirs:—

My husband

1904.

troubled with heart
burn and could find no relief
untiUifriend advised him to take your lTL.
F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
Since taking it he is entirely cured.
was

Gratefully

yours,

MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
Don t neglect your digestion until it
is too late.
You can depend upon “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
An old established
family remedy of merit.

Worms?
f
m

Many children are tro'
and treated for somethin!

I Dr. True
they

■ will expel worms if
e
■ able tonic if there are no v
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday
of June, A. D. 1905.
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Belfast

County of Waldo, on

Jure, A. D. 1906.

said County of Wald,, i,.’
ielfast,
ig presented a petition praying t.,'r
ad at public or private sale ami

^

B

>

1H

to
described in said j»eti; i-','rv-. mm
j Ordered, That the 9aid petitioner mr.
certain instrument purporting to be the last ; II
persons interested by causing
will and testament of Michael E. Clark, late ( rder
1
to be published three weeleC
of Knox, in said County of Waldo, decea^d, «j he
Republican Journal, a new^i ai *-is,
been
for
presented
probate.
having
1
s t Belfast, that they mav
'111
appear v
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ( ourt, to be held at Beliast, within a, ,
,!'“ ? H
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
( ounty, on the 11th day of Julv \ >'
three weeks successively in The Kepubt ten of the clock before
noon, and *>,
a
icau Journal, published at Belfast, that they i f
Bf
any they have, why the praver ,,i
rs should not be granted.
B
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
within
and
tor
said
on
the secBelfast,
GEO. E. JOHNS*>\ |
County,
B
ond Tuesday of July next at ten of the clock
1,|g*
\B
Atruecopy. Attest:
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Chas. P. Hazelu
B
why the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
17ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
B.
fast, on the 13th day of June
A true copy. Attest:
V B
tended. guardian of Alwilda i<au
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Register.
t on Springs, *.n said County, ha\ n
K
nal account of guardianship ,.f >,.j
Bj,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
llowance.
B
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of I
■
June, a. D. 1905.
I Ordered, That notice thereof i».
reeks successively, in The Rep:,)
:-t
S. PERRY, son of Isaac B. Perry, late
in Relfa-t,
B
newspaper
published
of Burnham, in said County of Waldo, dehat all persons interested ma\
ceased, havii g presented a petition praying that » ate Court, to be held at Belfast ••:,
he may be appointed administrator oi the estate
f July next, and show cans.
of said dcctased.
.ave, why the said account should t..
!
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
GEO. E. JOHNS,, \
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
!
Atruecopy. Attest:
mier to be publitJied three weeks successively in
Chas. F. Hazeltink, •;,.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Beliast, that they may appear at a Probate
[T7ALDO SS.—In Court of Proham
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
fast, on the 13th day of ,lime.
County, on the lltb day of July, A. D. 1905,
i. Moody, widower of Evelina < \;
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
in said County of Walm,
(cifast,
|
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionng presented a petition praying f
er should not be granted.
ut of the personal estate of sani
|
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, that notice tlureof
j■'
A true copy. Attest:
veeks
in The Kej nO
Chas, P.Hazkltine, Register.
lewspaper published in Belfast.
j
hat all persons interested may .» •.
At a Probate Court held at Beliast, within and
for t! e County of Waldo, on the 13th day of 1 •ate Court, to be held at Belfast.
i
< •f
July next, and show eau>,
June, A. L>. 1905.
\
1 iave, why the said account shot:!,:
ASI A WEXTWOKTH, widow of Daniel
GEO. E. JOHN*
!
Wentworth, late of Knox, in said County of
A
true
Attest:
f
copy.
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
Chas. P. Hazel
for an allowas ce out of the
es,,•

Bal

A

estate

H

1(§
|§f§

«

HI
HI

a

fiublished

n

:|M

_

K

.,

[

*'

ULYSES

\

|

>

■

J

j

successively,

BETH

praying

j

personal

said deceased.
Ordered, That tiie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Beliast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. D. 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, it
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
tate

ol

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
June, A. D. 1905.
BEVERLY, adopted child of Mary I.
Carr, late ot Belfasr, in said C» ui ty of Waldo, deceased, ha.ing presented a petition praying
fwr an allowance out of the personal estate of said

j;
f
\

|
\
j
|

NOTICE
The s d
that he lias
tlie last will am

i

executor ol

WARD, late oi l
the County of W aldo, decease
EUNICE

n

londs as the law directs. All pers.
nands against the estate ol said
lesired to present the same for
ill indebted thereto are requested

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A, D. 1905,
at ten of ihe clock before noon, and show cause’
if any they have, why the prajer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. F.

j

\

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice

deceased.

copy.

CHARLOTTE W. EDMUNDS.
n the County of Waldo, deceast
laving demands against tin t?t.
■eased are desired to present the
nent, and all ini ebted thereto
nake payment immediatelv.
EVELYN
LIZZIE !

jointed

MARVe.

true

I

Executrices

At

A

notice, tih m
by give notice that they h...
•ointed executricts of the last
ueut of

nent

l

immediately.

WILLIAM

Dixmont, June 13. 1905.

j

I
A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
A hereby gives notice that he !
appointed admii istrator of the e-'

j

\

■-

|

PULLEN, late.d
the County of Waldo, decease
LAURA A.

:n

t>onds as the law directs. All pei
nands against the estate of s;
lesired to present the same f*
ill indebted thereto are request*
ment immediately.
WILLIAM
Belfast, June 13. 1905.

-<

Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 13th dav of June.
A. D. 190o.

MTJRCH,
Murch, late
of Unity in said County of Waldo, deceased,
JOHN
for
allowwidower of Ellen A.

i

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.

an
having presented a petition prajing
ance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A. D. 1905,

1

A hereby gives notice that !,e
ippointed administrator of the c>:
CHARLES R PARKS, late of
in the Count} «.f
W aldo, doc*
bonds as the law directs. All
demands against the estate ot
desired to present the same loi
all indebted tluietoaie rt quest*

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
at ten

ment

immediately.

v

a

j

I

;•

j

KUE1*

>

Palermo, June 13. 1905.

,•

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
A
hereby gives notice that
appointed administrator <>t thee-’
ANNIE R. CROCKETT, late «d s
in the County ot Waldo, dc,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
tor the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
,I line, A. D. 1905.
A. HOWE, widow of William L. Howe,
late of LincolnviUe, in said County of Waldo,
I deceased, having presented a peti1 ionpraj ing tor
an allowance out ot the personal estate ot said
deceased.

j

j

|

bonds as the law directs. All ! *■■
mands against the estate of -aid
sired to preset t the same for
indebted thereto are requested

RUBY

|

j

-<

immediately.
Stockton

Ordered, That the said petitioner gi\e notice
all peisons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, a. D. 1905,

KiNGSl PRY

!
1'"

Spiinc.-. June 13.

to

N<.'TICE
1
t thee-t
administrator
pointed
AUSTIN WOO DR l LY. ;at,
in the County ol Wand-.
bonds as the Uiw diiects. A
pn:
mands against the estate id >,
.*• 0
sired to present the
:
indebted thereto are reqius;.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
>

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any tliej have, why the prajer ot said petitioner should not be gianted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

at ten

s

j

■>

immediately.

;
I

ODD

1 >S<

\\

Nortliport, Jure 13, lt»o5.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County Waldo, on the 13th day of
June, A, 1>. 1905.

At a

for

CAROLINE
Cobbett,

|

s

notice.

pointed

]

Tin*

Executor
by gives notice that he
the last

F. COBBETT, widow of Charles Flate of Belfast, in said County of

executor ot

j

u:

of

Waldo, deceased, ha\ing presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal es-

Y,
in the County of Waldo, de< *a>*
having demands against the *AMOS STICKN f

tate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published thiee weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County
on the 11th day of
July, A. I). 1905, at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

late

ceased are desired to present tin
ment, and all indel.ted thereto
make payment immediatelv.
EZRA A. <
Brooks, June 13,1995.

I
1

\

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. T1 .*■
gives notice that he has be*
ed Executor of the last will and :■

I

GRANT, late
County of Waldo.-%lee*v.
demands
against the e-t..
having
PURTHENA

j

iu the

)

are desired to present t!
tlement, auc all indebted then

ceased
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 13th day of June, 1 905.
John
Dunton, administrator on the estate of George
H. Rankin, late of LincolnviUe, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,
R.

EEXECUTOR’S

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

j
«

|

f
j
I

ment, and all indebted tberet" ..
make payment immediately.
EUGENE
Belfast, June 13, 1905.
1

nMIVKTIMTlMYX VllTll

j

!

fber hereby gives notice th.r
July appointed administratrix v:
uexed, of tl.e estate of
LYDIA L. HARLOW, late <-i \\
in the County of Waliio, decease

the 13th day of June, 1905.
Del
bert Paul, administrator on the estate ol Yirum
B. Paul, late of Morrill, in said County, deceased,
having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allowance.
on

j

]

j

f
j

bonds as the law directs. All permands against the estate of said <tsired to present the same for -ef"
indebted thereto are requested t-

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

iimnediately.

j

j

|

GRACED

Winterport, May 9,1905.- 24

j
j

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the
pointed

est:

ASHLEY WARD, late of B
j
in tlie County of Waldo, decea-|
bonds as the law directs. All per
|
mands against the estate ot -a•
|
Jesired to present the same t«
J
ill indebted thereto are request
WIl.l <•'
ment immediately.
Fail Held, June 13,1905.

I17ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at P.el
M
fast, on the 13th day of June, 1905. Lis^a

]M. Robinson, executrix of the last will of Hannah
J. West, late of Bellast, in said County, deceased,
of
having presented her first and
administration of said estate for allowance.

-•

final'account

1

|

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be al-

j

A DMINISTKATKIX’S NOTH I
□
hereby gives notice that
ippointed administratrix of tb«

j

AUBREY G. SPENCER, k
the County of Waldo, dc
minds as the law directs. All pet
mands against the estate ot
iesired to present the s .n e !■
ill indebted thereto are requeue

lowed.

m

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ment

SS.—In Court ol Probate, held at Belthe 13th day of June, 1905. Jauit s
Wight, guardian of James F. Smalley ol Belfast, in said County, having presented his first
and final account of guardianship of sjiid estate
for allowance, together with his resignation of
said tiust.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not be allowed and resignation accepted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
P.

f

LUCY A. CONNER, late of 1
in the County of Waldo deceas*
having demands against the
ceased are desired to present tin

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

fast,

j
I

NOTICE. The s
gives notice that he has bee:.
executor of the last will and test

ance.

W

J
|
j

to make payment Immediatelv
ERA
Winterport, June 13, 1905.

they

immediate!).

A

SARAH

Belfast. June 13, 1905.

on

I

NOTICE

The

that she
tEXECUTRIX’S
by gives
last
minted executrix of
notice

the

MANLY

h

>-

u:

ELLIS, late of M

the County of Waldo, det ea-c
*onds as the law directs. All !■
lemands against the estate «>i
ire desired to present the same
ind all indebted thereto are req1'
layment immediately.
MITTIE M KK'
Brooks, June 13, 1905.-2(5
n

'-

>'

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 13th day of Jme, 1905. Seth
Morgan, guardian of Isaac A. Rich of Winterport, in said Countv, having presented his first

WALDO
fast,

H.

and final account of
for allowance.

guardianship

of said estate

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of July next, aud show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
▲ truecopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

lilies n uni uumat,

q

wi.i

»ll 18X20, shed 20x30, barn 40x75.:»
15x30, all in thorough repair. (
lay 20 to 25 tons of meadow lnt)

>

1

\

;

n'1
tiees, all kinds of small ti
las an abundance of water, 3 well-.
ind brook. This place has aH'a>one .o
cept up and is a prize for some oi
Inquire
ie on the market long.
F. S. HOl.Ml
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plum
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Agent, Bell*^

Wood Alcohol Poisoning.
Greater Than

,an?er

is

Commonly

Supposed.
t

the recent deaths caused
itcii whiskey in the Stryker’s
t in N. V. city the medical
realized the dangers that
the public from the substi..id alcohol for grain alco:ave peril lies in the fact
alcohol is sometime used inain alcohol in various bouseip

forms. The number of deaths may in
the meantime be limited by putting all
methylated preparations on the list of
poisons and prosecuting all persons
adulterating foods and drinks with it.
Labelling preparations containing wood
alcohol with the notice, “This fluid
taken internally is likely to produce
blindness” would certainly have a
deterrent effect.
Poisoning by inhalation of the fumes
of wood alcohol generally occurs when
the exhalations are mixed with rebreathed air, as in varnishing the interior of beer vats, small rooms, etc.
It is highly probable that in susceptible

The bands all playing jolly tunes,
Swept through the city’s streets.
Taking the Governor home to Holmes’,
Whose tap with choicest liquors foam,
Old Maine Mili- And who
to best of all his rooms,

Something More About the
tia of Years Ago. Gen. Webster’s Verse.

Many people have been greatly interested in the reports published from time to
time in the Bangor Commercial of the encampments and musters of the old Maine
militia as recorded in verse by Adjt. Gen.
The American Farmer the Best In the World.
The American fanner is the greatest man
in the world to-day because he is master of
the soil—he is gaining in intelligence quite
as rapidly as his
products are increasing in
magnitude. Our recent combines of capital
in United States measured in money are
enormous, yet such figures sink into insignificance when compared to th# money,
brain and brawn invested in agricultural
industries.
For instance, the farmers of
Minnesota and Dakota have received $300,for
their
000,000
products in a single year.
The farmer knows what Nature will bring
forth for him from his experience in the
He knows if certain seeds are
past.
planted and properly cared for that Nature
will take care of the rest.
In the same
way you are master 0/your own destiny.
Providing your blood is in good order, it
only needs a little effort on your own part
to keep healthy and strong—rid your body
of the poisons that are apt to accumulate
and your system is ready to ward off the
attack of the germs of disease.
Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery makes rich red
the
number
of red
blood—by increasing
blood corpuscles. There is no alcohol in
this great tonic to shrivel up the red blood
corpuscles. As an alterative extract, made
only of herbs and roots it goes about its
work in nature’s way.
It stimulates the
liver into proper action, and feeds the
worn-out ne*-ves, stomach and heart on
pure blood. % Used for over a third of a
century it ha*, sold more largely than any
other blood medicine in the United States.
More bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery are sold to-day than ever before—
that is a true test of its medicinal value after
thirty-eight years of deserved popularity.
Dr. Pierce’s "Medical Adviser” sent on
receipt of stamps to pay for mailing only.
Send 21 one-cent stamps for book in paper
covers, or 31 stamps for cloth-bound volume. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo,N.Y.

._

and methyl, more popularly
i-i the name of pyroligneous
xylic spirit, wood alcohol
qihtlia. It occurs as one of
nts of crude wood vinegar,
luct of the destructive dis-

ood.

w

ud aicoliol is a thin, eolor-

atly resembling grain alcoand smell, but obtained
inegar. i 'npurified, it lias
offensive odor and flavor.
in the past seven or eight
i-up, deodorized wood alii

>•

placed on
during the

the

market,
period

same

ning record of deatii and

'lilting
til.vo

,-d

from
fl.o

11

titviirifio/l

offensive

so

its use lias

an

urn-

ipness—wood alcohol tinat .v> cents a gallon, grain

retails at fii.OO—it is very
itilted for grain alcohol,
the deodorizing process deI' the

■

poisonous properties

■hoi, and, while differing
■nuance, taste and smell
icohol, it is under certain

deadly poison,

v wood alcohol manifests
forms—that of acute poisti at of chronic poisoning,

researches by physioloand Servereaux, BirchIlolden, Hunt, Bold and
> mptoms of the acute form
u similar to those observed

to
\

lisoning by grain alcohol,

1

■

A person may buy a niedicinal remedy with the hope that it w ill do him
good, and may be either killed or

of individuals susceptible to the effects-of the
poison, the application of witch hazel

Again, in the

case

bay rum containing wood alcohol
after shaving, the rubbing in of a liniment or of alcohol, may, by means of
absorption or by its fumes, result in
grave injury to health.
The cheapness of wood alcohol has
or
tempted certain unscrupulous
ignorant manufacturers to substitute it
for grain alcohol, and this circumstance
constitutes a grave menace to the pubor

at the action of wood alcolieed more slowly and the
the intoxication is more
The coma caused by wood
ones for a very much longdoes that caused by grain

■stigations of Buller and
demonstrated that, in many
no marked poisonous syrnpnoticed until twenty-four
iiger, after the last number
had been
leed, it may be set down as
*
xcept in persons exhibiting

anally small drinks,

against wood alcohol
'urge dose of the poison be
u,
a few hours, not only
\ere abdominal symptoms

eiacy

ipse of the heart and nerv■!•
postponed, but even the
:;.11 ion has in some instances
b for several days,
show that the consumpalcohol in large quantities
u
effect on animal life to
a alcohol when taken in ex-

gathered from the obserdoctors of those suffering

>

land, Oregon.

Mrs. Lindsley is the wife of
former State treasurer of Washington and
is a graduate of the Michigan University at
Ann Arbor.

ate form of wood alcohol
at wood alcohol is undoubt-

respect and however
ore dangerous to man than

verv

sub-acute poisoning by
il, that is, the taking of

>r
■

at short intervals, proof cumulative action, deably on the retention with"i wood alcohol or of some

t; ties
m

mposition products,
ide the important discovery
alcohol differs markedly from
cl in that it is but partially
: the body and that its admin-

ads to the formation within
t a markedly poisonous acid,
d. which is thrown out of the
iy slowly, a striking illustraic fact that within the
body
■n may be converted into anivli is far more powerful,
ik Duller of Montreal and
Wood of Chicago, both of
rye specialists, began an in-!
ii of the subject in the
early
'Ms year, and the results are
published in the Journal of
•■i

ican

Medical

Association.

ucians in question have laid
their researches a startling

Hairs.
'•en found that wood alcohol,
and

witch hazel,
"tber preparations containessences

ulcohol, have been directly
during the past seven or
for about 175 "cases of blindrout 100 cases of death. Inthe investigations have been
'•
incomplete (Dr. Duller not
itempted to collect published
t death, and Dr. Wood hav-

•inly cases unpublished in
nirnals), it is in a high degree
't a more thorough and extendwould siiow that quite 200
uve

been killed and

the same

blinded by preparations convood alcoliol within a comparart period.
n't also must be borne in mind
any physicians are unacquainted
e
symptoms of wood alcohol
''gaud that the fatalities occur1 mm its use which have come un■ observation were not
recorded
>

i

imning by

wood

alcoliol,

to those

m

>must'll,

THE TRAIL.

cvcijvue

astvs

in astonishment.
“Dr. Williams’ I’ink Pills did it all. Some
friends told me that these pills would help
.me, long before I was willing to try them.
It seemed altogether too much to believe, I
was then so weak and miserable.
Finally I
did tty them, but without any confidence
whatever that they would cure me. I took
them, in fact, first to satisfy my friends,
and at first it looked as if the trial would
end in a dead failure. My friends urged
patience until my system should be brought
fully under the influence of the remedy.
The surprise came just as 1 was finishing
ing the fourth box. Then the good that
they had been quietly doing all the time be1 kept on using
gan to show itself clearly.
them a While longer, and grew better every
day until I was entirely cured, i now
weigh 100 pounds and tell everyone who is
run down to take Dr. Williams'Pink Pills.”
“Do you know of anyone who has followed your advice with good results?”
“Ves, I do. My brother’s wife was very
She was so weak that site
miserable.
would faint when she was just sitting on a
chair doing nothing. Her body was full of
rheumatism. I urged her to take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and she finally did so.
.she has used only a few boxes, but she
says that she already feels like a new woman.
She does all her household work,
and she looks as if she felt as well as she
she
is. 1 am glad that I have found a
says
medicine that will do all that it claims.”
Mrs. Louise Wagner lives at No. 11 Byron
street, Wakefield, Mass. Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills are a prompt and thorough remedy for all diseases of the blood and nerves.
They tone up every nerve in the body.
They drive out of the blood the poison that
causes rheumatism.
They strengthen the
stomach and make digestion thorough and
comfortable. They are particularly suited
to the special requirements of the delicate
organism of woman, correcting all irregularities and making healthy complexions
and lively spirits.
One of the best things about these pills is
the fact that they do not contain the slightest trace of any harmful drug.
While they
are overcoming disease they are building
up general conditions of good health. They
are sold by all druggists.

had any experience in cases
description, is unmistakable.
i""st distinguishing feature is that
Marks the eye directly and with pe■!
virulence. In severe cases when
lues not ensue total blindness is
A Bad Scare.
:!'l""st invariable sequence.
Some day you will get a bad scare, when
"1 alcohol
poisoning is also you feel a pain in your bowels, and fear apierized by the fact that while
Safety lies in Dr. King’s New
!'natively small doses will injuri- ■ife Pills, a sure cure for all bowel and
stomach
such as headache, biliousdiseases,
alfect some individuals, others
costiveness, etc. Guaranteed at R. H.
apparently no more injured by ness,
Moody’s drug store, only 25c. Try them.
Huger doses than if they had
i';;'1* tl'c same quantity of grain alco- Tired out, worn out woman cannot sleep,
eat or work; seems as if she would flv to
...
the conclusions arrived at by. pieces. Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea
l
strong nerves and rich blood. 35
puller and Wood are the follow- makes Tea
or Tablets.
R. H. Moody.
.6
1’hat the prevention of poisoning cents,
: "'m insidious drug can be brought
Risen
"IT on>y by prohibiting the sale of
"Morized wood alcohol in all its
Tbo famous UtttopMs.
uve

1

1

Eendicitis.

■BESr* Early

Landed at ten each regiment,
Two companies did them augment,
From numbers Three and Seven lent,
And then in full brigade,
Just forth beyond the city wall
Oi bleeding Waldo’s capital,
To camp, which soldiers Morrill call,
*iic CllH’iUUCU UWOlrO

Sting of the wind in our faces,
Crunching of hoofs on sand,—
What’er betide, pause not, but ride
Straight to the promised land.

Off with the saddle and blanket,
Kindle our hearth tires spark,—
Here’s all hail to the westward trail
Blazed by Lewis and Clark !
In Every Nursery.
Hr. A. I). Wren of Sutton, Ark., says :
“Comfort Powder is all that is claimed "for
it. There is nothing better for chafing or
eczema." Cures tender feet, keeps dress
shields sweet, and relieves itching from any
cause.
It should be in every nursery, lie
sure you get Comfort Powder, it is so far
superior to ordinary talcum powders. All
druggists in Belfast recommend it.

A series then of evolutions,
Brilliantly done with no confusions,
Made certain that no diminutions
Of martial skill was seen,
While Noreross, bead of the brigade,
(Tilson of Kockland him did aid),
Did tip at sunset dress parade,
And showed himself not green.

What art thou doing? The present will
vanish
And thou wilt go hence with thy lesson

unlearned,

Unless thou art striving and helping to
banish
Sin and sorrow and pain where discerned.

Up and be doing! The hour is auspicious.
Helpers are needed in the vineyard of
God;
Put on thy armor of love and devotion
And work in the harvest by others untrod.

thy mission

to rescue

the

er-

ring,
Armed, cap-a-pie, in love’s panoply bright!
Tliy efforts will meet the approval of heaven
As thou tight’st in the cause of justice and
right.
Emma M. Harrington.

—

What Americans

Spend

What pageant now salutes our eyes?
What horseman clad in warlike guise,
Like Richard and his knights arise
Upon the tented field ?
’Tis peerless Morrill with his suite,
Spurning the grass with flashing feet;
Go, Tilson, forth your chief to meet,
And to him homage yield.
The bugles of the band out sounded,
Forth from the line the troopers bounded
To meet his Excellency, surrounded
With brave and proud cortege.
Six cannon to the muzzle crammed,
Six stalwart men beside them tramped,
The welcome peal that rocked the camp
Announced the elected liege.

Abroad.

In cheering gratulation,
Cushman ami Titcomb, both drew near,
Companions of his proud career
From center, flank and thence to rear,
And when again in station,
Passed in review the whole brigade,
And formed in crowded column stayed,
While he a martial speech essayed,
And slightly tried their patience.
Worn with such toils the army rests,
The city fathers’ rich bequests
Call soldiers and the civic guests,
To festive mirth and rations.

uaKiara s

raame

camp, where booming

Opinion
experts on
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Flags.

Patriotism has become the basis of a
great American industry. Because of
the amazing increase of patriotic sentiment in this country during the last decade, the manufacture of American
flags has quadrupled. More than three
million star-spangled banners annually
are made of silk and bunting, but these
form only a small portion of the total
number of United States flags that are
born, that live and die between January and January.
In remote farming districts where
ten years ago the national colors were
rarely seen, every suitable occasion
witnesses a flag display. The flag has
been added to the household gods from
Maine to California, and from the Gulf
of Mexico to the Canadian line. So far
as individual popularity is concerned,
it ranks with the firecracker on Independence Day, and outranks all else
on that day of national patriotic observance, May 30.—Pearson’s Magazine.
_____\
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The Children’* Favorite.

For Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.,
One Minute Cough Cure is the children’s
favorite. This is because it contains no
opiate, is perfectly harmless, tastes good
and cures. Sold by R. H. Moody.
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Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

*5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points t\est and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georg*
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothby. Geu’l Pass, and Ticket
Agent.

BANtiUR

1)1 V 1SIOX.

SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips
to Boston.

a Week

Association.

have been chosen to direct the
affairs of the State of Maine Association for the coming year:

ers

President, ,T. W. .lack sen, Alamedavice-president, F. W. Duigen, Berkeley: second vice-president, T. A. Perkins, San Francisco; secretary, Maston
A. G. Smith, Berkeley:
treasurer, Albert Shorey, Oakland; Executive committee, Samuel W. Wood, [ienrv K
Jackson, James L. Field, Noah C. Kendall and Mrs. If. A.
Kandlett, Susan V
Bell, Mrs. II. J. Shorey, Mrs. S H
Parsons and Miss Ethel Murphy.

Commencing Monday, Mav, 1, 11105, steamers
'■ave Belfast for Boston, via famil-n ami Bookland, daily. exeeptSunday. at 4.50 r m.
For Searsport and Hampden,
Tuesday*, Tlmrsdays and Sundays at 7.4.') \. m.
For Bucksport. Winterport and Bangor
rlaiiv,
except Monday, at ..4o a. m., or upon airi\ui of
•steamer from Boston.
RETURN IN<;.
From Boston daily, e\. opt Sunday, at 5 r. m. »
From Rockland, via Camden, daily, ex*- or
Monday, at r» ;;n a. m.
From Hampden and St arsport Mondays. W. dnesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and
Bucksport
tlaily. except Sumlays, ar i.:;n w y\.
.,
All cargo, except* Iiw stock, via the steam.-rs
of this company is insured against tire and marine risk.

POTE. Agent. Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN.
President ami C.m'l .Manager. Boston

r

ore closure.

HKHFAS. Horace N. Alcnioe ot l.im ;iM
ville. ;n the Countv oi \VaM-* and state .»t
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the eleventh
da> of Max. A. I> 1899 and «■-corded in the Waldo Hegistry of Deeds, Kook
Page t- t. o
\e>ed to Kmson F P.rown of Lineoinviilo, in s»;d
County of Waldo and State of Maine, two certain lots of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in said Lincolnville. and tullv described
in a deed given by Hubert W. Maidv'and others
to Mary K. Dunton, dated Febmarv 17. is;h>. and
recorded in Waldo Hegistry o< Deeds. Volume
228, Page 185, and conveyed'by the said Alary K.
Dunton to the said Horace *X. Monroe, on the
date of said mortgage. May 1». isno. and wlicrcas
said Fllison F. Rrown has since deceased, and I.
the undersigned, Fmma x. P.rown of Lincolnville, in said County of Waidoaud State of xiaine,
have been duly appointed administratrix of his
estate, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore. by reason
or the breach of the condition thereof fclaim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth dav of dune. A. D. 1903.
F At At A A. FROWN,
3 XX'25
Administratrix of the estate of Filisou F. brown,
deceased.
i».
>-

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nai’cotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures
Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food,
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
sleep.

GASOLINE
MARINE

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE
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for 1903-1904 and
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than ever.
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farms as well

water.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Both phones.

™C CEHTAUR OOMMHY, TT MURRAY STREET. NEW VORR CITY.

MIANUS MOTOR WORKS,
G. D. Thorndike, Man’g Portland Branch
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■

SELL YOUR

is the most thor-

'*0

Both

^|j^.

oughly practical,
helpful, useful,
entertaining,

YflfK

natlor al illustrated
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Send your

name

for free

Tribune

i

a year,

50 cents for three months.
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Publishing
Company,

SALE
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scription.
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Belfast,
postal card and
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Furni-

ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
will receive a prompt call.

WALTER H. BOOM KS.
Corner Cross and Fedeial Sts., Belfast.

A AlTZrn_»i* women, loca
#4 ni I MU Lr
representatives for
class
magazine. Large Coinmis-ions. Cash
high
prizes. Write .1 N. TRAINEE. so East Wash8tf
ington Square. New York. N. Y.
ff

Wheeled into columns of platoons.
The army, horse, foot aud dragoons.

Nuggets

50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, feed pumps. Berl
ryman Heater and complete engine room
meat. Also other bargains in new and second
hand wood working anu iron-working machinery.
We art also lieadquai ters for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy eastings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure your requirements.
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
Iyr3
Newburyport, Mass.

Journal

Maine.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

Mountain Tea

It.If. MOODY

Republican

$ I for six months,

aim*.

order

The

weekly newspaper,
Eight pages; all home print.
$2

you
send

to

live, local, Republican

A

if

money

THE
REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL

II

A Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A speciflp.for Constipation. Indigestion, Live
and Ki lucy Trouble.-. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggisii_Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form. 35 cents a box.
(Jemiine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wise
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

your
City.

Burnham,

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky

$2 00

Building,

New-York

bones,

or

only

New-York Tribune Farmer,

LI.BOY LIBBY.

American Houso, Boston, Mass.,

for

saw-

Gnu*

ri{ \ NK

year

per copy

Pealed from the lips, firm set like stoue
Of’Burns in order brief.

market letter free.

one

PRICE ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

Meantime what movements Church street,
saw,
What crowds of urchins thither draw
With eyes out sticking and with awe
Listing the trumpets blare!
For here a gallant proud array,
With leaders splendid as the day
All in embattled order lay
Upon the publio square.
Arrived before the line brigade
Halted the escort cavalcade,
And standing with uncovered head
The soldiers met their chief.
Pieces present, in bugle tones.
That thrilling went through each man’s

In Brighton market and get highest price and
cash twenty-four hours from sale. I handle live
stock on small commission and guarantee quick
Write for shipping directions.
returns.
My

papers

Uni,ed

of Cain

LIVE STOCK

j

of

Trine “U
Farmer

Upon the limbs of men of Maine,
And kept their souls asunder.
And now the column all arrayed
In sections was to city led
With Lot as the “legitimate head,”
Without a single blunder.

We introduced His Excellence
To officers, the State’s defense,
The ouiooking concourse was immense,
And gave convincing evidence,
(If there were any need),
Ten thousand eyes with pleasure glancing,
And standards waved and feathers dancing,
The cheering bands aud horses prancing.
And other thing of which we caVt sing,
That he was chief indeed.

26
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46
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26
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The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signature of
— and has been made under his
personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience agaiust Experiment.

That back and forth pranced and curvetted,
Fat aldermen their gravy sweated,
And rode in bodily peril,
'Till cooler airs their pores congealed
On Mount Repose, where the troop wheeled
In line to welcome to the field
The Noble Governor Morrill.

curse

3
13
t3
4
14
4
6
6
t6
t6
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Fifty-six horses and the Mayor,
For escort fit at three prepare,
The cavalcade under the care
Of l’aul K. Hazel tine,—
Paul to the state in days of yore
Had doughty service done before,
But this day Burrill, Mansfield, Poor
With him in toils combine.

Had fastened like the

pm

30
35
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23
15
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JNotice oi

II. C. Nicholas declares that
foreign exchange agree that for the
last live years an average of more than
$100,000,000 a year has been spent by
American tourists abroad. Present inIart to this point by stage or wagon,
dications are that fully 150,000 cabin Without one
military rag on,
passengers will cross the Atlautic east- Or if on horse, then none to brag on,
ward this year, and the cost of the vallad somehow chanced to come.
cations of these 150,000 tourists will And so a splendid steed of sorrel,
amount to not less tiian $150,000,000, or All richly decked was led by Burrill,
And tendered strait to Governor Morrill,
an average of about $1,000 apiece.
Of
Mounted, whereon £ hum
this $37,500,000 is passage money paid
to steamship lines, an est.mated average Of welcome trembled through the troop,
of $250 a round trip for each cabin Their capless heads and courteous stoop,
And trailing flags, and banners droop,
passenger. According to well-informed
Honor the advancing chief.
steamship oflicials, this estimate is, if Mayor and Aldermen
to each
anything, too conservative, According Next honoring he his hand did reach;
to
foreign exchange experts, the The Mayor in well digested speech
Gave his big soul relief.
average tourist spends abroad three
times the cost of his round-trip ticket Kneeling, the key of Belfast’s gates
Its
hospitable cheer and cates
across the Atlantic.
This would give
Unto the will he dedicates
an
average expenditure abroad per
tourist of $750, which would indicate Of the distinguished guest.
that the 150,000 tourists who go to The cits, not heeding how they vote,
To honors meet themselves devote,
Europe this summer will spend a total Nor
clanked the first discordant note
of $112,500,000.
Add the passenger
That day in any breast,
fares across the Atlantic and a grand
Where genial feeling broke the chain,
total of $150,000,000 is the result.
Which rugged party hate in pain
^

1
11
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2
2
2
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Brooks

Vice

Ills Excellency Governor Lot,
The town officials had bethought,
With all the ceremonies, they ought
To invite into this training.
At four upon a certain hill,
So was it put down in the bill,
See Lot the program to fulfill,
Ilis noble charger reining.

a

PM

Belfast, depart
7 00
City Point.t7 05
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Jameson, whose eagle eye detects
Of light and shade the smallest specks,
The order of the line inspects
And finds in fine condition.
Then on the right drawn up in stations,
Cushman anil Titcomb tried the patience
Of listening ranks, and then f|*r rations
Gave them dismission.

stonily

BELFAST.

Portland.

Oakland, California, Herald of
June 13th says that the following ollic-

With toasts and speeches rather slim,
And courteous answers stiff and trim,
And Pitcher pouring to the brim
“The sparkling beverage," ^
The duties of the camp were ended,
And to the city marching wended
Civilians with the soldiers blended,
And quit the brilliant stage.

And handy aid-de-camps relieved them,
And not a single blunder grieved them,
On all the field.
Then General Cushman turned aside,
And peerless Titcomb forth did ride,
His splendid staff on either side
In order wheeled.

nn

follows:

run as

The

Fully to tell forbids our space
IIow Palfrey ambled through the grace
At table, where was Pitcher’s place
When treuehering lirst began,
If Davis took his fiery diet,
If Smith of pudding or of pie ate,
If Cushman noisy was, or quiet,
And what said General lieagan.

A panting courier at teu
Announced unto those noble men
The troops were all in order then
To be inspected.
Then Titcomb to his saddle vaulted,
Then Smith upon his horse exalted,
And Cushman just a little malted,
Their way directed.

Mnimtod

In a recent issue of Public

Three Million American

bugles

played,

Boston, will

Those people who happened to be in
the harbor or on the Cape shore at
about 7.45 Fridav morning saw one of
the prettiest spectacles that has been
seen in the bay for a
long time. Since
tbe setting in of the
stormy weather
the tirstj of the week there have been
of
tbe coasting vessels to seek the
many
harbor to await a sailing breeze.
The weather had cleared Fridav morning and the vessels had their sails up
early in order to dry them out and as
they lay at anchor with all canvas
spread they formed a perfect screen of
vision looking up the harbor.
There was a good strong breeze blowing and soon one of the schooners weighed anchor and started out. One
by one
the others followed and in a few minutes there were at least 25 of the craft
speeding out through the harbor entrance. They were running before the
wind and many of them had their sails
spread wing and wing.
No crowd of vessels can get
together
m this manner without
indulging in the
excitement of a race and as they
got
fully under way the topsails and Hying
jibs were struck and the best men took
the wheel. The crafts were of different
sizes so that the smaller ones were soon
left in the rear but
they had a race
among themselves and allowed their
larger friends to go their way.
This strung the schooners out pretty
well and after a short time
they extended in a line from off Port Preble out as
far as the eye could see. Part of the
Heet were bound east and
part west,and
"hen they reached the open sea they
separated in opposite directions bound
for the different ports.
It will probably be a
long time before
so many schooners
again go out of the
harbor at once.—Portland Advertiser.

He who at Buena Vista bled,.
By Rockland Guards at nine was led,
The envious Tilson at its head,
To camp 'mid bugle’s cheer.
There filed before him glittering ranks,—
Passing from center round to flanks,
He left the field with many thanks
And vanished on the rear.

With hierhftst. honors of
The line received its martial head,
Gleamed swords, waved colors,

Ouand after June 5, 1905, craius
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with
through traits
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland
and

at

TWENTY-FIVE COASTERS RACE.
The Wind-Bound Fleet Sails from

The war eagle now with sharpest beak
Ilis most ferocious plumes must seek.
And utter his most piercing shriek
Or fall behind the crisis.
That princely company. The Blues,
Bringing from Portland recent news,
Tramping along the flashing dews
Our waking host surprises.

them,

What art thou doing to make the world better ?
What art thou doing to help on the right?
Dost thou sit idly by with hand and heart
fettered
While truth’s crushed to earth by the
power of might?

on

That functionary treats.
Where “rare exotics” fresh supplied
By lovely hands perfume provide,
In more than oriental pride
Slept he, and dreamed of wars.
The roar of cannon broke the day,
The sun arose with cloudless
ray.
On warlike brows the west winds play
And with the Stripes and Stars.

The several troops in order tine
Through evolutions of the line
And all the subtle discipline
Of Uncle Sam were guided.
While drunken loafers crowded dense,
And women with their finer sense,
And ragged urchins on the fence,
In unison applauded.

To
What Art Thou Doing ?

Go forth

*V-V«.

Of that day’s feats the heroes all
To bask in beauty’s smile.
There skilful fingers trill the mellow horn,
There melting eyes for once reflect no scorn,
Nor ceased the circling waltz till early morn
The fleeting moments to beguile.

With martial lire burns Colonel Burns,
Not all the praise that Tilson earns
Could serve his true commander’s turns,
On higher honors bent.

Whiteness of sails on the ocean,
Gleaming of gold in the lull?,
Glory of grain on the harvest wain,
Curling of smoke from the mills.

j

IH-H

o'clock the iielt! was dotted
By
With hundred tents, to which allotted,
A mess to each, the soldiers squatted
Cooking their midday snack.
The smoke each camp-fire upwards sends,
The savory odor dinner lends
Of the brave soldier citizens,
Signalled the fcivouae.
one

And now dismissed with courteous thanks,
The companies in unbroken ranks
To court repose all sought their bunks.
And snored the regiment.
At eight next morn the busy hum,
The bugles blast and roll of drum,
Announced the hour of action come,
And thrills through stout hearts sent.

On with the blanket and saddle,
Hide like the devil possessed,
Swift on the way by night and day,
Hit the trail to the West!

too.

mi.

The poem follow:

The call comes, strong and insistent,
Out of the West, Oh, hark !
“Follow through hail and sun the trail
Blazed by Lewis and Clark !"

Woman Finds Thirty Pounds in a 15«>x of
Pills. Regains Weight I.ost Through Nervous
Dyspepsia and Female Weakness.

Relative,
Ever since the discovery of radium and
the manufacture of liquid air, people have
been readier to believe that wonderful power can be stored in a very few grains of
matter. The story given below shows that
health and happiness for two women were
rolled up in a few pellets which were bought
at a drug store for a mere tritie.
“I never felt better in my life than I do
now,” Mrs. Wagner has been recently saying to all her acquaintances, “and yet only
two years ago I was all run down. I had
lost thirty pounds of m> regular weight,
and 1 was suffering all the time from a nervous disorder in my stomach and from
other troubles peculiar to women."
“How did you bring about such a change

Now fast upon the sight enlarges
The Terror, with a train of barges,
Breasting all gallantly the surges,—
Around her smoke pipes cluster
The Ninth Division ; we say and risk it,
As brave a set as e'er broke biscuit,
Or poised a lance or aimed a musket,
Or trained on General Muster.

a

THE VERY BEST EVER

a

At seven o’clock that prince of steamers,
Flapping the air with all her streamers,
Yelling like fiends with all her screamers,
The Webster swept to town.
Upon her decks in proud array
The Fourth Division stood that day,
While well dressed bands in concert play
The March of Washington.

mittee for the Lewis and Clark Exposition,
turns out to be a woman, Mrs. A. A. Lindsley, who for a year past has resided in Port-

to

Saves

The long-expected day had come,
When sqeaking fife and battered drum
And volleying musketry and rum—
Bling cannon split the sky;
When bayonets of two full brigades
Should glitter 'mid the flashing blades,
And plumes should wave on thousand heads
And thousand hearts beat high.

“John Malcolm Graham,” winner of the
prize of SlOii for the best ballad on The
Trail, offered by Mr. I. X. Fisischner, chairman of the explanation and
publicity com-

in which there is even the suspicion
that it may contain wood alcohol.
This may seem an exaggerated view
to take of the matter, but in consideration of the happenings
recently in
Tenth avenue, and the beliet that in
the neighborhood of -mo deaths and
cases of total blindness have been the
outcome of persons unsuspiciously taking wood alcohol in one form or another,
it must he admitted that the situation
calls for prudence. A person who buys
a preparation for internal use, or for
external use, like witch hazel or bay
rum, does so in the faith that the stuff
will at least do no harm. Unfortunately, he is to a great extent at the mercy
of the manufacturers and retailers.
Finally, it may be said that the treatment of severe wood alcohol intoxication is unsatisfactory. This condition
usually ends in death or blindness. The
treatment of the blindness in particular
is of little avail.
As evidence of the great concern
manifested in the question by the
medical profession at large of this
country, resolutions were adopted by
the section of ophthalmology, at the
last meeting of the American Medical
Association, held in .June of this year,
to the effect that the employment of
wood alcohol in spirituous liquors, or
in preparations for internal or external
use, was a very dangerous practice, and
should be prevented by law, and that it
to have wood alcohol
was advisable
placed on the list of poisons. The
resolutions were placed in charge of the
committee on legislation of the American Medical Association, who were instructed to urge the proper Federal and
State authorities to take action in the
matter.

physiological experiments

membered by many people now living in
this vicinity. The following is the account
of the Belfast encampment:
BELFAST ENCAMPMENT.
The rampant sun w ith naming hair
Just risen from his Eastern lair
Began night’s curtain dark to tear
On August’s latest morn;
And next the murky vapors leapt
That where l’euobscot’s waters slept
In stealthy silence landward crept,
And bathed the fields of corn.

A PRIZE POEM.

lic health. Until laws are enforced to
restrict the use of wood alcohol to its
proper limits, some physieans think it
would be prudent not' to buy cheap

odor and articles and unidentified grades of
witch hazel and bay rum which have
no standard of strength or quality or to
use any remedy, internal or external,

the most inveterate
as unable to stomach it,
wood alcohol is known
is names, and owing to the
se similarity in taste and
ii alcohol, and to its com-.t-n

poisoning.

blinded.

The accounts are the more interesting because they contain the names of
many of the officers who commanded the
militia in those days and who are well reWebster.

itions.
subjects repeated, or even single,
wood alcohol in the manu- methylated alcohol rubs may produce
.ululleration of potable poisonous symptoms through absorp•iciently alarming, but this tion of the spirit by the skin.
an the t xtent of its use as
Chronic or partial poisoning from
Not only have prepara- wood alcohol taken in the shape of
mt.
,-oiled tor use in the arts, as nips of methylated Jamaica ginger,
for external use, as witch bay rum, punch, &c., is the most insidwood alcohol as ious and probably not an uncommon
i. made with
put, but even medicinal or form of intoxication.
Its symptoms
cents, such as essence of are not so pronounced nor so easy of
lemon,
peppermint,
as
in
the
acute
_inger,
form, but
recognition
led for internal use, have the eyes, digestive apparatus and nervto contain it.
ous systems undoubtedly suffer.
,-ialists of this country and of
The adulteration of whiskey or other
;ee iii ascribing many cases
spirits with wood alcohol is a grave
partial blindness to wood evil, and one that should be stopped
cli lias unknowingly been promptly, these physicians say.
But
form of liquors, medicinal the manufacture or adulteration of
1
or
used
exivoring essences
flavoring essences, internal remedies
the form of witch hazel and and preparations for external use with
ai as liniments and for alco- wood alcohol is an even worse form of
.-uliol is known to the chemist

But soft to riohly garnished hall,
Neat cards of Invitation call

THE BELFAST CAMP.

'KEEUUn.

County

Correspondence.
NORTH SEAKSPORT

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

ITEMS.

John Bowden of Brooks was in town last

Capt. Nathan Gilkey arrived Wednesday
by boat.
Mrs. Edward Griffin is visiting friends in

veek.
Mrs. H. E. Robbins went to Bangor last
veek for treatment in the hospital.

Boston.

Mrs. Henry Clark and little daughter
Ethel of Prospect visited her sister, Mi§s
Ella M. Cole, last week.

Eugene P. Carver, Esq., of Boston is in
town for a few days.
Mr. Cyrus N. Colson is visiting his family
for a few days.
Mrs. Irving Burton arrived Saturday by
boat from Bangor.
Capt. A. B. Colson returned Sunday from
a short trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Field of Bangor were
in town for a few days last week.
Miss Edith R. Ginn of Bucksport was the

Miss Pearl Welch of Waldo, who has
been working at Wm. M. Merithews’ the
past ten weeks, has returned to her home.

guest last week of Miss Grace Field.
A party of young people attended the
dance given Friday night in Stockton.

Forest and Geo. Staples of Massachusetts
last week to attend the funeral of
their father, Mr. Nelson P. Staples.

Miss Irene Sullivan returned Sunday
from Wellesley Hills for the summer vacation.
Mr. Robert Caudle is in charge of the
construction of the 140 foot concrete cul-

Mrs. Marion Lufkin of Everett, Mass.,
and Miss Gussie Nickerson of Swanville
visited their grandmother, Mrs. Catherine
Colcord, one day last w eek.

vet at

The summer term of school in districts
No. 7 and 9 closed last week. The school in
No. 8 will close this week.
Merrithew arrived by
Miss Florence
Saturday’s boat from Revere, Mass., where
she was engaged in teaching.

came

A large delegation from Belfast attended
the Spiritualist meeting in Whitcomb’s hall
last Sunday. Fred Savery of East Belfast
brought a party from East Belfast on his

the Cove.

The ladies’ missionary reading will be
held as usual Friday afternoon in the Con-

gregational vestry.

buckboard.

\\. N Bunnell's of Newburyport, Mass.,
is the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. C. Bunnells.

Mabel Mathews, Miss Winnefred
Mathews and Miss Theodate Merrithew,
teachers in district No. 7, 8, and 9, took
their pupils on a picnic on the west side of
Swan Lake last Friday. About forty went
Mrs.

Frank Crockett, who has been visiting
friends in town, returned to Lynwood,
Mass., last Saturday.

and

spent.

meet at

who has been quite ill, is improving
under Dr. Lathbury’s treatment.

son,

Farm Notes. After nearly a week of
weather the sun came out Friday in
full force. Grass is looking finely, but newly laid down fields are lodging badly and
wet

Cards were received last week announcing
the marriage, June '.list, of Miss Agnes
Griffin Park of Park to Dr. Carl L. M.

scarce

Mass,

e<l to.

and

high, but having must be attendstill stick to the old way of

Many

who have gone to Pennsylvania to spend
the summer. Dr. Sellers is still in town
attending to his patients as usual.

of the season.

Miss Blanche Ross left by boat Friday for
Boston, where she will be one of the
teachers during the summer term in the
Normal School of Physical Culture.

Miss Alma Bradbury of New York a“
rived Sunday by boat and will spend the
summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bradbury, who will be in town for the sea-

Commissioner says any fifteen years old
Tell us something
to know.
new, Mr. Commissioner.—A. S.

boy ought

son.

SWASVILLE.

Mr. George Thomas of Hebron arrived
last Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and
tlieir little daughter left Tuesday for North
Haven, where they will spend a month or

Miss May Spencer of Manchester, Ct., is
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Robert Seeley.
_Mrs. Alonzo Hamm and three children
went to Enfield last Saturday to visit her
mother, Mrs. Preble_Mrs. Sarah Crockett
has returned from a two weeks’ visit with
her sister, Mrs. C. H. Libby, in \\ interport.
Mrs. Ramson Lufkin will go to Orriug-

two.

round

bouse at

Mack's

Point

resigned as teacher of the village
a position which she has held for
several years....Dr. G. R. Berry and family
has

Primary,

!

of Hamilton, N. V., arrived in town last
Saturday and will spend the summer with
Mrs. Berry’s mother, Mrs. J. W. Clough--..
The Sunday school recently elected the following officers and teachers: superintendent, Grace E. Hunt; secretary and treas-

Mrs. Will Hurd; librarian, Ruby
Hurd; teachers, Mrs. C. 13. libit, Mrs. C. MHurd, Mrs. G. W. Cram... Ralph I. Morse,
who is studying law in Belfast, was at
home for a few days last week....Miss
Lilia Merrow of Bangor is visiting at G. 11.
Cargill’s.
urer,

CENTRE.
Nellie Marr and Angie King are still at
home.Peregrene White of Winterport
was the guest of his son, II. P. White, Sunday_Richard Krown and wife of Belfast
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Robertson_Miss Louise Pilley of Mon-

SWAN VIL1.E

SEARSMONT

Prof. Herbert E. Cobb of Chicago arrived
home last Saturday for a three weeks’ visit,
at the close of which he and his wife embark for Europe, where they will spend a
year in study and travel—Mrs. Harry
Adams of Franklin, Mass., is spending a
week in town—R. F. Dunton, Esq., and
Miss Edith Dunton of Belfast were in town
Poor

is

men

who have been at work there were transferred Tuesday to Sandypoint, where they
expect io begin the erection of the depot.

—

ton

Tuesday and

return

Thursday—Miss

Ilarriette M. Nickerson has been very sick
the past week... Miss Ethelyn Moody is
In. a. A. Jackson and family of Everett, i
reported as gaining, but is still very sick
Mass arrived last week and have opened I
Miss Viuie M. Nickerson arrived home from
Dr.
their summer home for the season.
Portland Monday uight_Mr. and Mrs.
several
Jack.-oii is making
improvements,
Frank Osgood of Bangor arrived Saturday j
including building a boat house on the
night for a few days’ visit with her parents,
beach for his naphtha launch.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham. They i
List of unclaimed letters at the Searsport I came in their automobile.
post office: Emma lily, Walter Twombiy,
Lari Bredburg, Andrew Berry, C. A. Col- j iviMEitrmtT.
Miss Nancy Merrill is at home from llalson, Frank ( ray, Hiram Curtis, Mrs. Clias.
Curtis, Mrs. II. Emery, Mr. Win. Gooden, lowell for her summer vacation, and her
Mr. Holley, Care C. H. Sprague Co., sister-in-law, widow of the late Samuel
Alpheus C. Hauscom, Rev. C. Moses, Anna .Merrill of San Jose, California, is spending
a few weeks with her_Mrs. Otis Kaler of
Peary.
Much interest is manifested in the forth- Bangor is boarding with her niece, Mrs.
coming performance of Rip Van Winkle, Gutierrez, for a while_Wilbur Crockett
which will positively be given at Union and family from Millinocketare in town_
Hall July nth, instead of 3d as previously Mrs. George Mansfield and little son Edannounced. The famous play will be pre- ward of Jonesport are the guests of her
Mr. and Mrs.
sented with special scenery and costumes, sis*er, Mrs. C. R. Hill
and a crowded house and line performance Charles Swett of Iloulton are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Porter
is assured.
j James Freeman
Lufkin of Newburg were in town over SunMr. and Mrs. A. J. Nickerson and Mrs. N.
Ella Royington has returned
Roulston were in East Corinth last week to day_Mrs.
from Dexter, accompanied by her sister,
attend the wedding of Miss Marietta Nick- !
Mrs. C. A. Stevens, and her two children.
erson and Mr. Janies Sweeney of liar liar-1
_The W. C. T. U. observed “Flower
bor. The ceremony was performed by Mr. I
Mission Day” at the Methodist vestry FriAlfred E. Nickerson, assisted by Rev. W.
II. G. Ventres. Miss Mildred Shute was j
A very pleasing program was
bridesmaid and Mr. li. Mudgett of llangor present.
presented, refreshments were served and
was best mao.
many bouquets were sent out to the shutSwan Lake proved to be rather a popular ins. It was a
very pleasant social affair_
place during the few pleasant days of last Temperance Sunday was observed in the
week. The following party was at Union M. K.
Sunday school and an interesting
Lodge: Mrs. E. I). Colcord, Miss Jessie program was given by the members of the
Miss
Edna
Black, White Shield
Black, Miss Helen Pike,
League—Extensive repairs
1
Miss Maude Colcord, Bert Dyer, Bert Col- are
being made on the Rich wharf now
cord. The Paine cottage was occupied by i owned
by the Ferry Co—Revival meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Adams. Miss Re- are
being held at Ellingwood’s Corner, conbecca Ross and Miss Henrietta Gerry were
ducted by Miss Nellie Thompson, evangelin The Camp, while Rockwood cottage was
ist— A serious accident occurred while
the home of its owners, Mr. and Mrs. Mel.
blasting was being done on the railroad
Wentworth.
near Cole’s Corner last Wednesday.
One
The graduating exercises of the Searsyoung man was killed outright and four
in
hall
school
will
be
held
Union
High
port
[ others were injured, two of them seriously.
Eriday evening, June 30th, at 7.30 o’clock. I All were Italians.
The funeral of the
The class numbers ten and the parts have !
young man who was killed was held at the
been assigned as follows: Valedictory,
Catholic church Thursday morning.
Ethel Bowen ; salutatory, Gladys llutnam ; |
history, Charlie Havener: prophecy, Ethel ISI.ESKOKO.
The Islesboro Inn opened June 27th.
Brown. The remaining six members of the
class, Rupert Colcord, Mae Nichols, Olivia About 20 of the summer cottages are now
llarriman, Edmund Ames, Elizabeth Nick- occupied and people are coming every day.
els and Eugene Carter, will give declama- Philadelphia and New York families eame
tions. Music will be furnished by Keyes earliest-Rev. Or. Leighton Parks, forof Boston, now rector of St. BartholoOrchestra of Belfast. The members of the merly
mew’s Church, New York, spent Sunday,
class request that no flowers be passed to
June 18th, here with his family and attendthem during the exercises.
ed the Baptist church. During his vacaThe automobiliug season'is really upon tion it is his custom to preach here twice,—
otie Sunday at the Episcopal church and one
us.
Hardly a day passes that two or three at the
Baptist_Sunday, June 25th, Rev.
of these machines don’t go hustling through llenry Jones of Camden supplied the Episrunchurch.W.
E. Carleton, decolittle
either
a
town,
copal
dinky little, saucy
after finishing the new Masonic hall
about, or a massive, beautifully appointed rator,
some three weeks ago, began frescoing the
touring car, suggesting the height of luxury Free Baptist church, completing the work
While the work was being
in the transportation line. Last year it was June 24th.
the customary thing to hear timid drivers done services were held in the “middle
about a mile distant, Rev. H. C.
church,”
say, “No, 1 don’t ride on the main streets Hull, the pastor, preaching there every
Miss Lizmuch, but you know the country roads are Sunday morning and evening
zie Warren and Miss Edna Sawyer, teachquite safe.” But this year the auto drivers ers
of the “East Side” school, are in Toronhave discovered the beauties of those same to
attending the International Sunday
roads and now one cannot enjoy a charming School convention. Miss Kate Warren of
view without a lurking fear that a warning Boston is at home on a vacation visiting
toot! toot! will curdle the blood in your her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Alvin Warren.
Miss Elbe Hatch, Miss Caro Pendleton,
veins and that on turning the next curve a and Miss Martha
Davis, who have been
Red Devil would be seen rushing down teaching out of town, have come home for
the
summer—Miss
Phoebe E. Pendleton,
upon a paralyzed horse and driver. Everywho graduated recently at Kent’s Hill,
thing depends upon the point of view, of Miss Anna L. Pendleton, a student at the
course. To the lucky owners of autos their same school, and Bowduin N. Pendleton of
invention savors of a heavenly inspiration, Coburn Classical Institute, recently returned home— Mrs. Ray Parker Elevens of
while to those poor unfortunates whose
Auburn, N. Y., is visiting her parents, Capt.
horses are frantic with terror, whose car- and Mrs. Fields C. Pendleton. This is her
riages are transformed into kindling wood first visit to Islesboro since leaving on her
and at whose wrongs the law shrugs its wedding day August 5, 1903, for Everett,
Wash. Her husband is now superintendshoulders,—well, perhaps it is wiser not to ent of the electric road between Auburn
and Syracuse, N. Y.
go too deeply with their impressions!
—

j

|

j

—

—
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AMERICAN PORTS.
June 20. Ar, schs. Harold B.
St. John, N. B.; W. E. A W L.
ruck, do; 22, ar, brig Havilah, Feruandina;
schs. Estelle, Jacksonville; Win. H. Sumner,
savannah; eld, sch. Herald, Fernaudina;
!3, ar, schs. Myronus, South Amboy for
Bucksport; Adelaide Barbour, Fernaudina;
Abbie C. Stubbs, St. John, N. B.; Anna B.
Mitchell, Hurricane Island; sld, schs. Eliza
J. Pendleton, Newport News; 24, ar, schs.
Izetta, South Amboy for Salem; Mary C.
Hall and Susan N. Pickering, Stonington;
passed City Island sch. Edith E. Dennis,
South Amboy for Bucksport; cld, bark Rebecca Crowell, San Juan; sld, schs. John
Bracewell, Boston; Maggie S. Hart, Port
Royal; Herald, Satilla River; 25, ar, sen.
ClifHenry; Crosby, Savannah; 20, cld, sch. Manford S. Car.er, Charleston; ar, bark
nie Swan, San Juan, P. R.; passed City
Island, sch. Helena, New York for Frankfort ; 27, ar, schs. T. W. Cooper, South Amboy for Rockland ; Florence Leland, Georgetown, S. C.; F. C. Pendleton, Stonington.
Boston, June 25. Ar, schs. Omaha, Baugor; W. 0. Xettleton, do; Fannie F. Hall,
do; Lillian, do; Loduskea, do; Mentor, do;
Mary Louisa, do; Mary J. Eldott, do;Stephen J.
Watts, do; Puritan, do; W. T. Kmmerson, do; 11. S. Boynton, Rock port. Me.;
Herman F. Kimball, do; silver Spray, do;
Annie A
Mary E. Lynch, Stonington, Me.;Frontenac,
Reuben, do; Mary Farrow, do;
Newport News; 26, ar, sells. Sedgwick, Savannah; Ralph M. Heyward, Washington;
Thomas W. Lawson, Newport News; Edward T. Stotesbury, do; Young Bros., do;
Fannie Palmer, do; Singleton Palmer, do;
R. 1’. Chase, Bangor; Albert l’baro, do;
Emily A. Staples, do; Lizzie Lee, do: Antelope, do; Susan Stetson, do; below, sch.
Charlotte T. Sibley, New Yol k.
Philadelphia, June 21. Ar, schs. Marie
Palmer, Boston; Jacob M. Haskell, do;
Daylight, Bath; Gen. E. S. Greeley, do;
Edward II. Cole, Portsmouth; Henry 11.
Chamberlain, Stonington ; Frederick Roessner, Sullivan; 23, cld, sch. J. Manchester
Haynes, Portland; 26, ar, sch. Major Pick-

^CHANGE INI

New

LIBERTY.
Dr. S. W. Johnson and Arthur Ritchie,
Esq., of Belfast were in town Saturday....
The schools in town closed Friday for the
Miss Mary A. Brown
summer vacation.

Alice

Cooper & Co.

to

! Jousens,York,

is at work for Mrs. Jennys.Last
Wednesday Mr. II. P. White caught a pickeral in Rendall pond, Brooks, that weighed
5 pounds. .East Belfast audSwanville nines
played ou the Height last Saturday afterroe

has re-

The score was 15 to 11 in favor of
Swauville_Mr. and Mrs. James Knowlton
were guests of their son Llewellyn Knowltou, Sunday....Ethelyn Moody, who has
noon.

ceived her appointment as postmistress
and will enter upon her duties July 1st—
Mrs. Charles Brown is visiting friends in
Portland. Mr. Brown will join her there
this week_Mr. Dixon of Lisbon is a
guest at the parsonage....Reverends Beebee and Denslow exchanged pulpits last

This is a busy town at present. Hun-1
dreds of teams pass through daily with
plies for the railroad and swarms of Italians |
ar& at work- The Mt. Waldo Granite Co.

j

weeds have kept growing, and as it is raining today (Monday) will make hoeing still
later. Some are just working on the roads.
Most of the surveyors think any time good
enough to build and repair the highway.
We are glad to see public opinion waking
Keep the log rolup on the load question.
ling, Mr. Editor. If there is anything neglected it is the highways. What our State

The baccalaureate sermon of the S. II. S.
was preached Sunday morning in the M. B.
church by Rev. C. W. Wallace. Ilis text
was “Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven.”

The

sland, sand

Miss Evans’ school in Freedom is to close
this week.

last Sunday—Miss

|

1

AKHIVED.

h June 24. Schs. Robert Pattis, Boston,
cargo; C. Taylor, Jr., Bangor, luiuI [eueral
>er to
Cooper A Co.; Nawidgiwaw, Swans

sup-1
a date to begin, regardless
Hay cut the last of August
The late'
has lost half of its goodness.
have about 2S0 cutters employed at their
rains have put back hoeing, while the
works, besides a large number of quarry-

Mrs. U. II. Sellers ami daughters having just such

practically completed and the gang of

FOKX OK BELFAST.

I

Sunday_At the annual meeting of Oak
Grove Cemetery Association Otis D. Wilmust be cut early. Soon the click of the son was elected president.
machine will be heard in the land. Help is
nA^nruni.

University of Maine.

is

was

The Ladies’ Benefit
the Grange hall on
the afternoon of July 1st. A picnic supper
will be served—Mrs. C. S. Chapin of
Camden arrived last week to visit her son,
George E. Chapin_Ilarriette M. Nicker-

Society will

Ibr. and Mrs. George Jennisou and children of Lowell, Mass., arrived Sunday and
have opened their summer home on Church
street.
Miss Joanna C. Coicord left Sunday for
Orono, where she will assist in the chemical
department at the summer session of the

It

most enjoyable time

Dodge’s Corner.

The monthly contribution for the support
of tiie church will be taken next Sunday at
the Congregational church.

Holmberg of Brockton,

a

_M1IP NtWb._;

The many friends of Mr. and M rs. Clark
fhompson of Lowell, Mass., are made sad
>y Mr. Thompson’s recent death....Mrs. D.
iV. Dodge went to Lowell Monday....Mrs.
3. F. Harding is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Jeorge Bryant....Miss Bertha Bryant’s
ind Miss Pheobe Cross’ schools at Albion
Corner close Friday....Mrs. Anna Stephenson closes her school in Burnham Village
Friday_Miss Esther Evans was the
;uest of Miss Dodge Saturday and Sunday.

and roustabouts. There is also a large
employed at the village, constructing
anew dam
A branch of the International Quarrymeu’s Union has been organized at
Mt. Waldo and already has a large membermen

crew

—

ship_J. Edmund Battles, Paul C. Leonard
anil Caroline Lazzari have arrived home
from the E. M. C. S, for the summer vacation— Miss Mary Leonard, who has been
teaching school at Deer Isle, has returned
home for the summer vacation_Miss 0.
E. Bradbury left last week for her home in
Hollis Centre, after closing a very successful term of school in the Mt. Waldo district.
Miss Bradbury is an excellent teacher, and
we hope to find her on our list of teachers
Miss Edna Pol leys, bookkeeper
next fall
in the Frankfort Supply Lo.’s store, has
gone to her home in Calais for a few weeks’
vacation. During her absence Harold W.
Files is taking her place.

ards, Bangor.

Baltimore,

June 20.

Ar, sch. Jennie G.

Pillsbury, Tarpon Bay; 23, ar, sch. Alice
Albeen very sick, is gaining slowly—Sadie Holbrook, Bay View; 24, ar, sch. Van
lens Boughton, Carter, Boston; sld 27 for
is
ill
with
a
been
who
lias
cold,
Jennys,
Boston.
able to attend school.... Mr. Page and wife
Bangor, June 21. Ar, sch. Win. B. rainier,
his
of Orono were guests of
sister, Mrs. Norfolk; sld, sch. Susan Stetson, Boston;
22,
sld, schs. Lyman M. Law, Philadelphia;
Grace Marr, last week....Mrs. Wm. Clem- Willis
A Guy, New York; July Fourth,
ents has been on the sick list for a few Beverly; 23, ar, sch. Gov. Ames, Newport
has
been
a
which
sld, sch. Seguin, New York; 25,
News;
24,
very
school,
days_Our
ar, brig Irene, Boston; sch. Nellie Grant,
interesting one, will close Friday with a Eddyville; sld, sch. IViu. B. Palmer, coal
picnic_Charles Marr is building a shed port; 27, ar, schs. James W. Paul, Jr., Newon the back of his barn.
port News; Florence A Lillian, Port Johnson ; Hattie II. Baibour, Jersey
City; sld,
schs. Eagle, New York; Charlie A Millie,
TROY.
dd.
Farmers are getting ready for haying aiid
there is promise of a bountiful crop. Potatoes and peas are looking well....Miss Estelle Harding has finished a very successful term of school in Levant and is now at
her home—Miss Bessie Weymouth of
Springfield, Mass., is visiting relatives in

Troy_Miss Helen Weymouth of the M.
C. I., Pittsfield, spent a few days with the
family of Dr. Dodge and has now gone to
the Kineo House, Moosehead Lake, where
she has employment for the summer—Mr.
and Mrs. Lester C. Bagleyof Oakland spent
a few days last week with his mother, Mrs.
Clara Bagley_Mrs. B. F. Harding of Billerica, Mass., is with her mother for the
summer vacation....Walter Hill and wife,
who have been living in B. F. Harding’s
house, have employment in Dexter in a

iidiu«

o.'ij

uimc it.

BUSINESS!

team open to any college or city

IHUKJUIKE.

The service at Harmon’s hall last Sunday
afternoon by Rev. F. I. llanscom was devoted to the children and was interesting and
instructive. A goodly number were present. ..Miss Carrie A. Fergusonof Minneapolis, Minn., is passing the summer with her
mother, Mrs. Joseph Higgins_Mrs. Caroline Ward is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A.
U. Higgins....J. H. Stevens passed Saturday and Sunday in Searsport_Miss Jennie Cox is visiting friends in YVaterville_
A. YV. Ward and Dr. B. P. Hurd attended
the Masonic gathering in Brooks Sunday.
....Isaac Howard of Unity passed last Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harmon
while on his way to visit relatives in Montville—Master Bartlett Jackson is visiting
his uncle, Arthur Jackson—Mrs. Samuel
Kelley, who has been visiting relatives
here, returned to her home in Portland Saturday.... Miss Lurie Dow of Brooks is visiting in town.Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Howard went to Belfast June 24th to pass a
few days with their son, Fred Howard, and
Fred Hunt of Lowell, Mass., is
family
spending a two weeks vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Hunt. Miss
Lettie Hunt returned from Rumford Falls
—

Saturday.
APPLETON.

Mr. and Mrs. YY’illiam Gay of Medway,
are guests for a few weeks of Capt.
and Mrs. Frank Hall.. .Miss Bessie Gushee,
who has been teaching in Lisbon Falls, is
at her home tor a few days, but will leave
Saturday for York Beach, Where she will
be employed as table girl for the summer...
Miss Mildred McAlmon and a young lady
friend of Thomaston were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Pease Saturday and Sunday....
F. L. Davidson says he has sold his stock in
trade to Lorenzo Morang, who will take
charge this week of the store and post office.
Mr. Morang moved Friday from North
Union and now occupies a tenement in Urban Trask’s house on Canal street.Palmer Martin took nine members of the YV. C.
T. U. to Thomaston Thursday. They arrived home at one o’clock Friday morning.
It was not known that services were to
be held here YVednesday for the late YVilliam H. Sumner, and for that reason but
few of our people who knew him so well
were in attendance.Mrs. Chester YVentworth, who has been with her parents at
Birch Harbor several months, ts visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wentworth, but wil
leave in a few days tor Montana where herl
husband has employment herding sheep.

Mass.,

...

Simeon Ellis in Stockton last Friday_Alfred Frye returned to.Colby last Saturday,
to remain for the graduating exercises.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cuddy of Frankfort are
visiting Mrs. C.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abner Gray—Harvard Harding went to Bangor last Saturday on business.Miss Elmira Ginn of Damariseotta is visiting relatives here. John Walker of Northfield,
Vt., called on old friends here last Sunday.
This was his former home. He had not
been here for over 20 years and his old
friends were glad to see him....Misses Jennie and Kate Hooper of Bncksport visited
friends here last Sunday.Earl and Lee
Perry of Bangor visited Mr. and Mrs. Thom-

Heagan several days IStst week.Mrs.
Mary Smith entertained the Ladies’ Club

as

June 21st....Miss Emma Nichols closed a
successful term of eight weeks’ school here
last Friday.

—

Sreached

I

Possible.

as

of yards of new seasonable merchandise sold at a big sacrifice.

Fred A.
MASONIC

Johnson,
OF

FACTS,

TEMPLE,

BELFAST,

m.

Bordeaux Mixture,

Rockland.

Mrs. Lucinda Littlefield
Clark
Mr. Hiram
Stockton Springs last week
Clark, our storekeeper, is buying lots of
Co.
in stockof
John
M.
Ames
&
goods
ton Springs— Dr. J. E. Clark of Winsted,
Conn.jrWill be in town soon to spend the
4th.
—

Produce Market.

Prices Paid

Producer.

40 Hay p ton,
10.00&13.00
5 Hides p lb,
7
2.00 Lamb p Ifc,
14
2.50 Lamb Skins,
40(a50
Vel’eyes,
Butter P ib,
18&20 Mutton p tb.
t>^9
40
6^i8 Oats P bu., 32 ib,
Beef, sides, p tb,
Beef fore quarters,
30
6;Potatoes p bu.,
60Round Hog,
6
Barley pbu.,
13 Straw p ton,
10.00
Cheese p lb,
40 Turkey p lb,
Chicken p lb,
25@28
Calf Skins, per lb. Ugl3 Tallow p tb,
2ja3
Duck p lb,
8
I4al5; Veal p lb,
18 Wool, unwashed,
33
Kggspdoz.,
15 Wood, hard,
Fowl p tb,
4.00@4.5t
16 Wood, soft.
Geese p tb,
3.00

Apples p bu.,
dried, p tb,
Beans, pea,
**

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p tb, 8ftlo

Lime p bbl.,
90@1.00
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
I8a20 Oat Meal p tb,
4
Corn p bu.,
70 Onions P tb,
5
Cracked Corn, p bu, 70 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,14@15
Corn Meal, p bu.,
70 Pollock r 'b,
5
10
15(&16 Pork p ib.
Cheese, p tb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish dn, p lb,
3
5ft8iKye Meal p tb,
l.2«
Cranberries, p qt.f 8@10 Snorts p cwt.,
7
Clover Seed.
I6|8ugar p tb,
40
Flour, p bbl., 6.25a7.25;Salt, T. I.,p bu.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
5
10, Wheat Meal.
3a4
Lard, p tb,

CENTRE MONTVILLE.

Your correspondent received cards last
week announcing the marriage of Frank
M. Poland to Miss Araminta Evelyn Welts.
Mr. Poland is a son of Mrs. Rebecca J.
and the late Sumner Poland of this town,
and is a young man of sterling character.
Miss Welts lived in Caribou, where Mr.
Poland has been employed for some years
as a bookkeeper.
They have been visiting
relatives in this and adjoiui ng towns for a
few days... Frank E. Barker, another of our
progressive Waldo County boys, now with
the Ansted-Burke Co. of Springfield, Ohio,
has been here with his bride, visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Barker, and
ot her relatives. They returned to Ohio the
first of this week—Miss Edith Stewart
of Belfast has been with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Stewart, for a few days_
The schools in town closed last week. Miss
Della H. Kane, who taught the Center
school, had a picnic, with ice cream and
other “fixings” for her pupils, June 24th_
E. E. Tasker has his telephone installed_
The new circuit of the Knox and Montville Telephone Co. is now ready for business.
The subscribers are J. 0. Bartlett,
T. S. Erskine, W. J. Thompson, R. H.
H.
B. Cox, Dr. A.D. Ramsay, George
Kane,
Carter, Lafayette E. Stewart, Fred Stewart,
and S. K. Thompson, with M. M. Wentworth as central
Mrs. J. U. Drummond, with her daughter, Miss Myra, both
of Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Perley of Unity visited Mrs. Eliza F.
Bean June 25th_Mr. Dudley Poland and
family are going to Boston Friday to visit
Relatives.Elder Brown of Brunswick
at the Carter schoolhouse Sunay afternoon_Sunday schools have been
organized in the Ceutre and Carter districts
and are well attended—The Centre school
closed Friday with a very enjoyable picnic
given by the teacher, Miss Cain—Mrs.
Volney Thompson accompanied her daughter, Mrs. Winfield Lunt, to her home ii
Meriden, Ct., for a few weeks’ visit.
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Are you taking advantage of this phenomenal opportunity? If not, get
in line with the wise. Thousands

—

Paris Green,
Blue Vitriol,

HORN.

—

a

Quickly

Rockland, June 24. Sld, sells. Menawa,
New York; John J. Hansen, do; City of
Augusta, Philadelphia; Sarah 11. lflaisdell,
Vineyard Haven (lor orders).
Swans Island, June 24. Sld, sch. John I.
THE ADVERTISER
Snow, New York,
Stonington, June 20. Sld, schs. F. C. Pendleton, New York; Fiheman, do; 23, sld,
schs. Moliie Rhodes, New York; Margaret
M. Ford, do; S. E. Davis, Clark’s Island.
Galveston, June 20.
Cld, sch. John E.
Davelin, Port Tampa.
Newport News, June 26. Ar, sch. Gov. CLARK’S CORNER (Prospect).
Powers, Bangor.
Melvin Clark, who bought a place in
Norfolk, June 20. Cld, schs. Winfield S. Stockton Springs four years ago, has sold
Schuster and George E. Walcott, Bangor;
22, cld, sch. Miles M. Merry, Bangor; 25, to the Camden Land Co. and will move to
ar, schs. Paul Palmer. Bangor; Mary E.
Belfast, where he will have an office and
Palmer, do.; W. 11. Clifford, do.; Pendleton practice magnetic healing—Amos Carter
Satisfaction, New York ; 27, ar, schs. Henry is still on the farm of the late Eastman
L. Peekham, Bangor; Helen II. Benedict,
visited

Cld, sch.
Pascagoula, Miss., June 21.
j woolen mill_Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Chase Edward
Stewart, New Bedford; 25, cld,
!
of Waterville were in town over Sunday at bark Edward L. Maybury, Mayaguez, I’. R.
Brunswick, Ga„ June 22. Cld, sch. Mary
the Vickery humestead—Mr. and Mrs.
L. Crosby, New York; 24, ar, sch. D. 11.
Rodney Whitaker of Unity visited at L. B. Rivers, Port Royal; 26, sld, sch. Joseph W.
Harding’s Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. X. W. Hawthorn, Portland.
Miss
Charleston, S. C., June 22. Sld, bark
Hawes visited in Pittsfield recently
Bl’CKSI’OKT.
Flora
The new president of the East Maine Con- (Jeorgie Tozier of Unity has been the guest Ethel, Elizabethport; 23, sld, sch.
Rogers, Bridgeport.
ference seminary, although
a
Satilla River, Ga., June 20. Ar, sch. A.
stranger of Mr. and Mrs. David Piper the past week.
here, was a native of Brewer, a man of | _Mrs. Jane Coburn of Calais has visited B. Sherman, New York.
Jacksonville, June 26. Sld, sch. J. W.
rare ability and comes
with the best of recently in the eastern part of the town,
Balano, Portland,
The support of all the com- where she formerly lived, and where she
references.
Port Tampa, June 26. Ar, sch. Harry T.
munity will be given to him as freely as was still has an interest in real estate_Mrs. Hayward, Norfolk; sld, sch. Augustus 11.
the support rendered to Prof. Cooper. The Leslie Ward of Portland has spent a few Babcock, Baltimore.
Delaware Breakwater, June 26. Anchor1
interest of the school and its management days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. ed at
Overfalls lightship, sch. Brina P. Pena
broad-minded
whatever
his
by
man,
Stone_Mr. Andrew Seaver is failing rap- dleton, fernandina for Philadelphia;awaitorders
bark Adolph Obrig, from Manila.
ing
will
and
receive
the
name,
please
support idly.
Providence, June 26. Ar, sch. Lucy E.
of those who are the most interested—the
Norfolk.
Friend,
PROSPECT FERRY.
people of Bucksport_Messrs. Guy W.
Saugus, Mass., June 26. Ar, sch. PenobMrs. F'rauk Perkins and Miss Cora Per- scot,
Hutchinson, Philadelphia.
McAllister, Albert C. Swazey and R. B.
kins of Milford, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Sparrows Point, June 27. Passed, schs.
Stover were at work June 24th on the apSarah
W. Lawrence, Baltimore for Bath;
T.
Luke..Mrs.
J.
Sliute
and
son
Emma
praisal of the estate of the late Ivory Grant,
Van Allens Bonghtou, do for Boston.
of Brewer visited their aunts, Miss
Cyrus
of
real
estate that is likeconsisting largely
FOREIGN PORTS.
and Hannah Heagau, last Saturday
ly to come into the market for sale. Includ- Ellen
Matanzas, June 12. Ar, sch. Fred W. Ayer,
and
Dexter
Littleand
Sunday_Ashley
ed in this property is the old trotting park
Gulfport; 16, sld, sch. Alice Lord, Sawyer,
built by Ambrose Harriman in 1807, still in field of Boston visited their aunt, Mrs. M. Apalachicola (to load for north of Hatteras).
Cebu, June 20. Sld, ship S. P. Hitchcock,
good condition, after being out of commis- A. Littlefield, last Saturday.Mrs. J. A. Gates, St. Helena (for orders).
San Juan, P. R., June 7. Sld, bark Mansion nearly 40 years. There is a movement Brewster of Camden visited her aunt, Mrs.
Ueagan, last Wednesday and nie Swan, New York.
on
foot by a syndicate to acquire this Thomas
Hillsboro, N. B., June 22. Cld, sch. Wm.
property and utilize it for training and ex- Thursday.Miss Priscilla Brewster re- E. Downes, Oak Point, N. Y.
hibition grounds_From Monday, June turned to her home in Camden last Friday.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
26th, to the end of the season, the citizens of —James Berry arrived home from NorthBucksport will maintain a baseball team. field, Vt., last Thursday_Mrs. L. D. BerCorrected Weekly for The Journal.
It is the intention of those interested to ry and Mrs. W. D. Harriman visited Mrs.
in Maine.
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ENTIRE STOCK OF

Pillinos. In I ittle Deer Isle, June 15, to Mr.
ami Mrs. Pearl F. Billings, a >01).
Coombs. In Winter Harbor, June 18, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lin wood Coombs, a son.
Dodoe. In Rockland, June IT. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Dodge, a daughter,Carrie.
Gkindle. In Bar Harbor, May 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Winfield Grindle, a oaugliter.
In Belfast, June -4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gross.
Alexus Gros s, a son.
Hills. In Northport. June 18. to Mr. ami Mrs.
Wm. F. Hills, a daughter.
Hooper. Hi Cast no, June (5, to Mr. and Mrs.
John 1. Hooper, a son.
Linscott. In Burketville, June 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. A rial Linscott, a son.
Thomas. In Rockland, June ip, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jolm W. Thomas, a daughter, Dorothy
Chase.

Formaldehyde.
Bug Death
Black Dern,

MARRIED.

Chii.ds-Parkfr.

In Stonington, June 17‘
James F. Childs and Miss Alura Parker.
t unningham-Yen ng.
In l'leasautville, June
17, William F. Cunningham. Jr., and Miss Cora
W. Young, both of l'leasautville.
Davis-Dkan. In Rockland, June 20, Ezekiel
R. Davis and Susie W\ Dean, botli of Rockland.
In Ellsworth, June 19.
Dunton-C'onary.
Frank C- Dunton and Miss Leonora E. Conary.
both of Surry.
Dutch-Chamber la in. In Belfast. June 21,
by Rev. A. A. smith, Walter h. Dutch of Belfast
Miss Nettie R. Chamberlain of Lynn, Mass.
Hinckley-Snowman. Iii Bluehill, June 14,
Everett W luelock Hinckley and Miss Lula Belle
snowman, both of Bluehill.
Jones-Rolerson. In Belmont, June 13, by
W’. S. Foss, Esq
Mr. Lewis V’. Jones and Mrs.
Etta M. Rolerson, both of Searsmont.
Kinney-Cochrane. In Ellsworth. June 21,
of Lee, N. H., and
Rev. George Edward
Miss Carrie B. Cochrane of Ellsworth.
In Rockland, June 21,
Philbrook-Post.
Henry Judson Philbrook of South Thomaston
and Miss Nellie May Post of Rockland.
Poland- Welts. In Caribou, June 20, Frank
M. Poland and Miss Araminta Evelyn Welts,
both of Caribou.
Read-Ham- y. In Belfast, June 28, by Rev.
Read and Miss
G. G. Winslow, Clarence E
Cleora R. Haney, both oi Belfast.
Rowling-Glough. In Ingraham Hill. South
Thomaston, June 21, John Rowling and Miss
Edith L. Clough, both of Hurricane.
In Swan’s Island,
Sprague-stock bridge.
June 14, Frank Sprag1 e and Mrs. Amanda Stock
bridge, both of Swan’s Island.
Swkeney-Nickerson. In East Corinth, June
21, by Alfred E. Nickerson. Esq, James 1).
Sweeney and Miss Marietta Nickerson, both of
Bar Harbor.
Torrky-Cain. In Rockport, June 21, (apt.
Ernest Merton Toney of North Deer Isle and
Miss Enuna Louise Cam of Rockport.
Wallace-Crockett. In Morris Park, L I.,
June—, CUifford Wallace of Brooklyn and Ida
May, daughter of Luther 11. Crockett, formerly
of Rockland.
Wakd-Dunbar. In Southwest Harbor, June
10, Charles S. W ard and Miss Susie P. Dunbar,
both of Bar Harbor.

Kinney

Whale Oil Soa|
A. A. HOWES & U'
Groceries, Drugs

and Medi.

4tf

Lumber!
CLOSING OUT SAL
All kinds long lumber, spruce
hard wood and clapl,
Also saw'dust and prepared hard

lock, pine,

length,

stove

any part ot
short noti. e

J

ted

sold at mill or del,
Belfast

or

Searsp,

Telephone

at resic

25 Congress St., Belfast. Call .!
24tf
h. C. PITCH!
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AUCTION
On Saturday, July 1st. at 10 o'clock
forenoon,

The Burdens will be Made Lighter if the
Advice of this Belfast Citizen
is Followed.
A woman’s back has many aches and
Most times ’tis the kidney’s fault.
Backache is really kidney ache.

pains.

That’s why Doan’s Kidney .Tills cure it.
Many Belfast women know this.
Read what

one has to say about it:
Mrs. F. M. Wood of 8 Grove street,

Belfast,
Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills were procured
me
at
and
1
for
the City Drug Store,
used them.
They brought me such beneficial results that I
feel sure that any one suffering from kidney com*
plaint or backache should give this remedy a
trial.”
For sale by all dealers. Trice 50 cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N.
sole agents for the
United States.

Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

no

BELFAST ft M003EHEAD LAKE
RAILROAD COMPANY.
Clerk's Office,
1
Belfast, Me.. Junes. l'J06. I
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting
of this corporation will be held at the Court
House, in Belfast, Wednesday, Jnly 8,1905, at
10 A. M., for the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors lor the ensuing year
3d; To act upon any other business that may
4w23
legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
WM. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

Carter. In Ellsworth, June 18, Grace I., wife
of Charles K. Carter, aged 27 years and t; months.
Clark.
In Rockland, June 16. William It.
Clark, aged 68 years, 10 months and l*; days.
Crockett. In Warehani. Mass., June 8. Caroline T. (Knowllon), widow < f Fred Crockett, a
native of Rockland, aged 7i* years and 9 months.
Crockett. In flood River, Oregon, June —,
Hezekiah Coombs Crockett, formerly of Rockland, aged 51 years.
Cousins. In Euieka, Cal., June 9. Mrs. Trvpli*»na Cousins, formerly of Surry, aged 74 years.
Dix. In Augusta, June 10, Mrs. Emily ,1. I)i\
of Tremont, aged 70 years, 4 months and 25 days.
Fisk. In Rockland, June 21, Moses H. Fisk,
aged 89 years, l month and 18 days.
Grant. In Rock port, June 15, Mrs. Thomas
II Grant, aged 39 years.
Keene, lu Rockville, June 13, Juliaett M.,
wife of W inslow A. Keene, aged 62 years.
Martin, in ciniden, June 20. Rebecca s. Martin, aged 82 years l month ami is days. Interment m Lincolnville.
McCabe. In Searsmont, June 21, Mrs. Lenora
McCabe, aged 52 years.
McIntosh. In San Francisco June 9, Capt.
Isaac R. McIntosh, a native of Rockland, aged 77
years.
Moore. In Vinalhaveu, June 14, Mrs. Margaret
Moore, aged 76 years and l month. Burial at

Thoniaston.

Perkins. In Rockland, June 22. Clara 8., wife
ol Charles M. Perkins, aged 63 years, 8 months
and 13 days.
Robbins, In Rockland, June 20, Bertha Frances, daughter of James and Augusta (Aldus)
Robbins, aged 13 years, 10 months and 29 days.
Ross. In Rockville, June 14, Amanda, widow
of Abram Ross, aged 76 years
Spurling.
In Rockland, June 21, Enoch
Spur ling, aged 79 years and 3 months.
Suitter. In East Liberty, May 30, Mrs. Mabel
Davis, Suitter, aged 26 years, l month and 5 days.
Tibbetts. In South Brooksville, June 16, Miss
Betsey Tibbetts, aged about 89 years.
Thompson. In Itarre, Vt.. June —, Etta M.
(Jameson) wife of Walter A. Thompson, formerly of North Haven, aged 48 years and 2 months.
Burial at North Haven.
Wallace. In Rockland, June 17, Mrs. Bethania Wallace, aged 82 years.
West. In Franklin, June 17, Joseph H. West,
aged 72 years, 6 months and 26 days.

I shall sell my entire livery stock at auct
stating of
11 horses, drivers and workers.
9 single li arnesses.
2 sets double driving harnesses.
1 surry harness, nearly new.
0 top buggies.
1 extension top surry, two seats.
2 grocery wagons.
1 two seated open surry.
2 runabouts rubber tired.
1 end spring Thompson open buggj.
1 State prison road wagon.
The above are all in good condition,
will also include my entire stock of 10b.blankets, etc.
These goods can he seen at any time I
sale at the City Feed Stable.
Yours truly,

_E.

a. KXOIVLTi>>

TOWNSEND
ART VIEWS
Hand Colored Platinums have been
to our views of local interest.
Souvenir Postals, 6 for 25c.

an
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CITY DRUG STORt

Bargains in Boats.
One

18-foot launch with U horse pov
Palmer engine (latest out).
sloop, nearly new, fast aiv

One 20-foot
able.
One

row

price.
2Hf

boat, nearly new, at onk-hau
For particulars Inquire of
GEORGE M. GRAY
92 Onion Street, any evening
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